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FAINT GALAXY PHOTOMETRY AND COSMOLOGY 

P.R.F. Stevenson 

ABSTRACT 

Deep galaxy catalogues have been constructed from automatic 
measurements of photographic plates by the COSMOS machine at the Royal 
Observatory Edinburgh. The plates were taken by the 1. 2m UK Schmidt 
telescope (UKST) and 4m Anglo-Australian telescope (AAT), in both blue 
and red pass bands. The UKST plates cover an area of sky of ~ 170 square 
degrees, some four times larger than any previous study to these 
depths (8~21, R-20mag). 

By comparing the UKST and AAT galaxy number-magnitude counts and 
colour distributions with those predicted using computer models, 
evidence for luminosity evolution has been obtained. The red passband 
counts require less luminosity evolution than in the blue passband and 
at the faintest magnitudes reached here ( R- 22mag) the cosmological 
parameter, q

0
, has as large an effect. The red count models are well 

enough determined to reject world models with q 0 ~ 1. In order to 
further separate the effects of luminosity evolution and q

0
, the 

possibility of using a well determined Hubble diagram or faint galaxy 
redshift surveys is considered. 

The galaxy two-point angular correlation function, w(U), has been 
estimated from the UKST catalogues and shows evidence of a feature at 
lar~I angular scales, c~lres~~nding to a spatial separation of 
-3h Mpc (H 0 100h kms Mpc ). In a study of the correlation 
function scaling relation it is found that the observed clustering 
amplitudes at AAT depths are lower than those predicted using well 
determined models that assume no clustering evolution. However, 
sampling errors are large and more 4m data is required in order to 
test the reality of this result. Also discussed is the possibility of 
discriminating between recent theories of galaxy formation using the 
w(O) observations. 

The method of Turner and Gott has been used to automatically 
detect groups and clusters of galaxies in the UKST catalogues. It is 
found that the cluster-cluster w(O) is several times higher than the 
galaxy-galaxy w(8) when scaled to the same depth. The implications of 
this result for galaxy formation theories are discussed. By using the 
average magnitude, m, of a cluster as a distance estimator the 
redshift distribution of the clusters has been obtained. Features 
present in these distribution~1 may correspond to the effects of 
superclustering on scales ~150h Mpc. The modelled ffi:distance relation 
has been used to set constraints on the galaxy luminosity function and 
hence help to more tightly constrain the number count and clustering 
models. 

The orientations of galaxies within clusters and the orientations 
and ellipticity distributions of the clusters themselves have been 
used in order to obtain further constraints on the theories of galaxy 
formation. 
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'~ll nature then, as it exists, by itself, &s founded on two 

things: there are bodies and there is a void in which these 

bod1:es are placed and through which they move about. " 
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CHAPTER ONE 

INTRODUCTION 

One of the outstanding problems of modern cosmology is to 

understand the formation and evolution of galaxies. Since galaxies are 

the main visible constituents of the universe this problem is directly 

related to the origin of the large scale structure of the universe 

itself. 

Important clues about the processes of galaxy formation and 

evolution can be derived from studies of galaxy counts and clustering. 

An integral part of such studies are catalogues of galaxies which 

contain the positions of galaxies on the sky and are complete to some 

objective criterion such as limiting magnitude or angular diameter o 

Furthermore, these catalogues should constitute a representative or 

'fair' sample of galaxies in order that the results obtained apply to 

the universe in general. Early galaxy catalogues such as those of 

Zwicky et al (1961-8), the Lick Catalogue (Shane and Wirtanen, 1967; 

Seldner et al, 1977) and the Jagellonian Catalogue (Rudnicki et al, 

1973) were constructed from photographic plates by purely visual 

inspection and so immediately suffered from problems such as bias in 

the observer's selection criteria. The main difficulty lies in 

deciding on the limiting magnitude to which the eye is sensitive since 

this may vary depending on the surface brightness and size of the 

image under study. Much attention has therefore recently been devoted 

to the construction of galaxy catalogues using automatic machine 

measurements of deep photographic plates, which due to the objective 
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nature of the measurements can avoid the above problem. This thesis 

describes a study of some particular aspects of observational 

cosmology undertaken by analysing new galaxy catalogues obtained from 

COSMOS (Stobie et al, 1979) automatic machine measurements of 1.2m UK 

Schmidt telescope (UKST) and 4m Anglo-Australian telescope (AAT) 

photographs. 

Schmidt telescopes are still unrivalled in their power to record 

the images of tens of thousands of galaxies and stars simultaneously 

on large field ( 36 square degree) photographs. Even though modern 

detectors such as the electronographic camera and charge coupled 

devices ( CCDs) have vastly improved quantum efficiency over that of 

the photographic plate, their small size and hence field of view 

(typically< .1 square degrees at Schmidt telescope plate scale) 

restrict their data acquisition power. The UKST has recently completed 

a photographic survey of the southern skies (~<-20 degrees), in a blue 

passband, to a limiting magnitude of ~ 21mag. This survey complements 

those of the Palomar Schmidt, which surveyed the northern skies to a 

brighter limit of - 19-20mag and that of the ESO Schmidt, which has 

surveyed the southern sky in a red passband. The 606 plates in the 

UKST southern sky survey represent a vast source of data containing 

the images of -10
8 

galaxies and stars. An analysis of this data would 

be an extremely arduous and time-consuming task to carry out by eye 

even if the observer's bias described above could be eliminated. 

However, with the advent of fast measuring machines such as COSMOS 

(Stobie et al, 1979), APM (Kibblewhite, 1980) and the PDS 1010 (at the 

Royal Greenwich Observatory) each plate can be scanned automatically 

providing a catalogue of image coordinates, sizes, shapes and 
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magnitudes in only a matter of hours. 

The AAT produces photographs of larger scale than the UKST 

plates, but of smaller fields ( 0.7 square degrees). However, due to 

their faint limiting magnitudes, reaching to """ 24 mag, an AAT plate 

actually contains as many images as there are on a UKST plate. These 

faint limiting magnitudes enable the galaxy distribution to be probed 

to very great depths. The average redshift of galaxies on an AAT plate 

is typically z..,O. 5, compared to z: ... o. 2 for a UKST plate. Such large 

redshifts correspond to 'look-back times' which are a significant 

fraction of the age of the galaxies under study and hence by comparing 

observations from UKST and AAT plates the evolution of galaxies may be 

studied. 

The first main objective of this thesis will be to carry out a 

study of the galaxy number-magnitude distribution, n(m). Using the 

UKST data to define the n(m) relation at bright magnitudes, 

,.., 17-21mag, and AAT data at faint magnitudes, ,.., 21-24mag, constraints 

will be obtained in chapter three on the range of possible world 

models ( ie, the cosmological deceleration parameter, q
0 

) and galaxy 

luminosity evolution. It should be noted here that the framework used 

for an interpretation of the results will be the 'standard big-bang' 

cosmology, assuming a zero cosmological constant (see for example 

Weinberg, 1972). Any of the results obtained here which are dependent 

on the Hubble constant, H
0

, will be written in terms of h, where 

-1 -1 
H

0
=100h kms Mpc unless otherwise stated. The value of h is 

presently thought to lie in the range, Yz<h<1 (see Hodge, 1981, for a 

review). 

The second main objective of this thesis will be to use the 
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COSMOS galaxy catalogues in studies of galaxy clustering. These 

studies form the basis of chapters four, five and six. At the 

relatively bright limits of the UKST plates the data will be used to 

-1 
map the distribution of galaxies out to depths of- 500h Mpc, as well 

as being used in statistical clustering analyses. The AAT data will 

also be used in statistical clustering analyses and due to its great 

depth ((3000h-
1 

Mpc) will be used to obtain constraints on clustering 

evolution. All of these complementary studies of galaxy clustering 

will be used to obtain constraints on theories of galaxy formation. 

The first main objective outlined above will be discussed in more 

detail in section 1.2. Since most of the clustering analyses will be 

used to constrain galaxy formation theories the most recent theories 

will be briefly described in section 1.3. The clustering analyses 

themselves will then be discussed in more detail, with reference to 

these theories, in section 1.4. 

1.2 GALAXY NUMBER-MAGNITUDE COUNTS 

It was realized soon after the discovery of the extragalactic 

nature of galaxies that valuable cosmological information might be 

obtained by simply counting their number as a function of magnitude. 

For example, it can easily be shown that if the luminosity function of 

galaxies remained unchanged and galaxies were distributed uniformly 

throughout Euclidean space, then the form of the n(m) relation is a 

power-law of index 0.6. Departures from this power-law form can 

therefore, in principle, be used to test for the homogeneity of the 

universe. By obtaining counts in different directions the isotropy of 
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the universe may also be tested. The n ( m) relation may therefore be 

used to test for the consistency of the cosmological principle with 

observation. 

Hubble (1926, 1934) first used the form of the n(m) relation to 

test for the homogeneity of the galaxy distribution and indeed found a 

0. 6 power-law for his 8( 19mag galaxy sample. When counts became 

available to fainter limiting magnitudes it was hoped that by looking 

for departures from the 0.6 power-law the n(m) relation might be able 

to constrain the value of q
0 

(Hubble and Tolman, 1935; Hubble, 1936). 

However, at these intermediate magnitudes (B<20mag) the n(m) relation 

has only a second order dependence on q
0 

(Sandage, 1961) and here n(ml 

is more sensitive to the rate of galaxy luminosity evolution (Brown 

and Tinsley, 1974). At the very faint magnitudes that can be reached 

using deep AAT plates (B-24mag) the q
0 

dependence of n(m) does become 

considerable and the n(m) relation may be able to place limits on the 

range of possible world models, as well as galaxy luminosity 

evolution. In chapter three of this thesis the observed n(m) relations 

obtained from the cosmos galaxy catalogues will be compared to 

modelled counts in order to obtain constraints on these two important 

cosmological parameters. The modelled n (m) relation is additionally 

sensitive to many other galaxian properties such as K-corrections (the 

change in magnitude of a galaxy as a function of distance due to its 

spectrum being shifted through the passband of observation) , 

luminosity function (the spread in intrinsic luminosities of galaxies) 

and mix of galaxy types. It will be shown in chapter three that these 

properties are now sufficiently well determined to make a detailed 
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analysis of the n(m) relation worthwhile. 

Recently, several other workers have obtained n(m) counts to deep 

limits (Kron, 1978, 1980; Peterson et al, 1979; Tyson and Jarvis, 

1979; Koo, 1981a). These authors used automatic measuring techniques 

similar to those used here, but their results were often in 

contradiction. In chapter three these results are compared to those 

obtained in the present work in order to try and resolve some of the 

differences found and to establish the true form of the n(m) relation 

at faint magnitudes. The COSMOS data will also be used to investigate 

the galaxy colour-magnitude relation. It will be shown in chapter 

three that an analysis of the colour-magnitude relation allows tighter 

constraints to be placed on models of luminosity evolution than those 

obtained using the n(m) counts alone. 

In order to untangle the effects of luminosity evolution and q 0 

the expected amount of evolution may be predicted a priori using the 

theoretical models developed by Tinsley ( 1980a) and Bruzual ( 1981). 

Unfortunately these models are not yet well determined and so in 

chapter three two further possibilities of separating the effects of 

luminosity evolution and q 0 , using constraints obtained from the 

Hubble diagram and galaxy number-redshift, n(z), distributions, are 

also considered. 

1.3 GALAXY CLUSTERING AND COSMOLOGY 

We begin this section by discussing theories of galaxy formation 

with a special emphasis on their predictions which may be tested by 

carrying out studies of galaxy clustering using the COSMOS galaxy 
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catalogues. The galaxy formation theories which have been given most 

consideration in recent times have been based on the gravitational 

instability mechanism in a baryon dominated universe (Peebles, 1980). 

Here galaxies are thought to have arisen out of small density 

fluctuations in the early universe, which have subsequently grown by 

gravitational 'clumping'. Two physically distinct types of fluctuation 

are generally considered; firstly adiabatic fluctuations, where both 

radiation and matter are perturbed and secondly isothermal 

fluctuations, where only the matter is perturbed. These two 

possibilities give rise to the adiabatic and isothermal theories of 

galaxy formation respectively. 

In the isothermal theory the baryon fluctuations appeared by some 

unspecified process .. Before decoupling, in the radiation era, the 

perturbations do not grow because of Thompson drag (Peebles, 1965). 

After the decoupling of matter from the radiation, baryon 

perturbations of mass greater than the Jeans mass 
5 

scale of "'10 M.,, 

are free to grow. Objects of this mass were therefore the first 

objects to form in the early universe according to this theory 

(Peebles, 1974a). The mutual gravitational attraction of these objects 

may then have formed galaxies, which subsequently clustered on larger 

scales into a hierarchical (scale-free) clustering pattern. 

In the adiabatic theory (Sunyaev and Zeldovich, 1972). 

fluctuations in both radiation and matter on scales smaller than a 

characteristic mass were damped due to photon 

viscosity (Silk, 1968) and hence after decoupling there were no 

perturbations on smaller scales. Therefore, in this scenario structure 
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on very large scales formed first in the early universe with galaxies 

fragmenting out at a later stage (Doroskevich et al, 1978). These 

large scale structures were referred to as 'pancakes' in the original 

theory (Zeldovich, 1970) due to their predicted elongated shapes. The 

'pancakes' may correspond to the superclusters and the spaces between 

them to the voids possibly seen in the present day galaxy distribution 

(Zeldovich et al, 1982). The distribution of galaxies today may 

therefore show a preferred scale of clustering corresponding to these 

'pancakes ' . 

There is, however, a serious problem with the original adiabatic 

theory described above. In order to form galaxies by the present 

epoch, the primordial density fluctuations needed to be of such a 

large amplitude, that the anisotropy of the microwave background would 

be at least an order of magnitude greater than the presently observed 

upper limits (Wilson, 1983). This problem may be solved if the 

universe is very dense Il > 1, but this large value of J1 is certainly 
D 0 

excluded by nucleosynthesis calculations for the early universe which 

predict ~h2< .05 (Yang et al, 1984) in the form of baryons. 

The objections raised against the original isothermal theory have 

been mainly theoretical in nature. Grand Unified Theories (GUT's) 

suggest that adiabatic perturbations are more likely to be produced in 

the early universe (Press and Vishniac, 1980). Indeed, the isothermal 

theory was actually constructed in an ad-hoc fashion in order to avoid 

problems with the isotropy of the microwave background and cannot 

naturally explain why fluctuations are only present in baryons in the 

early universe. 
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In view of the above problems much attention has recently been 

devoted to adiabatic theories involving non-baryonic dark matter in 

the form of massive neutrinos, axions, gravitinos and a host of other 

exotic particles (Peebles, 1984). By assuming that the universe is 

dominated by weakly interacting particles of non-zero mass the 

microwave background problem of the original adiabatic theory 

described above may be solved. The dark matter perturbations grow 

prior to recombination and this induces a rapid growth in baryon 

perturbations shortly after recombination, allowing non-linear 

structure to form now from smaller initial baryon fluctuations. These 

models are still consistent with the nucleosynthesis calculations 

since the dark matter is non-baryonic. These models are particularly 

attractive because they also solve the 

(Peebles, 1979a). 

'missing mass' problem 

In the massive neutrino (m~~30eV) model the neutrinos are still 

relativistic when galaxy-size masses first come within the horizon. 

They therefore freely stream away (being non-interacting) and smooth 

out fluctuations smaller than the horizon size. When they first become 

non-relativistic the mass within the horizon is~lo15M., the mass of a 

typical supercluster and so these are the first structures to form in 

a neutrino dominated universe. Because the neutrinos are in thermal 

equilibrium with the primaeval plasma they are referred to as 'hot' 

particles (Bond et al, 1984). The neutrino or 'hot' dark matter models 

therefore retain the basic prediction of the original adiabatic 

theory, that clusters form before galaxies (Frenk, White and Davis, 

1983). There are, however, problems with the neutrino model. Detailed 
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computations have shown that supercluster collapse, in which galaxies 

formed, must have occurred very recently (z<l) (White, Frenk and 

Davis, 1983) and also that a large scale galaxy clustering coherence 

length is produced that is not observed (Peebles, 1983). This problem 

could be avoided by postulating the existence of heavier lkeV 

particles such as gravitinos, or lighter axions whose velocity 

dispersions in the early universe are so small (so called 'cold' 

particles) that fluctuations of galactic size or larger can grow from 

very early times (Blumenthal et al, 1984). In either case galaxies 

form before large scale clustering occurs and hence these theories 

retain the basic prediction of the original baryon isothermal theory. 

In view of the above discussion it seems that all theories of 

galaxy formation can oe divided into two main classes. Those in which 

galaxies form before clusters and those in which clusters form before 

galaxies. A very important observational constraint on the theories of 

galaxy formation could therefore be obtained by carrying out tests 

which may be able to discriminate between these two different 

scenarios. This will be the approach adopted in the present work and 

the various tests used will be described in the following section. 

Irrespective of whether galaxies or clusters formed first in the 

early universe, it is also of great interest to determine the nature 

of the distribution of galaxies at very large scales 
-1 

(10-lOOh Mpc). 

Here gravity may not have had time to greatly affect the matter 

distribution in the lifetime of the universe and therefore the galaxy 

distribution may still reflect its initial conditions. At the largest 

scales (>100h-
1

Mpc) the universe is expected to become homogeneous in 
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line with the cosmological principle. The study of the large scale 

distribution of galaxies may therefore be used to set some limits on 

the largest scale of inhomogeneity in the universe and hence test the 

consistency of the cosmological principle with observation. In the 

following section a method of mapping both the two and three

dimensional distribution of galaxy clusters using the COSMOS galaxy 

catalogues will be described. 

1.4 STUDIES OF GALAXY CLUSTERING USING COSMOS 

There are two complementary approaches to the observational study 

of galaxy clustering. In the first, statistical approach, the aim is 

to obtain a description of galaxy clustering which applies to the 

universe in general and as such requires no a priori cluster 

selection. In the second approach clusters are identified as 

enhancements in the surface density of galaxies on the photographic 

plate and studied as objects of individual interest. In the present 

work the COSMOS galaxy catalogues will be used to investigate the 

clustering of galaxies using both of these approaches. 

The most widely used clustering statistics are the n-point 

correlation functions (Peebles, 1980 and refs. therein). The simplest 

and most easily applicable; the two-point angular correlation 

function, w(8), will be applied to the COSMOS data in chapter four" 

This statistic simply measures the excess probability of finding a 

galaxy at a certain angular distance from another. In the early galaxy 

catalogues described in section 1.1 the form of w(8) was found to be a 

power-law of index -0.8, with a departure from this power-law at large 
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-1 
(N5-9h Mpc) scales. The theories of galaxy formation discussed in the 

previous section make predictions for the power-law index and scale of 

this 'break' feature; for example in the baryon isothermal theory the 

break corresponds to the transition between the linear and non~linear 

clustering regimes and this break scale is consistent with a highil0~1 

universe (Davis et al, 1977). It is therefore important to determine 

the form of w (8) in the UKST data obtained here, since it covers a 

large area of sky (""170 square degrees) to relatively deep B-21mag 

1 imi ts and contains a very large objectively selected galaxy sample 

ideal for statistical studies of this type. Scaling tests will also be 

carried out in chapter four which involve the comparison of clustering 

amplitudes obtained for galaxy samples of different depths. These 

tests also enable constraints to be placed on the theories of galaxy 

formation. For example, adiabatic theories predict that both the slope 

and amplitude of w(9) are a function of time (Dekel and Aarseth, 

1984). On the other hand the isothermal theory predicts a stable slope 

and amplitude to very large look-back times (Peebles, 1973) • The 

detection of clustering evolution in either slope or amplitude of w(9) 

at the depths of the AAT data (z-1), could therefore be interpreted as 

evidence against the isothermal theory of galaxy formation. It will 

also be shown that in modelling the scaling relation, tighter 

constraints will be able to be placed on the galaxy n(m) models 

described in section 1.2. 

In chapter five the second approach to the study of galaxy 

clustering described above is considered. Catalogues of galaxy groups 

and clusters are constructed in an objective and unbiased way using 
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the cluster detection algorithm of Gott and Turner (1977a). The 

distribution of these groups and clusters in both two and three 

dimensions are used to map the large scale structure of the universe. 

These maps can then be used to test for the statistical significance 

of superclusters and voids in the galaxy distribution recently 

reported by many authors (eg, Gregory and Thompson, 1978; Einasto et 

al, 1980; Kirshner et al, 1981; Bahcall and Soneira, 1982; and 

reviewed by Oort, 1983) and hence set limits on the largest scale of 

inhomogeneities in the universe. The third dimension can be explored 

by using the cluster distance estimator used by Schechter and Press 

(1976). Their technique uses the relation between the average 

magnitude of galaxies within a cluster down to a specified limiting 

magnitude and its diptance. In chapter five this relationship is 

determined both empirically using clusters of known distance and also 

theoretically via computer models. By comparing the models to the 

observed relation constraints will be placed on the galaxy luminosity 

function which may then be used to better constrain both the galaxy 

number count models and scaling relation models described above. 

Observations of th~ internal structure of clusters may be used to 

discriminate between the two main classes of galaxy formation theories 

described in section 1. 3, ie, those in which galaxies form before 

clusters and those in which clusters form before galaxies. In the 

former case, due to the hierarchical nature of the clustering there, 

the distribution of galaxy orientations may be expected to be quite 

random. On the other hand if clusters formed first then, due to the 

conservation of primordial angular momentum, some preferred alignment 
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of galaxies may be expected within clusters. The aim of chapter six is 

to study the orientations of galaxies within the clusters obtained in 

chapter five, as well as the orientations of the clusters themselves, 

in order to obtain some further constraints on galaxy formation 

theories. 

To conclude this thesis, chapter seven contains a summary of the 

main results of chapters three, four, five and six and brings together 

these results with those of other workers. 
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CHAPTER TWO 

DATA AND PHOTOMETRY 

In the present chapter the construction of galaxy catalogues 

using COSMOS machine measurements of 1.2m UK Schmidt telescope (UKST) 

and 4m Anglo-Australian telescope (AAT) photographic plates is 

described. These catalogues will be used in the subsequent chapters as 

a basis for the cosmological studies described in chapter one. 

Particular emphasis will be placed on the calibration of the 

machine measured magnitudes, which is carried out by comparing COSMOS 

machine magnitudes with those of standard photoelectric and ceo 

sequences (section 2. 5). It is crucial that the photometric zero

points are known as accurately as possible so that a reliable 

interpretation of cosmological tests, such as those based on galaxy 

number-magnitude counts, can be made. 

An important preliminary stage in the construction of galaxy 

catalogues using automatic methods is that of separating the images of 

stars from those of galaxies. All of the methods used here exploit the 

difference in the intensity profiles of stellar and galaxian images. 

For a particular integrated magnitude a galaxy will have a larger area 

and a lower central intensity (if unsaturated) than a star of the same 

magnitude. Plots of area and central intensity versus magnitude for 

all images can therefore be used to discriminate between stars and 

galaxies. This procedure is described in detail in section 2.6. 
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The extended nature of galaxy images does create problems in 

measuring the galaxy magnitudes themselves. There are two main methods 

of faint galaxy photometry; the 'isophotal' technique, where only the 

light above a certain threshold of detection is measured, and the 

'total' technique, where all of the light present in an image is 

measured. It will be shown that the AAT magnitudes measured here, 

although being strictly isophotal, are very close to total magnitudes 

due to the very low detection thresholds applied to the COSMOS 

datasets (section 2. 7). This important result means that in the 

following analyses the observations can be compared to computer models 

based on total magnitudes, which reduces the number of unknown 

parameters in the models ( ie, there is no need for galaxy profile 

information), making tne interpretation of the results far simpler. 

Several of the areas of sky studied here have had plates taken in 

both blue and red passbands. Galaxy colours can therefore be obtained 

by automatically matching images from each plate (section 2.8). Colour 

information is extremely useful since the apparent colours of galaxies 

are related to their intrinsic colour and redshift and hence by 

utilizing this information it may be possible to learn much about the 

evolution of galaxies and their redshift distribution. This chapter is 

concluded with a brief summary in section 2.9. 

2.2 PHOTOGRAPHIC MATERIAL 

The photographic material used in this work consists of ten 1.2m 

UK Schmidt telescope (UKST) plates and five 4m Anglo-Australian 

telescope ( AAT) plates. Details of all of these plates are given in 
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Table 2. 1. Eight of the UKST plates were taken in a blue passband 

determined by the hypersensitized IIIaJ emulsion plus a Schott GG395 

filter. Because this is not the standard 8 passband it will be denoted 

by bJ. The other two plates were taken in a red passband, determined 

by the IIIaF emulsion (or similar 127-04) plus the RG630 filter, which 

is denoted by rF. The AAT plates were taken in similar passbands as 

indicated in Table 2.1. The slightly different Schott filter (GG385) 

used with the AAT plates Jl888 and J1634, to that used with the UKST J 

plates ( GG395), is expected to introduce a negligible colour 

difference (< 0.1mag), which is well within the errors in the present 

data. 

The bJ and rF passbands are shown diagrammatically in figure 2.1 

relative to the familiar Johnson (1966) B, V and R passbands. It can 

be seen from the figure that the and pass bands are well 

separated in wavelength. 

Most of the UKST plates form a network centred on the South 

Galactic Pole ( SGP) , as can be seen from the first six entries in 

Table 2.1, and their configuration on the sky is shown in figure 2.2, 

The galactic pole is chosen since here the effects of variable 

galactic obscuration should be negligible (see McFadzean, Hilditch and 

Hill, 1983) and therefore have little effect on the observed galaxy 

distribution. 

The four remaining UKST plates come from widely separated areas 

of sky and they allow a test of the large scale isotropy of the 

galaxy distribution to be made. Plates J3192 and R4021 cover the same 

area of sky and are centred on the globular cluster M5. This field 



Table 2.1 Plate Material 

Field Centre 
Plate RA: h m s Tele- Emulsion Filter Exposure Date Area Seeing,o 

Dec: deg minutes scope min taken deg2 arcs·ec 

J3721 00 53 UKST IIIaJ GG395 80 4.11. 77 12 1.3 
-28 03 

R2775 00 53 UKST 127-04 RG630 90 19.12.76 12 1.2 
-28 03 

J4606 00 46 UKST IIIaJ GG395 70 25.10.78 15 1.3 
-30 00 

J1920 01 09 UKST IIIaJ GG395 60 25.11.75 22 1.3 
-30 00 

J1916 01 06 UKST IIIaJ GG395 60 24.11. 75 22 1.2 
-25 00 

J1681 00 48 UKST IIIaJ GG395 50 16. 7.75 28 1.4 I-' 

-35 00 CD 

J3192 15 19 UKST IIIaJ GG395 60 21. 5. 77 22 1.3 
+02 16 

R4021 15 19 UKST IIIaF RG630 90 16. 3.78 22 1.3 
+02 16 

J3390 22 03 UKST IIIaJ GG395 70 17. 7.77 22 1.3 
-20 00 

J5701 12 30 UKST IIIaJ GG395 65 21. 2.80 22 1.3 
+00 23 

J1888 00 54 48 AAT IIIaJ GG385 70 16. 7.80 0.38 0.6 
-27 54 45 

R1996 00 54 48 AAT IIIaF RG630 70 23.12.79 0.38 0.7 
-27 54 03 

R1790 00 54 48 AAT IIIaF RG630 70 23.12.79 0.38 0.:3 
-27 54 03 

J1634 21 10 01 AAT IIIaJ GG385 80 30. 7.78 0.58 0.6 
-68 00 01 

R1635 21 10 01 AAT IIIaF G495* 45 30. 7. 78 0.58 0.7 
-68 00 01 

* The emulsion/filter combination used here gives a passband closer to F than rF but this will not 
significantly affect any of the results presented here. 
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lies in the northern galactic hemisphere as does plate J5701, unlike 

all other plates which lie to the south of the galactic equator (see 

Table 2.1). 

The UKST plate R2775 was taken without a correcting achromat, but 

it will be shown later (section 2. 6) that this should have little 

effect on the results. 

The AAT plates used here come from two widely separated fields. 

One field is centred at the SGP (J1888/R1996/R1790) and the other is 

centred in the constellation Pavo, in which the plates J1634/R1635 

were obtained by Dr Paul Murdin of the Royal Greenwich Observatory 

(RGO). The Pavo field plates have been previously analysed by Shanks 

( 1982) but have been remeasured for the present work in order to 

obtain deeper threshold datasets (see section 2.3). 

All plates were taken in good seeing (Table 2.1) and in general 

the plate quality is very good. This is particularly true for the AAT 

plates Jl888 and R1996 on which we shall be depending for the faintest 

galaxy photometry. The AAT plate R1790 does have emulsion flaws but 

also has some usable areas which has allowed an error analysis to be 

made, since it covers the same area of sky as plate R1996 (see 

section 2. 8) . 

2.3 THE COSMOS MACHINE 

The COSMOS measuring machine (Stobie et al, 1979; Stobie, 1982) 

is a computer controlled high speed microdensitometer designed for the 

automatic measurement of photographic plates. Its main advantage is 

the ability to measure rapidly large areas of photographic plate 

quantitatively to produce large statistical samples in a uniform and 

unbiased mannero 
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The basic principle of all microdensi tometers is to focus a 

microspot onto the photographic emulsion and measure the fractional 

amount of transmitted light. This information is then digitised by the 

machine hardware into one of 256 'T' values. COSMOS gains its speed by 

using a flying spot scanner in contrast to the PDS microdensitometer 

which uses a fixed spot. The machine can measure an area of 250x250mm2 

in 16 hours at 8 micron resolution or 5U hours at 16 micron 

resolution. 

There are presently two main modes of operation of the COSMOS 

machine; Mapping Mode ( MM) and Threshold Mapping ( TM) mode. The MM 

mode stores the information about every pixel in the measured area, 

and is primarily designed for studying small areas that are generally 

crowded fields or other areas where normal image analysis is not 

applicable, eg, objective prism plates. The MM mode has been used in 

the measurement of all of the AAT plates used here for reasons to be 

discussed in section 2.4.2. 

Threshold Mapping or TM mode is similar to MM mode but instead of 

outputting the transmission of every pixel the machine determines a 

smoothed local sky background and then applies a limiting threshold of 

detection at a fixed percentage level above this background. Only 

pixels that lie above the threshold intensity are passed through Image 

Analysis Mode (IAM) processing which determines which pixels are 

connected together to form an image. If an image is composed of less 

than ten pixels it is regarded as a noise image and discarded. It will 

be shown in section 2.7 that this procedure will not remove real data 

from the final galaxy catalogues. All of the UKST plates have been 

measured using the TM mode. 
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2.4 INTENSITY CALIBRATION AND RELATIVE MAGNITUDES 

2.4.1 UKST Data 

In the measur·euu::n t. uf all photographic plates COSMOS firs1:. 

measures the step-wedge or sensitometer spots in order to obtain the 

transmission to relative intensity calibration or characteristic 

curve. A Baker (1957) density formulation is used here defined by the 

relation; 

log I= '/log(Tc-Tb -1) +C 

T- Tb ) 

( 2.1) 

where I is the incident intensity, T - chemical fog transmission, 
c 

T - transmission for zero light (non-zero due to offsets in the 
b 

electronics), 1/¥ is ~he slope of the characteristic curve, and Cis a 

constant. In practice Tc and Tb are free parameters which are varied 

to give the best fit over the usable part of the characteristic curve. 

This relation enables a relative intensity to be assigned to every 

pixel in the measured area enabling the sky intensity to be estimated 

and then a threshold of detection to be applied in the following 

manner. 

The background transmission of the photographic plate, T 
sky' is 

defined by the median of the transmission histogram, ie, N(T>T k ) s y 

N(T<T k ) . The raw background points are then passed through a s y 

filtering process in order to smooth the background. Once the 

background has been determined thresholding can be applied in order to 

separate image from background pixels. There are two ways of defining 

the threshold, i) an arithmetic cut, L\ I = constant = I -I or, thresh sky 
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) f I - I ii a fractional cut, = thresh sky (2.2). The percentage cut 

I sky 
is therefore given by 100f. For a perfectly flat background it makes 

no difference which procedure is followed. However, if it is believed 

that background variations are caused mainly by emulsion sensitiv~ty 

variations and vignetting then the fractional cut is the correct 

procedure and this has been adopted in the present work. The 

percentage cut applied to the UKST plates lies in the range 7-10% (see 

Table 2. 2). 

The magnitude of an image is computed according to the 

definition; 

m -2.5 log L ( Ii - 1sky) 

i I k /A . s.y p1x 

+ m k s y 
( 2. 3) 

where A _ is the pixal size in square arcseconds, I_ is the relative 
plX l 

intensity of each pixel detected above the isophotal threshold, I 
sky 

is the fitted background intensity calculated as described above and 

m is an unknown estimate of the sky brightness. m k is determined 
sky s y 

from star or galaxy sequences of known magnitudes (section 2. 5) and 

once known the relative magnitudes can be put on an absolute scale. 

The relative magnitude, m-m k , is one of the image parameters written 
s y 

to magnetic tape during lAM processing. This and the other image 

parameters are summarized in Table 2.3. The orientation and major and 

minor axes of each image are calculated using the moments of the image 

pixel distribution (Stobie, 1980). 

For typically four or five bright stars and galaxies on each 

plate the image analysis software breaks down and the image is split 

into many small pieces. Holes are therefore 1 drilled 1 out of the data 
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Table 2.2 COSMOS datasets 

Plate Cosmos Percentage ~ m fth (mag/ arcsec2 
) 

pl. X sky 
Mode threshold cut (micron 

J3721 TM .45 7 8 22.65 25.5 

R2775 TM .51 7 8 21.40 24.3 

J4606 TM .29 7 8 22.40 25.3 

J1920 TM .32 7 8 22.00 24.9 

Jl916 TM .35 6 8 22.00 25.1 

J1681 TM .30 7 16 22.05 24.9 

J3192 TM .33 10 8 22.30 24.8 

R4021 TM .40 10 8 20.80 23.3 

J3390 TM .28 7 8 22.15 25.0 

J5701 TM .25 7 8 22.20 25.1 

J1888(1) MM .25 2 16 21.40 25.6 

J1888(2) MM .25 2 16 21.90 26.2 

Jl888(3) MM .25 1.5 16 21.95 26.5 

R1996(1) MM .25 2 16 20. oo 24.3 

R1996(2) MM .29 2 16 20.70 25.0 

R1996(3) MM .29 1.5 16 20.70 25.3 

R1790(1) MM .36 1.5 16 20. 2.0 24.8 

J1634(1) MM .52 2 16 22.70 27.0 

R1635(1) MM .47 2 16 21.20 25.4 
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Table 2.3 COSMOS Image Parameters 

1. X - unweighted position 

2. y II II 

3. X min 

4. X max 

5. y min 

6. y max 

7. Area - in pixels 

8. T - minimum transmission 
min 

9. Magnitude - defined in equation 2.3 

10. I - background sky intensity 

11. ~r intensity weighted 

12. position 

13. Semi-major axis} 
14. Semi-minor axis unweighted 

15. {}- orientation 

16. Semi-major axis } 
17. Semi- minor axis intensity 

18 & - orientation weighted 
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around these images and the resulting decrease in area is taken into 

account in all of the following analyses. These holes are shown in 

figures 2. 3 a- j where maps of the COSMOS b J datasets are presented o 

The maps are plotted to the magnitude limits noted in the figure 

caption. It should also be noted that only galaxy images are shown 

(see section 2.6), since these distributions will also be referred to 

in a discussion of the large scale distribution of galaxies in 

chapters four and five. 

The linearity of the relative magnitude scale obtained by COSMOS 

can be checked by comparing the COSMOS machine magnitudes with those 

of standard sequences. For the UKST data standards exist to the 

limiting magnitudes of the photographic plates and will be discussed 

in detail in section 2.5. 

2.4.2 AAT Data 

All of the AAT plates analysed here have been measured using the 

COSMOS Mapping Mode (MM) o This mode was used so that the raw pixel 

data could be smoothed, using off-line software developed by 

MacGillivray and Dodd (1982), in order to obtain very low thresholds 

(corresponding to percentage cuts of 1-2% above sky). After this 

procedure has been carried out the data reduction is identical to that 

of the UKST data described above. 

The smoothing process enables lower thresholds to be obtained by 

narrowing the width of the histogram of T values which means that 
sky 

Tthresh can be lowered without increasing the relative contribution of 

noise in the final image. The raw MM data can be passed through the 
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software any number of times in order to obtain datasets at several 

thresholds. Datasets at three different thresholds were obtained for 

plates J1888 and Rl996, while only single threshold datasets were 

obtained for R1635 and R1790. The different threshold 

datasets will be termed J1888(1), J1888(2) etc., from the highest to 

lowest threshold. Full details of all of the AAT COSMOS datasets are 

given in Table 2.2. 

For the AAT plates there are no faint enough (bJ)21.5mag) galaxy 

standards with which to check their relative magnitude scales to the 

plate limits. However, a test of the above procedures has been carried 

out on another area of sky where deep photographic ( PDS) isophotal 

photometry of galaxies exists due to Carter ( 1980). This comparison 

was made using COSMOS measurements of the same AAT photograph as used 

by Carter with a similar isophota1 threshold applied. The comparison 

(see MacGillivray and Dodd, 1982) shows excellent agreement between 

the two magnitude scales, with no scale errors over the range 

bJ = 19-23mag. 

2.5 ABSOLUTE CALIBRATION 

The absolute calibration of each of the photographic plates 

listed in Table 2.1 involves the estimation of the constant m k in 
s y 

equation 2.3. This is determined by comparing COSMOS relative 

magnitudes with those of faint star and galaxy sequences which have 

accurate photometry, ideally to the limiting magnitude of the 

observations. This comparison also gives a check on the relative 

magnitude scale obtained from COSMOS, as noted above. 
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For the UKST data faint enough standards do exist, however no 

standards exist fainter than b J=21. 5mag or r F = 20mag in order to 

calibrate the AAT plates to their limiting magnitude. However, since 

the comparison of MacGillivray and Dodd (1982) showed that the 

relative magnitude scales are linear then the zero-point calculated at 

relatively bright AAT magnitudes can be used to place the magnitudes 

on an absolute scale down to faint limits (bJ-23.5mag, rF-22mag). 

There is a difficulty in using stars for calibration purposes in 

that COSMOS magnitudes for stars brighter than b J-20mag (on UKST 

plates) are saturated. This causes a serious scale error in the final 

magnitudes. Fainter than b J"'20mag isophotal effects begin to become 

important and so corrections to total magnitudes should be made, (see 

section 2.7 for a dis~ussion of isophotal and total magnitudes). This 

procedure is discussed in detail with respect to the SGP plate J3721 

by Fang et al (1983). Furthermore, there is some evidence that even 

after corrections have been made to total magnitudes the zero-point 

calculated using stars could be up to 0.3mag different from that 

obtained using galaxies (Fang et al, 1984). For an as yet unknown 

reason this effect has only been found to occur on IIIaJ plates. 

Because of the effects noted above it is vi tal that photographic 

galaxy magnitudes are calibrated using only galaxy photometry, 

preferably obtained by a high quality linear detector such as a ceo. 

Galaxies with 16<bJ<20mag are therefore ideally suited for the 

calibration of both UKST and AAT plates since they are unsaturated and 

isophotal effects should be small (< 0 .lmag). The calibration of each 

of the COSMOS datasets listed in Table 2.2 is now discussed in some 

detail. 
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2.5.1 UKST Plates 

a) The SGP region (J3721, R2775, J4606, J1920, J1916, J1681) 

There exist three photoelectric (Cannon, 1974; Graham, private 

communication; Peterson, private communication) and two electrono

graphic sequences (Hawkins, 1981) on the SGP UKST photographs J3721 

and R2775, which may be used to place the relative magnitudes on a 

zero-pointed scale, in bJ and rF respect~vely. 

The SGPG2 sequence of Hawkins ( 1981) contains both stars and 

galaxies to 8""21. 5 mag and R .... 20. 5 mag. This sequence is based on 

photoelectric observations of stars, to B 18.4mag, by J. Graham 

(Cerro Tololo). Using the photographic UKST data as an intermediary 

the photoelectric zero-point has been shown to be consistent with the 

SGP1 photoelectric sequence of Cannon ( 1974). For the SGP1 sequence 

photoelectric photometry confirms the accuracy of these magnitudes to 

B = 20mag, R = 19mag (Peterson, private communication ). Furthermore, 

Fang et al ( 1983) have given evidence based on photographic PDS 

photometry that the SGPG2 galaxy and star magnitudes are linear to at 

least bJ~20.5mag. 

The SGPG2 sequence magnitudes seem to have been zero-pointed in 

the standard Johnson B, V, R photometric system (Johnson and Morgan, 

1953, Kron and Smith, 1951), even though Hawkins does not explicitly 

state this. The main problem was trying to decide which R band he had 

used since there are so many similar R bands in common use. However, 

from the B-V: V-R colour of the stars present in the sequence it was 

found that the Johnson R band was most consistent with their colours. 

The SGPG2 magnitudes must therefore be transformed to the b J and r F 
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photographic passbands for the present worko 

The SGPG2 B magnitudes can be transformed to bJ using the 

relation; 

bJ = B-.23 (B-V) (2.4). 

This was found to hold for stars by Kron (1978) who also uses the bJ 

passband. Although no relation is available at the present time for 

galaxies, in which we are interested, it will be assumed that equation 

2.4 is a good enough approximation (to!0.1mag). 

The SGPG2 R magnitudes are first converted into the R band of 
c 

Cousins (1976) using the relation; 

R = V- 0.71(V-R) 
c 

( 2. 5) 

To convert these magnitudes into the r F band a relation derived by 

Couch (1981) for a similar photoelectric passband is used; 

r = R - 0.06 (B-R ) 
F c c 

(2.6) 

In figures 2.4 and 2.5 the SGPG2 sequence magnitudes are plotted 

against COSMOS magnitudes for the SGP plates J3721 and R2775, 

respectively. The saturation of stellar images is immediately apparent 

for bJ<20mag and rF<18mag. The stellar magnitudes have been corrected 

to total magnitudes using the method of Fong et al ( 1983) for the 

reason described above. These figures demonstrate (at least on J3721) 

that the zero-point estimated using stars may be different to that 

obtained using galaxies. 

The galaxies lie on a 45° straight line with no indication of 

scale errors to the limit of the sequence. The values of m 
sky 

estimated using only the galaxies in figs. 2.4 and 2.5 are listed in 

Table 2.2. The value of m k found here for plate J3721 agrees with 
s y 
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Figure 2.4: b J magnitudes for the SGPG2 sequence plotted against 

COSMOS J3721 magnitudes. Crosses-stars, circles

galaxies, filled circles-compact objects. The COSMOS 

star magnitudes have been corrected to total 

magnitudes using the method of Fong et al (1983). 
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Figure 2. 5: r F magnitudes for the SGPG2 sequence plotted against 

COSMOS R2775 magnitudes. Crosses-stars, circles

galaxies. The COSMOS star magnitudes have been 

corrected to total magnitudes using the method Fang et 

al (1983). 
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that found by Fang et al (1983) and confirms that the zero-point used 

in an earlier analysis of this plate by Phillipps et al (1981) was in 

error by 0.3 mag (too faint). This zero-point change is caused by the 

calibration sequence stars available at that time having been found to 

have erroneously faint magnitudes. From figures 2.4 and 2.5 the 

present zero-points are estimated to be accurate to within± 0.1mag. 

From the values of m k and isophotal fractional cut, f, (of 
s y 

equation 2. 2) the isophotal threshold can be determined using the 

relation; 

;Uth = msky - 2.5 log f (2. 7) 

Values of fith are also listed in Table 2.2. 

Three of the other SGP region UKST plates (J4606, Jl916, Jl920) 

overlap small areas of the plate J3721 (see figure 2.2). By comparing 

the COSMOS magnitudes of common galaxies we can use the J3721 

photometry to calibrate the magnitude scales of the other plates, with 

only a small increase (<0.1mag) in the zero-point error. These 

comparisons are shown for plates J4606, J1916 and J1920 in figures 

2.6, 2.7 and 2.8 respectively. It can be seen that J4606 exhibits a 

slight scale error in comparison with the J3721 magnitudes. This 

effect is caused by the measurement of a copy plate of J4606 which had 

a very dense background. This meant that the characteristic curve had 

to be extrapolated beyond the step-wedge points and hence its slope is 

uncertain. This could then lead to the scale error found in the 

comparison. A comparison of the galaxy number counts between J3721 and 

J4606 on just their area of overlap, using the zero-points of figure 

2. 6, shows that the effect of the scale error is negligible for 
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Figure 2.6: Comparison of COSMOS magnitudes measured on plate 

J3721 with magnitudes measured on plate J4606 for a 

sample of galaxies. 
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Figure 2.7: Comparison of COSMOS magnitudes measured on plate 

J3721 with magnitudes measured on plate Jl916 for a 

sample of galaxies. 
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Figure 2.8: Compari~on of COSMOS magnitudes measured on plate J3721 with 
magnitudes measured on plate J1920 for a sample of galaxies. 
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b )18mag, and will therefore not greatly affect any of the following 
J 

analyses. 

The remaining SGP UKST plate Jl681, although not overlapping 

J3721, does overlap a small area of plate Jl920. This small area of 

overlap can therefore be used as above to determine the zero-point for 

J1681 and the comparison is shown in figure 2. 9. J1681 also has a 

faint stellar sequence (Kunkel and Demers, 1977), in the Sculptor 

dwarf galaxy, which has been used as an alternative method of 

determining the zero-point. This gives a check of the errors 

introduced into the zero-point by the plate-to-plate comparisons 

carried out above. Since the sequence is stellar the problems 

discussed in section 2. 5 apply and thus the technique of Fong et al 

(1983) has been adopted. The final sequence plot is shown in figure 

2.10 where COSMOS measurements, corrected to total magnitudes, are 

plotted against the sequence B magnitudes corrected to bJ using 

equation 2.4. The zero-point obtained from the sequence was found to 

be consistent with that obtained from the above comparison between 

plates to within ± 0.1mag. Considering the possible problems of 

zero-pointing a Schmidt IllaJ plate described above this may seem 

fortuitous. However, by bJ-20mag where saturation is negligible there 

is a larger spread in the sequence than expected due to the merging of 

objects in the dwarf galaxy by COSMOS. This result can therefore only 

be regarded as an approximate consistency check. 

The above comparisons (figures 2.6, 2.7, 2.8 and 2.9) can be used 

to estimate the r.m.s. error of the UKST galaxy magnitudes. The 

comparison of J1920/J1681 gives an r.m.s. error of ±O.lmag to 20mag. 
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Figure 2.9: Comparison of COSMOS magnitudes measured on plate 

Jl681 with magnitudes measured on plate Jl920 for a 

sample of galaxies. 
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Figure 2.10: bJ magnitudes for the stellar sequence of Kunkel and Demers (1977) plotted 

against COSMOS J 1681 magnitudes corrected to total magnitudes using the 

method of Fong et al (1983). 
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The other comparisons suggest that the errors are roughly constant 

from plate to plate and increase to approximately ± 0. 25mag at 

b = 21.0mag (see also section 2.8). 
J 

b) Other UKST fields (J3192, R4021, J3390, J5701) 

As described in section 2.2 plates J3192 and R4021 are centred on 

the globular cluster M5. This has been the subject of detailed 

photoelectric and photographic photometry to very faint magnitudes in 

both 8 and V passbands (Arp, 1962). The photoelectric sequence extends 

to 8N22mag and v~21.5mag. Although being part of the globular cluster 

the sequence is situated far enough from its centre to enable the 

background following routine of COSMOS to perform correctly. There is 

a slight problem of m~rged images due to the high surface density of 

stars in the sequence area. However, these stars can be discarded by 

comparing the sequence photograph in Arp ( 1962) with maps of the 

COSMOS data and they also stand out as very discrepant points in the 

sequence plot. 

Unfortunately, no R photometry exists for the M5 sequence and so 

the 8-V:V-R diagram for standard stars from Johnson (1966) was used in 

order to estimate the R magnitudes from the known 8 and V magnitudes 

of the sequence stars. Since this diagram exhibits a tight relation-

ship for sub-giant and main sequence stars the error in magnitude 

should not be more than"'± 0.2mag. The resulting 8 and R magnitudes 

were then transformed to bJ and rF using equations 2.4, 2.5 and 2.6. 

The COSMOS magnitudes were again corrected for isophotal effects using 

the methods of Fong et al ( 1983), since the sequence is entirely 
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stellar. The resulting sequence plots are shown in figures 2.lla and 

2. llb for the b J and r F pass bands respectively. The accuracy of the 

empirically determined R rnagni tudes can be assessed from the 

dispersion in the sequence plot by comparing figures 2.11a and 2.11b. 

If the errors were in fact greater than that quoted above then the rF 

sequence should have considerably greater dispersion than that seen in 

the bJ passband. The estimated value of msky should therefore still be 

accurate to ±O.lmag, as found for the other datasets. 

In view of the lack of accurate R photometry on this field, 

several stars in an area far from the globular cluster were photo-

metered using the auxiliary photometer on the AAT. The resulting 

points are plotted in figure 2.llb and give an 

consistent with that found from the sequence. 

m 
sky 

which is 

Due to the uncertainties noted above in calibrating galaxy 

magnitudes using stellar sequences the galaxy magnitude zero-point 

estimated on the M5 field may, in fact, be in error by greater than 

O.lmag. However, recently CCD frames of a galaxy cluster on the M5 

field have been obtained in both blue and red passbands (Metcalfe, 

private communication) using the 40" telescope at SAAO. The resulting 

ceo deep isophotal (26mag arcsec-2
) galaxy magnitudes, which should be 

close to 'total' magnitudes (see section 2.7), are compared to COSMOS 

magnitudes in figures 2 .lla and b. It can be seen that the m 's 
sky 

determined using these galaxies are consistent with those obtained 

from the corrected-to-total star magnitudes to within the error quoted 

above. The best fit 45° line to the CCD data has been used to define 

m since in the present work we wish to calibrate galaxy 
sky' 

magnitudes. 

Plate J3390 was calibrated using two CCO frames taken in the blue 
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Figure 2.lla}: bJ magnitudes for the stellar sequence of Arp (1962) and CCD 

observations of galaxies (crosses) plotted against COSMOS J3192 

magnitudes. The COSMOS magnitudes of stars have been corrected to total 

magnitudes using the method of Fang et al (1983). 
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Figure 2.llb): As for figure 2.lla) but for the rF plate R4021. Also shown are 

additional observations of stars made using the auxilliary photometer of 

the AAT (circles with dots). 
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passband by Metcalfe (private communication) . The resulting galaxy 

sequence plot is shown in figure 2.12. The comparison shows no scale 

error over the magnitude range, 16<b J< 19, and the m k obtained is 
s y 

listed in Table 2.2. Again the deep isophotal magnitudes obtained from 

the ceo data should be comparable to 'total' magnitudes (section 2.7). 

The UKST plate J 5701 was measured by COSMOS as part of an 

extension to the UVX star survey programme of Shanks et al (1983a) and 

the calibration of this plate is discussed in detail by Boyle et. al 

(1985). The procedure is essentially identical to that described above 

for the other UKST plates and details are given in Table 2.2. 

2.5.2 AAT Plates 

a) The SGP field 

Plates J1888, R1996 and R1790 all cover the same area of sky and 

lie at the centre of the UKST plate J3721. The SGPG2 sequence (see 

section 2.5.1) was therefore used to obtain the m k values for all of 
s y 

the SGP AAT datasets listed in Table 2.2. 

Figures 2.13 a-g show the galaxy sequence plots for each of the 

SGP AAT datasets and the resulting msky and f'th values are given in 

Table 2.2. The zero-point error is estimated to be ±O.lmag in all 

cases. These comparisons show no indications of scale errors over a 

range of three magnitudes for any of the datasets. 

A further check of the linearity of the magnitude scales can be 

made by comparing the COSMOS UKST photometry with the COSMOS AAT 

photometry. Comparisomfor a sample of galaxies in the Jl888(3)/J3721 

and Rl996(3)/R2775 datasets are shown in figures 2.14 and 2.15 
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Figure 2.12: CCD b J total magnitudes plotted against COSMOS .J 3390 

magnitudes for a sample of galaxies. 
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Figure 2.13a): Galaxy bJ magnitudes for the SGPG2 sequence plotted 

against COSMOS dataset Jl888(1) magnitudes. 

Figure 2.13b): As for figure 2.13a) but for the Jl888(2) dataset. 
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Figure 2.13c): As for figure 2.13a) but for the Jl888(3) dataset" 
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Figure 2.13d): Galaxy rF magnitudes for the SGPG2 sequence plotted 

against COSMOS dataset Rl996{1) magnitudes. 
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Figure 2.13e): As for figure 2.13d) but for the Rl996(2) dataset. 
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Figure 2.13f): As for figure 2.13d) but for the Rl996(3) dataset. 
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Figure 2.13g): As for figure 2.13d) but for the Rl790(1) dataset. 
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Figure 2.14: Comparison of COSMOS magnitudes measured 0n IJKST 

photograph J3721 with magnitudes measured on AAT 

photograph J1888(3) for a sample of galaxies. 
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Figure 2.15: Comparison of COSMOS magnitudes measured on UKST 

photograph R2775 with magnitudes measured on AAT 

photograph R1996(3) for a sample of galaxies. 
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respectively. At bright magnitudes the agreement in magnitude scales 

is excellent showing the consistency of the zero-points adopted for 

each dataset. At very faint magnitudes, especially for the R1996 ( 3) 

dataset, a systematic departure from linearity is seen. This is eas11v 

explained as being due to isophotal effects, since the R1996(3) 

limiting isophote is"" 1mag fainter than that of R2775 (see section 

2.7). A similar effect is seen in the bJ comparison of figure 2.14. 

As a final test of the relative values of ~th given in Table 2.2 

the relation between sequence magnitude and isophotal area for the 

SGPG2 stars can be plotted at each of the limiting isophotes. These 

relations are shown for J1888 (1), (2) and (3) in figure 2.16 and 

R1996 (1), (2) and (3) in figure 2.17. Assuming that the star profile 

on the plate is independent of magnitude, the difference in magnitude 

offsets between the lines in figures 2.16 and 2.17 should correspond 

to the differences in thresholds in Table 2. 2. To within the error 

quoted above the offsets are consistent with the calculated values of 

f'th' 

Recently CCD observations of the SGP have been made in both blue 

and red passbands. Comparisons between CCD magnitudes and the 

COSMOS/AAT photographic magnitudes show good agreement with no scale 

error to r F = 22mag and b J 

section 2.7). 

b) The Pavo field 

24 mag (see Shanks et al, 1984 and 

The Pavo field plates were calibrated using a CCD sequence of 

stars and galaxies obtained by Dr Paul Murdin of the RGO, using the 

RGO CCD on the AAT, in both b J and r F pass bands. The sequence plots 

are shown in figures 2.18 a and b for plates J1634 (bJ) and R1635 
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(rF) respectively. The resulting msky values are given in Table 2.2. 

The saturation of stellar images is again apparent in the sequence 

plots. Unfortunately, only four galaxies are present in the sequence, 

denoted by crosses in figure 2. 18, which rneau~ i:.l1a L Lhe z.eru-IJu.i.u L~ un 

these plates are probably only accurate to"":t0.2mag. The extra 

uncertainty here will be taken into account in the following analyses, 

2.6 STAR/GALAXY SEPARATION 

It is possible to discriminate automatically between stars and 

galaxies using several combinations of the COSMOS IAM parameters (see 

section 2.4). The methods used here are based on the earlier work of 

MacGillivray et al (1976) and the subsequent work of Shanks et al 

( 1980). The possibl~ combinations of image parameters include the 

magnitude, m, combined with either the isophotal area, A, or the image 

central intensity, f'o or the image width, rf • The parameter ff is 

defined to be the standard deviation of a Gaussian profile fitted to 

the central and threshold intensities. The plots shown in figure 2.19 

were produced for the COSMOS dataset J1888(1). The star/galaxy 

separation procedures are essentially identical for all other datasets 

listed in Table 2.2. The locus of stars is clearly visible in each of 

the figures for b J < 23 mag. This is caused by the similarity of 

stellar profiles at all magnitudes. The galaxies, however, exhibit a 

much larger dispersion due to their more varied and more extended 

profiles and generally lie in a broad band away from the stars. At 

bright magnitudes (bJ < 20.2 mag in figure 2.19) the log A 

discriminator was employed for all datasets because the effects of 
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Figure 2.19a): 
Isophotal magnitude versus lSO

photal area ( arcsec2 
) in the 

Jl888(1) dataset for a complete 
sample of images. The solid 
line was used to discriminate 
between stars and galaxies for 
bJ< 20.2mag. Stars lie below 
the line, galaxies above. 

Figure 2 .19b) : 
Isophotal magnitude versus 
central intensity, flo , (mag. 
arcsec-2 ) in the .Jl888(1) data
set for a complete sample of 
images. The solid line was used 
to discriminate between stars 
and galaxies in the region 
faintwards of the dashed line 
(b J> 20.2mag). Stars lie above 
th1s line and galaxies below. 
Image central intensities 
brighter than 20.7 mag. arc
sec-2 are affected by satur
ation. The arrow marks the 
threshold isophote of 25.6mag. 
arcsec-2 for Jl888(1). 

Figure 2 .19c) : 
Isophotal magnitude versus 
image Gaussian rarameter, 
~(arcsec), for a complete 
sample of images in the 
Jl888(1) dataset. Here stars 
lie below the line and galaxies 
above. The stellar locus asym
ptotes too""=0.6 arcsec at faint 
magnitudes as the effects of 
saturation lessen. 
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saturation are less (section 2.5). At fainter magnitudes either the~ 

or rr v m methods were employed, depending on which seemed to give the 

better discrimination. 

Discriminatlng curves are shown in figure 2.19. These curves were 

checked to be applicable in up to nine sub-areas for each of the 

plates used here. Variations across the plates due to seeing effects 

and other non-uniformities, for example in the photographic emulsion, 

can cause the star locus to vary position due to the changing star 

profile. This was not seen to be the case for any of the datasets in 

Table 2.2 except that of R2775. The effect on R2775 is most probably 

caused by the plate being taken without a correcting achromat (see 

section 2. 2). However, the effect is small and is worst at bright 

magnitudes. At rF>lBmag, which is the range in which we will be most 

interested, the effect can be neglected. 

If two methods of discrimination are used then the same 

star/galaxy ratio must be obtained in the overlap region. At faint 

limits the separation in figure 2.19b is only clear to bJ-22.5mag. 

However, at these depths there are so many galaxies compared to stars 

that the discrimination curve can be safely extrapolated to fainter 

magnitudes. The merging of star and galaxy images in the J4'o v m and 

r:rv m planes is more of a problem with the UKST datasets since here 

this effect becomes apparent at brighter magnitudes. However, in 

'eyeball' checks of the star/galaxy separation only a 10% 

misclassification was found at the faintest UKST magnitudes (bJ~21mag, 

rF""20mag). 

For the AAT plates the automatic classifications were compared to 
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those made by eye on small areas of each plate. The percentages of 

galaxies which were found to be misclassified stars for each of the 

AAT plates are shown in Table 2.4. The proportion of misclassification 

is seen to be generally higher in the low ( -38°) galactic latitude 

Pavo field than at the SGP, where the classification is particularly 

good (< 6% contamination). The higher misclassification in the Pavo 

field is caused by the number of stars being far greater there than at 

the SGP and so automatic star/galaxy separation is more difficult to 

carry out. This is especially so at bright magnitudes due to the many 

double star images being classified as galaxies. At fainter magnitudes 

the decrease in the number of galactic stars decreases the amount of 

stellar contamination and so the percentage misclassification is 

smaller (see Table 2.4). The effects of stellar contamination will be 

taken into account in all of the following analyses if thought to 

affect any of the results. 

2.7 ISOPHOTAL VERSUS 'TOTAL' MAGNITUDES 

In section 2.1 the two main methods of faint galaxy photometry 

used in conjunction with automatic plate measurement were briefly 

described. These were firstly the isophotal technique which measures 

the amount of light above a certain isophote or threshold of detection 

and secondly, the total magnitude method, which attempts to measure 

all of the light present in a galaxy image" In practice due to the 

extended profiles of galaxy images (which are a convolution of the 

intrinsic galaxy profile and the atmospheric seeing profile) the 

magnitude of a galaxy will not necessarily be the same when measured 
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Table 2.4 

Percentage of Galaxies Found by Eye to be Stars 

Plate Magnitude 21 22 23 24 

Limit, bJ 

J1888 5 4.5 3 2 

J1634* 20 20 15 15 

Magnitude 20 21 22 

Limit, rF 

R1996 6 6 5 

R1635* 20 20 13 

* Magnitudes uncorrected for absorption (see section 3.2.3b) 
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using each of the two methods. Indeed, using the isophotal technique 

the magnitude will depend crucially on the applied threshold, and 

truly total magnitudes can never be obtained in practice, since the 

galaxy intensity profile cannot be integrated to infinity. In the 

interpr~i;ation of any of the cosmological tests discussed in chapter 

one, which utilize faint galaxy photometry, it is essential that we 

understand how the magnitudes are measured and how much of the total 

light of a galaxy this measurement contains. 

Kron ( 1978, 1980) has been the main advocate for the use of 

'total' magnitudes in the type of work carried out here. These 

magnitudes are calculated by summing the light distribution to a 

limiting radius chosen to be where the logarithmic derivative of the 

light growth curve, l(r), (the integral of the profile times the area 

of each annulus, ie, 1 ( r) = I ( r) *21Trdr) is smaller than some given 

value. This method guarantees, according to Kron, that approximately 

the same fraction of light (-90%) is measured at all magnitudes and is 

independent of profiles, redshift, and cosmology. Kron magnitudes are 

therefore not really truly total but should be to within ""0 .lmag. For 

this reason they are referred to as 'total' magnitudes. 

Kron also discusses three principles on which the technique for 

measuring faint images should be based. These are: ( 1) the method 

should extract as much information as possible from the image; (2) the 

method should yield an integrated flux which is as insensitive as 

possible to both random and systematic errors; ( 3) the operation 

should be easy to model, in order to allow a straightforward 

interpretation of the results. These are referred to as the 
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information, precision, and interpretation principles respectively. 

In considering the isophotal technique it is argued that the 

information principle cannot be fulfilled because for faint images a. 

smaller fraction of the total light will be measured. We do not there

fore extract the same amount of information from each image. However, 

the isophote is chosen such that below this level the information is 

seriously contaminated by noise and so random errors will become very 

large if the isophote is taken too deep. The 'total' scheme therefore 

has much larger random errors at the faintest levels which may amount 

to~2.0mag at bJ = 24mag,approximately four times larger than those of 

isophotal magnitudes at this limit (see section 2.8). It is therefore 

di!Ticul t to see how 

principle! 

'total' magnitudes satisfy the precision 

The main disadvantage of the isophotal scheme is that the 

resulting magnitude will be dependent upon profiles and will thus be 

very complicated to model, hence violating the interpretation 

principle. However, arguments will be presented below which show that 

the isophotal magnitudes measured on the deep AAT plates are very 

close to Kron type 'total' magnitudes. 

In discussing the isophotal nature of COSMOS magnitudes, it is 

important that the demand for images to have an isophotal area of at 

least ten pixels does not affect the completeness of the resulting 

galaxy catalogues. It can be seen from figure 2 .19a that even at 

b J = 24mag a stellar image has an area of 50 pixels. Since for a 

particular magnitude a stellar image will be smaller than that of a 

galaxy, the small limiting area applied will not affect the 

completeness of the galaxy catalogues produced, unless galaxies exist 
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with very low surface brightness. However, in figure 2.19b it can be 

seen that a clear gap exists between the threshold level and the 

lowest galaxy central intensity at b J 24mag, and therefore the 

distr1but1on of galaxy central intens1t1es would have to be 

discontinuous to leave an undetected population lying wholly below the 

threshold isophote. This demonstrates that the image detection 

criteria do not affect the completeness of the galaxy catalogues 

produced by the COSMOS machine. 

It will now be argued that the isophotal magnitudes obtained for 

the AAT datasets J1888(3) and R1996(3) have such low limiting 

isophotes that only at very faint limits does the difference between 

these and 'total' magnitudes become substantial. Fr·om the arguments 

presented above, any galaxy magnitude which is measured over a larger 

area than that of aKron type 'total' magnitude should be even closer 

to a true total magnitude. It is therefore interesting to compare 

Kron's average area of measurement at a particular magnitude with the 

isophotal areas obtained for images in the COSMOS datasets at the same 

magnitude. Fortunately, direct comparisons can be made with Kron 's 

data since the seeing widths of stars on his plates (~0.8 arcsec) are 

very similar to those used here (-0.6 arcsec). From figure 11 of Kron 

(1978) it can be seen that the average image area measured for 

galaxies is reasonably constant, between 20 mag and 24 mag, at ""'15 

arcsec2
• At bJ = 22mag the average isophotal area of galaxies in the 

Jl888(3) dataset is -20 arcsec2 and at bJ = 23mag the average area is 

close to 15 arcsec2 Thus by the above arguments the Jl888(3) 

magnitudes should be close to 'total' magnitudes over the major part 

of the magnitude range. By similar arguments the magnitudes of 

R1996(3) images should also be close to 'total'. 
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A direct test that the faint isophotal magnitudes used here are 

close to 'total' magnitudes has been made using data obtained for a 

representative sample of galaxies measured by the APM machine 

(Kibblewhite, 1980). Pixel by pixel measurements of plate Jl888 were 

obtained by Couch (private communication), and Kron type magnitudes 

were then constructed. The comparison of these magnitudes with the 

Jl888(3) COSMOS magnitudes is shown in figure 2.20 and shows excellent 

agreement in the range 20<b J< 23mag with no evidence of isophot al 

effects in the COSMOS magnitude system. This comparison together with 

the CCD magnitude comparison of Shanks et al ( 1984; see section 2. 5) , 

which are also based on 'total' magnitudes, shows that the J 1888 ( 3) 

and R1996(3) isophotal magnitudes are directly comparable to 'total' 

magnitudes for rF<22mag and bJ<23.5mag. 

By similar arguments to those presented above the single 

threshold datasets for plates R1790 and the Pavo field can be shown to 

be at a sufficiently low threshold for these magnitudes to also tJe 

close to 'total'. 

Finally, it should be noted that all of the UKST datasets can be 

regarded as measuring total magnitudes because they were zero-pointed 

using sequences based on total magnitudes. Since no differential 

isophotal effects are seen in the comparisons of figures 2.4-12, and 

figures 2.14-15, the UKST COSMOS magnitudes can therefore be regarded 

as being total, at least to the magnitude limits of interest in the 

present work (bJ<20mag, rF<19mag). 
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Figure 2.20: Jl888(3) isophotal magnitudes plotted against 

Kron-type 'total' magnitudes,derived by Couch (1981), 

from APM measurements of the J1888 photograph. 
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2.8 PLATE MATCHING AND GALAXY COLOURS 

In order to calculate the colour of a galaxy we simply requ1re 

the difference in 'total' magnitudes as measured in two separate 

passbands. Since we are dealing with large statistical samples of 

thousands of galaxies an automatic procedure has been adopted. 

Firstly, a transformation was found for converting the COSMOS X and Y 

coordinates of images on the b J plate to those on the r F plate. The 

blue and red images of similar objects are then paired if their 

coordinates coincide to within 1.5 arcseconds. If more than one image 

satisfied this criteria then the closest pair were matched. Double 

matches only accounted for<< .1% of all images. The criteria was 

somewhat larger (~ 2arcseconds) for the matched UKST datasets, 

J3721/R2775 and J3192/R4021, since the UKST plate scale is smaller. 

For the UKST datasets matching is successful for 95% of images to 

b J"' 21. Omag, with the success rate diminishing for fainter images. In 

the case of the AAT plates the success rate is lower at ~ 85% for 

bJAJ23.0mag, At the faintest limit of 22mag the 

proportion of matched images drops to 65% because the reddest images 

are less reliably detected in the blue dataset at these levels o For 

example, if a 22mag rF image has b J-r F=3, which is possible for a 

moderate redshift elliptical galaxy, then the bJ magnitude is 25mag 

which is beyond the limit of the blue plate. The completeness of the 

colour distributions will therefore be affected at faint limits and so 

colour distributions for rF>20.5mag will not be considered here. 

Using the same techniques each of the two deepest isophote AAT bJ 

datasets J1888(2) and Jl888(3) were matched with Jl888(1) as a master 
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catalogue. To bJ 23mag the percentage of images with three bJ 

isophotal magnitudes was~ 95%. The loss of images is primarily caused 

by the merging of objects in the lowest isophote datasets, which 

changes the posl tlon of the centroid of an lmage relative to l ts 

position in the higher isophote datasets. These matched datasets can 

be used to investigate the differences between magnitudes measured at 

different isophotes. The J1888(1) magnitudes are plotted against 

J1888(3) magnitudes for a complete sample of galaxies in figure 2.21. 

Brighter than b J..., 21. 5mag no difference in magnitude scales can be 

seen, but at b J = 24mag the deepest isophotal magnitudes are 0. 5mag 

brighter. This means that if only the J1888(1) dataset were available 

the magnitudes could only be treated as 'total' for bJ< 21.5mag. 

The same procedure was carried out for the AAT rF datasets 

R1996(2) and R1996(3) using R1996(1) as the master catalogue, and it 

was found that 'total' magnitudes were only applicable for r F < 

19.5mag in the R1996(1) dataset. By matching the R1996(3) and R1790(11 

datasets the errors associated with the AAT r F magnitude can be 

estimated since both datasets are at a similar threshold. Figure 2.22 

shows the R1996(3) - R1790(1) magnitude residual plotted against the 

R1996(3) magnitude. The sharp 45° lower bound to the diagram is caused 

by the limit of rF 23mag being applied to the R1790(1) dataset in 

the matching process. Brighter than rF = 22mag the r.m.s. error on the 

magnitude difference remains roughly constant at ""0.3mag. Fainter tnan 

this the r.m.s. appears to increase quite sharply and therefore r· ~ 

F 

22mag is regarded as the limit of the R1996(3) dataset's reliability. 

The average difference between galaxy central intensity and sky at 

this point is N3mag. If it is assumed that it is at a similar ratio of 
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Figure 2.21: Comparison of isophotal magnitudes in the Jl888(li 

and Jl888(3) datasets. The Jl888{1) isophote is at 

25.6mag arcsec-z, the Jl888(3) isophote is at 26.5mag 

arcsec -z . 
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Figure 2.22: Differences between Rl790(1) and Rl996(3) magnitudes 

as a function of Rl996 ( 3) magnitude for a complete 

sample of Rl996(3) galaxies. Beyond rF=22mag the 

limit for matching of rF=23mag causes the diagonal 

cut off. 
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central to sky intensity that errors become large on the J 1888 ( 3) 

dataset then b J"' 23. 5mag is the limit of reliable photometry there. 

These limits correspond to those of the reliability of the magnitudes 

being 'total' found in the previous section. 

2.9 SUMMARY 

Although being less biased and time consuming than the 

construction of the early galaxy catalogues discussed in section 1.1. 

automatic techniques are not without their own problems. Galaxy 

photometry and star/galaxy separation are rather difficult to perform 

at faint limits due to the brightness of the night sky and the 

extended images of galaxies and stars. Nevertheless, it has been shown 

in the present chapter that it is possible to construct objectively 

selected galaxy catalogues using deep 

automatic measurement techniques. 

photographic plates and 

Using COSMOS machine measurements of UKST and AAT photographs 

well calibrated galaxy catalogues in both blue and red passbands have 

been constructed to bJ = 23.5mag and rF = 22mag. The UKST plates cover 

an area of sky of~170 square degrees, some four times larger than any 

previous study to these depths (b J-21mag), and therefore offer an 

excellent dataset with which to carry out the cosmological studies 

described in chapter one. 

It has been argued that by measuring to very low isophotes the 

AAT plate magnitudes are very close to Kron type 'total' magnitudes, 

to the limits quoted above. This will greatly simplify the 

interpretation of the results presented in the following chapters. 
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CHAPTER THREE 

GALAXY NUMBER-MAGNITUDE COUNTS 

3.1 INTRODUCTION 

Since the pioneering work of Hubble (see chapter one) the form of 

the galaxy number-magnitude, n(m), relation has been recognized as a 

powerful cosmological probe. Initially it was hoped that the n ( m) 

relation may be used to obtain constraints on world models (Hubble and 

Tolman, 1935). However, at the relatively bright limiting magniturles 

available at the time (B<l9mag), n(m) only has a second order 

dependence on the cosmological deceleration parameter, q, (Sandage. 

1961). Furthermore, . it was shown by Brown and Tinsley ( 1974) that 

galaxy luminosity evolution may be the largest uncertain factor in the 

determination of the form of the n(m) relation at these magnitudes. An 

interpretation of the observed n(m) relation was held up further by a 

lack of information about the properties of local galaxies, such as 

their luminosity function, K-corrections and mix of galaxy types, 

which also affect the form of the n(m) relation at bright magnitudes. 

The main observational difficulty encountered in these early 

studies was that of visually extracting unbiased galaxy counts from 

photographic plates (see section 2.1). However, with the advent of 

automatic plate measuring machines unbiased galaxy catalogues can now 

be constructed to very faint limits (B~24mag) (see chapter twoi" At 

these limits the n(m) relation does become sensitive to Q
0 

and 

together with recent, more accurate, determinations of the properties 
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of local galaxies the n(m) relation can be modelled with greater 

confidence than ever before. 

The n(m) relations obtained from the galaxy catalogues of chapter 

two are presented in section 3. 2, for· uuLh the UKST and AAT datasets 

in the b J and r F pass bands. Also presented are the galaxy colour 

distributions which will be shown later to allow tighter constraints 

to be placed on the models than those obtained using the counts alone. 

Recently a number of other authors have also obtained number counts to 

deep limits (B)22mag) using photographic data (Kron, 1978, 1980; 

Peterson et al, 1979; Tyson and Jarvis, 1979; Koo, 198la). In section 

3.2.4 a comparison is made between their results and those presented 

here, in order to assess the uncertainty in the observed n(m) relation 

and to try and establish the true form of the n(m) relation at faint 

magnitudes. 

In section 3.3 the modelling of the n(m) relation is discussed in 

detail with particular emphasis on the uncertainties in the various 

model parameters. The approach adopted here will be to fit simple 

empirical models for galaxy luminosity evolution assuming various 

values of q
0

, which together produce agreement with the observed n(m) 

relation. As argued in section 2.7 it is only at magnitude limits of 

b J"'23 and r F"" 22 that the difference between the isophotal magnitudes 

used in the present work and 'total' magnitudes becomes non-negligible 

(>.lmag). This means that models based on total magnitudes may be used 

to interpret the counts, to these limits, making modelling simpler, 

since no profile information is then required. The models can be 

further constrained by assuming,a priori,a model for galaxy luminosity 
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evolution, such as those produced by Tinsley (1980a, and refs therein) 

and Bruzual ( 1981). Evolutionary models will be discussed briefl_y 1n 

section 3. 3. 4. The comparison of the models with observations is 

colour distributions. 

In section 3.5 the possibility of using a well determined Hubble 

diagram to obtain additional constraints on luminosity evolution and 

q
0 

is discussed. It will be shown that by using both the Hubble 

diagram and the n(m) relation together a self-consistent solution for 

evolution and q
0 

may be obtained. However, in each test we are 

observing a different mix of galaxy types in different environments 

and hence the evolutionary behaviour may be quite different in each 

case. This problem could be avoided by observing the redshift 

distribution, n(z), for the same sample of galaxies that are used in 

the n(m) analysis. It will be shown in section 3.6 that if the form of 

the n(z) relation were known at faint limits (rF-21mag) then this, 

combined with constraints obtained from the n(m) models, could also be 

used to obtain a self consistent solution for both evolution and q
0

• 

A discussion of the results obtained and conclusions of the 

present chapter are given in section 3.7. 

3.2 THE OBSERVED n(m) RELATION 

3.2.1 UKST Results in the bJ Passband 

a) The SGP region 

The galaxy number-magnitude counts for all of the SGP UKST b J 
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plates are shown in figure 3.1a. The figure is plotted in the form of 

differential counts per 0.5mag interval per square degree, as will all 

other n(m) relations. Every SGP region plate studied here exhibits a 

similar number count relation, to within the possible zero-point 

errors discussed in section 2.5, with only slight differences caused 

by statistical fluctuations at bright magnitudes and isophotal effects 

at faint magnitudes. The highest threshold datasets (see Table 2. 2) 

fall off at faint magnitudes at a faster rate than the deeper 

threshold datasets as expected if this is caused by isophotal effects. 

These effects will be discussed in more detail with reference to the 

AAT counts in the following section. The UKST bJ counts are therefore 

most reliable in the range 17< b f 20. 5mag where both statistical and 

isophotal effects are small. 

The similarity of the n(m) relations for all of the SGP fields is 

encouraging and demonstrates that this particular area of sky may 

represent a fair sample of the universe, unless a very large scale 

inhomogeneity is present there 

-1 
500h Mpc deep ) . 

b) Other fields 

(of the 
-1 

order 100h Mpc across and 

The galaxy number-magnitude counts for the other UKST bJ plates 

are shown in figure 3.1b. It can be seen that plate J5701 exhibits a 

similar form to the SGP fields which is an encouraging agreement 

considering that it has been completely independently calibrated and 

lies in the northern galactic hemisphere. 

Plates J3192 and J3390, however, exhibit quite different n(rn) 
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relations at bright ( b J< 19mag) magnitudes. Eyeball checks have shown 

that these differences are not caused by errors in star/galaxy 

separation. 

It was at first thought that this effect rnust be cau~eU by a 

zero-point error in the magnitude scale, due to the use of a stellar 

sequence in calibration, but later CCD observations of galaxies in 

these fields only made m k fainter by- 0. 2mag (see section 2 o 5o 2 for 
s y 

a full discussion), by no means enough to remove the observed excess. 

On plate J3192 part of this excess may be caused by the presence of 

the Serpens-Virgo cloud of galaxies lying at an approximate distance 

of 
-1 

280h Mpc (Humason, Mayall and Sandage, 1956). Assuming a 

characteristic magnitude, M*, of the galaxy (bJ) luminosity function 

-1 -1 
of -19.7 (assuming H

0
=100kms Mpc , see section 3.3.2) then at this 

distance M* will correspond to an m* of ""17. 5mag which coincides with 

the peak of the galaxy excess. The plate J3390 shows a very similar 

distribution of bright galaxies, although no supercluster has ever 

been reported in this area. It would therefore be of interest to 

obtain redshifts for some of the galaxies in this field. A method of 

doing so, which does not require actual spectroscopic observations, 

will be described in chapter five. 

As a further check on the galaxy excesses observed on plates 

J3192 and J3390 the COSMOS data may be compared to that of the Lick 

catalogue (Shane and Wirtanen, 1967; Seldner et al, 1977). Assuming 

that the SGP region is representative in its galaxy count 

characteristics, as demonstrated above, then the limiting magnitude of 

the Lick survey in the bJ system used here is -18.4mag. This limit was 
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" chosen since it gives an average galaxy surface density of 53deg-~ at 

the SGP, which is the same as that of the Lick catalogue. To thls 

limit plate J5701 gives good agreement with the Lick data, which 

further supports the adoption of this magnitude limit. However, plates 

J3192 and J3390 both show considerable excesses (-50%) over the Lick 

counts, suggesting a possible zero-point error, either in the Lick 

data or our own. There is some evidence that the magnitude limit of 

the Lick catalogue does vary with galactic latitude (Shane, 1975) 

which may explain some of the discrepancy since both fields are aL a 

lower latitude than J5701. It is unlikely that the CCD zero-points 

could be in error by the"' 0.4mag required to remove this discrepancy. 

3.2.2 UKST Results.in the rF Passband 

As discussed in chapter two only two UKST plates have been 

measured in the rF passband; R2775 and R4021. Both plates show 

identical n(m) relations to their bJ counterparts, J3721 and J3192 

respectively, and are shown in figure 3.1c. Slight differences in the 

number count characteristics of plate R2775 were found over 

sub-sections of the plate. These are thought to be caused by the lack 

of a correcting achromat when the plate was taken (since similar 

effects are not seen on J3721). However, in the range 18<rF<20mag the 

effects were only slight and therefore should not affect any of the 

following results (see section 2.6 for a more detailed discussion). 
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3.2.3 AAT Results 

a) The SGP region 

The number-magnitude counts for the AAT bJ plate J1888 are 

in figure for each T 1 000 
V.J..UUU isopitotes; 

together with the corresponding UKST J 3721 counts for comparison at 

brighter magnitudes. The UKST and AAT counts are in good agreement in 

the range 19<b J< 20. 5mag where all datasets should be comparable to 

total magnitudes (section 2,7). This agreement implies that the small 

area of J1888 may be reasonably representative in its galaxy count 

characteristics since J3721 has already been shown to be in the 

previous section. Differences in the counts caused by different 

limiting isophotes being applied to the AAT data are very apparent at 

faint magnitudes. The brighter isophote data, J 1888 ( 1), is seen to 

fall off more quickly than that of the fainter isophotes, J1888(2) and 

J 1888 ( 3). From the discussion of section 2. 7 we know that these 

differences are caused by the underestimation of individual galaxy 

magnitudes (at the brighter isophotes) rather than to galaxies being 

left undetected. It was also shown in section 2.7 that the Jl888(3) 

magnitudes are within O.lmag of being Kron type 'total' magnitudes to 

bJ~23.5mag and so this n(m) relation can be directly compared to those 

of other authors which are also based on 'total' magnitudes. It is 

therefore this n(m) relation that must be considered when modelling 

the n(m) relation using models based on total magnitudes. 

These results again emphasize the importance of knowing tn~ 

limiting threshold,~th' when comparing isophotal magnitude counts 

produced from different photographs using different measurement 
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techniques. It also indicates another reason for having accurate 

magnitude zero-point determination (see section 2.5) since an error 1n 

the zero-point converts directly into the same error in;utho 

The stability of the n(m) relations were te~ted u~lng ~ v~r·leLy 

of techniques. Firstly, counts were obtained for several sub-samples 

of the total Jl888 catalogue. Over four quarters of the measured area 

of the plate (each 0. ldeg2 
) fluctuations of "' 20% were found between 

21st and 24th magnitude. Secondly, the n(m) relation for the Jl888(3) 

dataset was estimated using Jl888(3) magnitudes, but with image 

identification and star/galaxy separation based on the Jl888(1) 

dataset. This test was carried out in order to check that the steeper 

slope of J 1888 ( 3) was not caused by spurious images in the deepest 

threshold dataset. The same n(m) relation was found here as 

previously, proving that the differences in slope seen in figure 3.2 

between the datasets at different limiting isophotes are caused by 

isophotal effects, as discussed above. The same result was obtained 

using Jl888(2) magnitudes with Jl888(1) positions. 

The rF number counts for all of the SGP AAT datasets are shown in 

figure 3.3, together with the counts of the corresponding UKST plate 

R2775. In this case the differences between counts at different 

isophotes are smaller than in the bJ band for a reason possibly to do 

with galaxy profile differences in b J and r F. As found in the b J 

passband the agreement of the UKST and AAT data in their overlap 

region is good. The tests carried out on the bJ data were also applied 

to the rF data at the various limiting isophotes. These tests showed 

the stability of the counts for small sub-areas, as well as showing 
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that the differences between counts at different thresholds were 

caused by isophotal effects. Counts made at similar isophotes on 

plates Rl996 and Rl790, both centred at the SGP, can be seen to give 

fairly good agreement which demonstrates the reproducibility of the 

results for different plate measurements. The counts on plate Rl790 

are noisier because of the small area of this plate (-.05dei) used in 

the analysis (see section 2.2). 

b) The Pavo field 

The observed n(m) counts for the Pavo field are lower than those 

of the deepest threshold datasets at the SGP by 0.7!0.lmag in bJ and 

0. 4 ± 0. lmag in the r F passband. The b J and r F counts are shown in 

figures 3. 4a and b respectively, corrected for the effects of star/ 

galaxy separation errors (see section 2. 6) according to the mi s

classifications quoted in Table 2.4. Since in figure 3.4 counts C~re 

compared at similar isophotes this discrepancy could not be caused by 

isophotal effects. Furthermore, since the SGP zero-points have been 

checked against CCO photometry (Shanks et al, 1984) and since the Pave 

field zero-points are also based on ceo photometry (section 2 0 5) a 

discrepancy this large 

zero-points. 

is unlikely to be caused by errors in the 

There are two other possible reasons for this discrepancy; one is 

possible fluctuations caused by galaxy clustering and the other is 

absorption by dust in our own galaxy. Since at b J = 23mag we are 

seeing galaxies projected over several thousands of megaparsecs the 

first reason is unlikely. This leaves absorption as the more likely 
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explanation for the discrepancy. The fact that"' 0. 7mag absorption lS 

required in the bJ passband and - 0.4mag is required in the rF 

passband, is consistent with this idea. The implied absorption is much 

larger than that expected from the usual galactic extinction law, buL 

it is interesting to note that Couch (1981) has measured a significant 

amount of absorption, A
8 

= 0.5±0.1mag, in a neighbouring field to Pavo 

( RA, 20h 53m, Dec. , -65°), by comparing the field galaxy colour 

distribution there with that near the poles. Since this field is only 

4 degrees away from the Pavo field it is reasonable to suppose that 

there may be absorption here as well. The assumption from now on will 

therefore be that absorption in the Pavo field is the cause of this 

discrepancy. Thus, elsewhere in this thesis, where magnitude limits in 

the Pavo field are quoted, they will implicitly contain a correction 

for absorption of 0. 7mag in b J and 0. 4mag in r F, unless otherwise 

stated. 

In the following sections where the counts are modelled in some 

detail, the zero-point and form of the n(m) relation need to be known 

as accurately as possible. Since the Pavo field zero-point is less 

accurate than that of the SGP (section 2. 5) and the counts are more 

uncertain, due to the possibility of absorption and larger errors in 

star/galaxy separation (section 2.6), they will not be considered 

further in the present chapter. The important result from the point of 

view of this chapter is that the slope of the n(m) relations are the 

same on each field (in both the bJ and rF passbands). We will return 

to the Pavo field in chapter four where it will be shown that the 

errors mentioned above can be more accurately allowed for in the 

particular type of analysis carried out there. 
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3.2.4 Comparisons with Previous Results 

Several other workers have recently produced galaxy n ( m) counts 

using deep 4m plates and automatic methods of photographic plate 

measurement~ It is important now to compare these i-·esul t::;, whicfl were 

obtained using different photographs and photometric techniques, with 

those presented in the previous section. This comparison will allow 

the uncertainty in the observed n(m) relation to be assessed" 

a) The b.J passband 

In figure 3. 5 the b J counts of the deepest isophote J 1888 ( 3) 

dataset are presented along with the counts of other authors, as well 

as the UKST J3721 counts at brighter magnitudes. All of these counts 

have been plotted on a single bJ scale and no attempt has been made to 

correct to a common isophote or aperture. The justification for this 

procedure will be discussed below. 

At bright magnitudes the J3721 counts are in excellent agreement. 

with those presented in Phillipps et al (1981), which is to be 

expected since the same plate was used in their analysis, except that 

the zero-point has been shifted brightwards by 0.3mag. This is in line 

with the conclusions of Fong et al (1983) and section 2.5. 

At fainter magnitudes the J1888(3) counts are firstly compared to 

those of Kron (1978) and Koo (198la) who has produced, using the Kron 

'total' magnitude system, a new reduction of Kron's original data over' 

a smaller area of sky. Kron's original sample covers two fields each 

of"' 0. 3deg2 (in the SA 57 and SA68 areas) and the n ( m) counts were 

found to be similar in each. The Koo sample covers only a O.ldeg2 area 

of sky at the centre of SA57 (CAT57B). As discussed in the previous 
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section Kron 1 s and Koo' s counts can be directly compared to those 

presented here for magnitudes brighter than b J .... 23. 5mag. For 20<bJ< 22mag 

the J 1888 ( 3) counts agree better with Koo 1 s than with the original 

Kron counts. However, this agreement may be fortu1tous since the small 

area of CAT57B contains a rich cluster at a redshift of 0.27. At this 

-1 
distance (~900h Mpc for Q

0
=0.02) the characteristic magnitude of the 

galaxy luminosity function, M*, corresponds to b J"20mag and so an 

excess in the counts may be expected for bJ<22mag. If this effect was 

taken into account the counts of Koo and Kron would more closely 

agree. The number of galaxies with bJ<22mag sampled on a 4m plate are 

not large and the difference between the J1888(3) counts and those of 

Kron ( 1978) may only represent fluctuations caused by galaxy 

clustering. At bJ>22mag these fluctuations are expected to be less and 

the counts do agree more closely (to within 30%). However, this may 

not be the whole truth, since it was shown in the previous section 

that the fluctuations at faint limits on areas of- 0.1deg2 of plate 

J1888, are approximately constant at 20%. Both datasets must, however, 

have some zero-point errors (±0.1mag) and so the possible variations 

in actual counts are therefore expected to be greater. This level of 

agreement is therefore encouraging considering that the area of sky 

surveyed and the calibration and reduction procedures of Kron and Koo 

are completely independent to those used here. 

The counts of Peterson et al ( 1979) were made using 1sophotal 

magnitudes claimed to be at a limiting isophote of 26.5mag -2 arc sec 

the same as that of J1888(3). From the arguments presented above these 

counts should therefore be directly comparable to the J1888(3) counts, 
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but as can be seen :from :figure 3. 5 this is evidently not the case_ 

There are several possible reasons for this discrepancy. Firstly, the 

zero-point of their magnitude scale has been checked and shown to be 

""0.lmag too faint (Shanks, private communication). However, this is 

too small a change to fully account for the ""0. 5mag discrepancy. 

Secondly, as discussed above, :fluctuations caused by clustering could 

have some effect but most probably they could only be this large at 

brighter magnitudes. Thirdly, and most plausibly, the discrepancy may 

be caused by patchy absorption by galactic dust in the Peterson et al 

field. Evidence for the existence o:f large variations around the 

average extinction law has recently been presented by Couch and Newell 

( 1984) and these could be large enough to explain the discrepancy. 

Further evidence for this discrepancy being caused by absorption has 

recently been obtained :from a study o:f the UKST plate centred on the 

Peterson et al :field. It was :found that the n(m) counts :for the whole 

UKST plate agree with those presented in :figure 3.1a, whereas :for just 

the small area o:f the AAT :field the counts are :found to be 

consistently low (Boyle, private communication), although to UKST 

depths clustering could have a larger e:f:fect. 

The counts of Couch and Newell (1984) were obtained :from fourteen 

small :fields (each•0.02dei ) in order to estimate the contamination of 

rich clusters by field galaxie~. Their magnitudes are Kron type 

'total' magnitudes in the B J passband which can be converted to b 
1 

using equation 2.4 and the relation, BJ B-.12(8-V) derived by 

Peterson (private communication). Each :field had an accurately 

determined zero-point and estimates o:f the absorption by dust in each 

:field were made by Couch (1981). Their average counts are plotted in 
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figure 3.5 and can be seen to be in good agreement with those of Koo 

and Jl888(3) for bJ<22.5mag. 

The counts of Tyson and Jarvis ( 1979) are based on i sophotal 

magnitudes at a threshold of 26.5mag arcsec-', so again they should be 

comparable to the counts presented here. Their counts come from twelve 

fields each of ""0. 4deg2 and hence cover a relatively large area of 

sky. Their 1979 counts have a substantially flatter slope than those 

of J 1888 ( 3) and a large excess of bright galaxies, claimed to be 

caused by the local supercluster, was found. In a subsequent paper 

(Jarvis and Tyson, 1981) this excess disappeared due to improvements 

in their star/galaxy separation procedures and photometry. It is these 

counts (summed over all fields) that are shown in figure 3. 5. These 

more recent counts are still a factor of two lower than those of 

Jl888(3) at faint magnitudes. The cause of this discrepancy is still 

unknown, however zero-point and absorption effects may make some 

contribution. 

The agreement between the independently derived and well 

calibrated counts of Kron, Koo, Couch and Newell, and those presented 

here, at faint magnitudes (bJ)22mag), suggests that the n(m) counts of 

J 1888 ( 3) are a reasonable representation of the true form of the 

galaxy n(m) relation in the bJ passband. 

b) The rF passband 

In figure 3. 6 the deepest isophote r F counts of Rl996 ( 3 i, are 

presented along with the counts of other authors. Also shown are the 

UKST R2775 counts at brighter magnitudes. These have been shiftec' 

brightwards by 0. 3mag from those of Phillipps et al ( 1981) for the 

same reasons that the J3721 bJ counts were. At fainter magnitudes Kron 
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(1978) and Koo (1981a) have presented counts in the F magnitude 

system. This can be transformed into the rF band using the relation; 

( 3.1) 

as suggested by Couch and Newell ( 1984). The counts presented in 

figure 3.6 are from Koo's (198la) CAT578 catalogue (again a 

re-reduction of Kron's original data) transformed using equation 3.1, 

and assuming an average b -F 
J 

colour of 1.1. At faint limits 

(rF>20mag, beyond the effect of the rich cluster noted in the prev1ous 

section) Koo's counts are again very similar to Kron's (1978) counts 

and also show very good agreement with those of R1996 ( 3) . Slight 

differences may be caused by the F K-corrections being different from 

those in the rF band, hence changing the observed slope of the n ( m) 

relation (see sections 3.1 and 3.3). Couch and Newell (1984) have also 

obtained counts in the r F passband and their averaged field counts 

agree very well with those of R1996 ( 3) in the range 18<r F< 21mag and 

also with those of Koo (1981a). 

The agreement between all of the observations in the band 

discussed above, suggests that the counts of R1996 ( 3) are a good 

representation of the true form of the galaxy n(m) relation in the rF 

passband. 

3.2.5 The Colour-Magnitude Relation 

Distributions of galaxy colours, n(bJ-rF)' in various magnitude 

ranges are shown in figure 3.7. The histograms for 17.5<bJ<18.5mag and 

16.5<rF<17.5mag were obtained from the J3721/R2775 matched dataset 

(see section 2.8). The deeper red histogram (19.5<rF<20.5mag) was 
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evolving models described in section 3.4.3. 
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constructed using the matched Jl888(3) and Rl996(3) datasets, It was 

shown in section 2. 7 that these b J and r F magnitudes are close to 

'total' and therefore isophotal effects causing errors in the colours 

t;huulu ue t;mall .111 Lhit; rauge. The errur in colour is therefore 

determined by the errors in each magnitude (~0.3mag in this case, see 

section 2. 8). Colour histograms at fainter magnitudes will not be 

considered here because of systematic effects caused by incompleteness 

and isophotal effects. 

The average colour of galaxies in the red histograms can be seen 

to vary between "'1. 6 in the brighter range to ...., 1. 2 in the fainter 

range, ie, the fainter galaxies tend towards bluer colours. This 

effect was also observed by Phillipps et al ( 1981) in their UKST 

galaxy sample. Although not sampling to as great depths as the galaxy 

samples used here, the amount of bluening observed by Phillipps et al 

is consistent with the above result. 

Colour distributions at faint limits have been prev1ously 

published by Kron (1978) and Koo (198la). If equation 3.1 is again 

used to transform their F to r F magnitudes then the peaks of their 

colour distributions agree with those obtained here. The results of 

Kron (1978) are shown in figure 3.7d which agree with the new 

reduction of the SA57 field by Koo (198la). Their spread in colours is 

somewhat different to that obtained here. However, random errors in 

the adopted magnitude system can have a large effect in the observed 

spread and in a more detailed comparison these errors would have to be 

taken into account. Furthermore for galaxies of extreme colour the 

transformation equation gives large corrections to the magnitudes and 

this may distort the 'wings' of the colour distributions. The 
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reddening corrected colour histograms of Couch and Newell (1984) are 

also in reasonable agreement with those obtained here, and are also 

shown in figure 3.7d. The important result from the point of view of 

the present chapter is that the colour distributions of all authors 

peak at a similar colour. The actual shapes of the colour 

distributions should not be compared because of the effects noted 

above. 

3.3 MODELLING THE COUNTS 

It was mentioned in section 3.1 that as well as cosmology many 

properties of galaxies themselves affect the observed form of the n(m) 

relation. These include the galaxy luminosity function ( LF), 

K-corrections (both defined in section 1.2) and the relative 

proportions of each type of galaxy in the sample. 

Computer models of the n(m) relation are constructed as follows:

From the assumed LF of a particular galaxy type, corrected for 

K-dimming, the number of galaxies that can be seen in some apparent 

magnitude interval in the volume associated with a particular redshift 

shell can be calculated. By summing over all redshift shells and 

galaxy types the total n(m) count can be computed. The cosmological 

model ( q
0

) defines the luminosity distance and the volume associated 

with a particular redshift shell. The only other galaxy property that 

may affect the form of the n(m) relation is that of luminosity 

evolution (see section 3.1). 

Recent improvements in our knowledge of the galaxy i_,F • 

K-corrections and mix mean that it is now possible to set tighter' 

constraints on luminosity evolution and q
0 

than in earlier studies of 

this type (eg, Tinsley, 1980b; Bruzual and Kron, 1980; Peterson et al, 
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1979; Phillipps et al, 1981; Koo, 1981a), The various components of 

the n(m) count models will now be reviewed before comparing the model 

predictions with the observations presented in section 3.2. 

3.3.1 K-Corrections 

The K-corrections used in the present work were taken from the 

polynomial fits of Ellis (1982) and are shown in Table 3,1, There are 

some uncertainties in the K-corrections caused by the requirement for 

observations of the ultra-violet (UV) spectra of nearby galaxies. This 

need arises since the UV will be redshifted into the b _ passband at 
J 

z>.3 and into the rF passband at z>l. One of the main problems is that 

the UV spectra of early type galaxies show a certain amount or 

variation from galaxy to galaxy. For late-type galaxies the situation 

is even worse with very few UV observations and indications that the 

UV flux can vary by significant amounts even within a single 

morphological type (see Ellis, 1984, for a review). As noted above, 

the UV does not enter the r F passband until redshifts of unity and 

hence the K-corrections required here are based on optical 

observations. The K-corrections are therefore better determined 

than those in the bJ passband. There are two other reasons why this is 

so: 

i) At bright magnitudes the red counts are dominated by early 

type galaxies (shown later in section 3.4.2). Their K-corrections have 

been studied in detail because of the use of giant ellipticals ds 

standard candles in the Hubble diagram. 

ii) All galaxy types have very similar K-corrections in the rF 



Table 3.1 

Model Parameters 

Galaxy bJ-rF K-corrections Observed Predicted Predicted 

Morphological Proportions Proportions Proportions 

Type b,/16. 75mag rF<16mag rF<21.5mag 

E 1.5 Kb = 4 .14z + . 44z: .04 .06 .05 
f-' 

K = 1.36z + 1.07z 0 
r ' .co. 

so 1.5 ~ = 4 .14z + • 44z- .39 .52 .41 
K = 1.36z + 1.07~ 

Sab 1.3 
r 

. 56z2 
Kb = 3.45z - .14 .14 .13 
K = 1.50z + . 38z2 

r 
.08z2 Sbc 1.1 Kb = 2.35z + .25 .20 .26 

K = 0.4 z + . 71z2 

Sed 
r 

. 255z2 0.8 Kb = 1.95z - .11 .06 .10 
K = .169z+ . 616z2 

Sdm 0.7 
·r 

. 24z2 
~ = 1.22z - .07 .02 .05 
K = .053Z+ . 78z2 

r 
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band. This means that the modelled n(m) relation in the rF band will 

be less affected by possible varlations in the mix of galaxy types, 

than in the bJ band. 

3.3.2 The Galaxy Luminosity Function, Mix and Colours of Morphological 

In all of the models presented here the Schechter (1976) form of 

the galaxy luminosity function (LF) is assumed. The differential LF, 

¢(M), for galaxies of morphological type i can be written as; 

p( M) dM = 1r exp{-exp[ -0.92 ( M-M* l] -0.92 ( M-M*) (oc: +ll} dM 
2.09 

(3.2) 

where M* is the characteristic absolute magnitude,~ is the slope para-

meter and¢.* is a normalization constant. Assuming values for M* and 
l 

~ ~i is set equal to gi~* and values of gi are chosen such that the 

models reproduce the correct counts for each type at b J = 16. 75mag. 

This magnitude is chosen since it is the limiting total magnitude of 

the Ourham/AAT redshift survey (OARS), where the local galaxy mlx has 

been well determined (Bean, 1983). The proportions of morphological 

types in this redshift survey were determined visually by H.G. Corwin 

and are in reasonable agreement with those found by Pence ( 1976) in 

the Second Reference Catalogue (de Vaucouleurs et al, 1976) and 

Kirshner et al (1979) in their galaxy redshift survey. The OARS mix is 

shown in Table 3 .1. The overall value of tp* is determined by the 

condition that the models produce the correct total count at bright bJ 

magnitudes and need not therefore be known a priori. 

There is at present some controversy over the true universal 

values of M* and~ as determined from nearby galaxies. An analysis of 
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the OARS survey g1ves for galaxies in the bJ band; 

b* 
.] 

- 19.8 + 5logh, ()( = -1.0 ( 3. 3) 

This is b* as observed at the pole after a 0.3mag correction has been 
J 

applied to account for the difference 1n isophote between the DARS 

magnitudes and those used here. Although this LF is in reasonable 

agreement with those obtained by Godwin ( 1976) from studies of rich 

clusters it is in disagreement with the parameters found in the 

Reference Catalogue. Felten (1977) summarized the results of various 

estimates of M* and o<. from the Reference Catalogue and gave (again 

corrected to bJ and as observed at the pole); 

b * = -19.7 + 5logh, <X= -1.25 
J 

( 3. 4) 

The Kirshner et al ( 1979) redshift survey ( KOS) found a LF in 

reasonable agreement with this result which suggests that the 

Reference Catalogue LF is probably not subject to a bias caused by its 

relatively shallow depth. However, in a recent extension to the 

original KOS survey by Kirshner et al (1983), an M* in close agreement 

to the OARS LF was found ( b J *..v-19. 84, for an 0< =-1). 

The fitted values of M* and~ are highly correlated, in that if~ 

is made larger and M* fainter by the same amount a similar fit to the 

LF is obtained (Felten, 1977), The effective difference in M* between 

the LF' s of equations 3. 3 and 3. 4 is therefore "" 0. 4 mag. The main 

effect of this change in M* on the modelled n(m) relation is to move 

the counts bodily by this amount. But due to the normalization 

procedure outlined above the value of <}* must be readjusted to g1 ve 

the correct count at bright magnitudes, thus taking out much of the 

dependence of the counts on the LF. In fact if the counts had a simple 
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power-law form, logn~m, then interchanging LF' s would have virtually 

no effect. However, because of K-corrections and cosmology the mode l8 

do not have a simple power-law form and so renormalizing cfr* does not 

completely cancel the effect of changing M•. Therefore,assuming tha~ 

all other model parameters were known, the n(m) relation could be used 

to distinguish between LFs. Since this is not the case both LFs will 

be considered in the following models; that of equation 3. 4 being 

termed the 'standard' LF, that of equation 3.3 being the OARS LF. 

As the r ~ LF is as yet undetermined (however, see chapter five 
l' 

where a possible method of discriminating between LF's in both 

passbands is discussed), the rF counts are normalized by assuming that 

the LF for a particular galaxy type in bJ can be converted to rF by 

adjusting M* by the average ( b J-r F) colour for that type and then 

using the same rf*' s as used in b J. It will be seen in the following 

section that this procedure produces excellent agreement with the UKST 

n(m) counts at bright rF magnitudes, and also with the bright n(bJ-rFl 

colour distribution. The colours for each morphological type were 

taken from Tinsley (1977) and are shown in Table 3.1 These were 

corrected from (B,V,R) to (bJ, rF) colours using the transforms given 

in section 2.5. Although only a single colour has been used for each 

galaxy type the intrinsic spread in colour of a particular type i.s 

only of the order of a bin width in figure 3.7. Since the effects of 

redshift, K- corrections and indeed errors are larger than this amount 

the adoption of a single colour for each type is a reasonable 

approximation for calculating the colour distributions in the 

following sections. 
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3.3.3 Absorption and Photometric Errors 

The present uncertainty concerning the amount of absorption at 

the poles (see de Vaucouleurs and Buta, 1983), in general, will not 

affect any of the following results. This is because the n(m) counts 

and colour distributions are observed at the pole and interpreted in 

terms of LF 's and colours also as observed at the pole. In any case 

the amount of reddening at both of the galactic poles has recently 

been measured to be extremely small (MacFadzean, Hilditch and Hill, 

1983, and refs therein) and this therefore implies that the absorption 

is also negligible (((0.1mag). Absorption would also affect the 

K-corrections (since absorption is a function of wavelength), those of 

Ellis (1982) being derived on the assumption of zero absorption at the 

poles. The amount of absorption would have to be considerably greater 

than the presently accepted limit quoted above in order to have a 

significant effect on the K-corrections and so may also be neglected 

in this context. 

The effect of photometric errors on the counts and colour 

distributions has been investigated since, at f'aint magnitudes, large 

random errors can cause a considerable steepening of the n(m) slope by 

the Eddington (1913) effect. Errors may therefore mimic the effect of 

luminosity evolution and hence must be known in order that a correct 

interpretation of the n(m) relation can be made. As shown in section 

2.8 the deepest isophote r.m.s. errors in rF and bJ only rise slowly 

to"'0.35mag in the ranges 19<bJ<23mag and 17<rF<21.5mag. This error 

was convolved into the no-evolution models for both the counts and 
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colour distributions. The effect on the counts was found to be hardly 

noticeable. However, for the colour distributions a significant effect 

is seen. Thus all of the colour distribution models will be presented 

convolved with the appi'opi-·iate Gaussian erTor· Ll.i.~Lr.i.l.JUtion. Care will 

also be taken to present only colour distributions to llmi ts where 

these errors apply. 

3.3.4 Models of Galaxy Evolution 

In section 3. 4 the observed galaxy counts presented in section 

3.2 will be compared to 'no evolution' models assuming that the 

parameters discussed in the previous sections are now well determined. 

Any differences between the observed and modelled relations can the~ 

be interpreted as either the effects of cosmology, ie, q
0

, or the 

luminosity evolution of galaxies (see section 3.1). The approach 

adopted here will be to fit simple empirical models for the 

evolutionary change in galaxy brightness (in terms of absolute 

magnitude),AM, as a function of redshift. AM(z) will be expressed as 

a simple linear or quadratic equation in z, which will then be treated 

as a modification to the K-corrections given in Table 3. 1. If an 

independent estimate of galaxy luminosity evolution could be obtained 

then the counts may be used to place constraints on q
0 

itself. 

Models of the spectral evolution of galaxies have been 

constructed by Tinsley (1980a, and refs therein) and more recently by 

Bruzual (1984, and refs therein). These models are constructed using a 

knowledge of the individual evolutionary tracks for stars of different 

mass in the Hertzsprung-Russell (H-R) diagram. These theoretical 
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isochrones are then used to compute the stellar population that would 

arise at a given age from a given star formation rate ( SFR) and 

initial mass function ( IMF). The integrated magnitude and colouc of 

the galaxy can then be calculated not only for the present day, 

also for any time in its past history. This approach has obvious 

advantages over the population synthesis method of Faber ( 1972, 1973) 

since using her method the past history of the galaxy could not be 

predicted. The evolutionary synthesis models are therefore determined 

by only two parameters, the IMF and SFR. The IMF is usually expressed 

d-. -(1+x) 
as a power law of the form y(m,x)lx:m , where x = 1.35 in the solar 

neighbourhood (Salpeter, 1955) and m is mass. The preferred range of x 

is O<x<2. Using models of this type the Hubble sequence of galaxies 

has been shown to be simply caused by a variation in SFR history for 

each type of galaxy (eg, Tinsley, 1980a). Another important conclusion 

of the above work is that younger galaxies should emit more flux i.n 

the UV relative to redder wavelengths due to the presence of hot young 

stars. The effects of luminosity evolution would therefore be expected 

to be larger and hence more easily observed in the blue passband. 

However, in the bJ band there are many uncertainties in these models 

due to an insufficient knowledge of the UV flux of galaxies (section 

3. 3 .l)' which may arise from horizontal branch stars, whose 

evolutionary tracks in the H-R diagram are not well known. Therefore 

for the bJ counts an empirical6M(z) relation will be determined which 

may be fitted to theoretical evolution models when the bJ K-

corrections have been better determined. 

For the counts the situation is much better. Up to z~J, 
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evolutionary models with only an initial burst of star formation, 

which are thought to apply to early type galaxies, only depend on the 

evolution of the flux in the rest B, V and R bands (ie, not the UV). 

ln these bands most ot· the integrated light is produced by stars on 

the giant branch just above the main sequence turn off. Tinsley (1978) 

showed that the rate of luminosity evolution here depended only on the 

well known lifetimes of stars on the main sequence and the IMF slope 

x. She derived; 

dM 
dln¥ 

l. 2 - . 25x:: f( x) ( 3. 5) 

where dMv is the change in the absolute V magnitude of a galaxy due to 

evolution over time t. These models predict only a small evolution in 

colour in the optical bands so this relation should apply 

approximately in the rest B and R bands as well. It should be noted 

here that equation 3.5 assumes a redshift of galaxy formation, z =~ f -

and models with zf>3 give similar results. 

As noted above models with only an initial burst of star 

formation are usually discussed in terms of the evolution of E/SO 

galaxies. However, models for the evolution of Sab and Sbc galaxies, 

where star formation continues to later times, show little difference 

in their evolutionary behaviour (see Tinsley, 1980b, figure 2) , and 

also have little colour evolution. The evolutionary histories of Sed 

and Sdm's are quite different and must have had delayed star formation 

in order to produce their present colours. Fortunately, as discussed 

in section 3.3.1, there are few late type galaxies in the rF limited 

samples and therefore equation 3.5 will be used as a first 
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approximation for the evolution of all galaxy types in the rF models. 

For three values of q
0 

(0.02, 0.5, 1.6)~M has been calculated as 

a function of redshift. This was carried out by inserting the 

relationship between redshift and look-back time,for each q
0

, (see, ~g. 

Weinberg, 1972) into equation 3.5 and then fitting the resulting 

relationship for AM with simple quadratic functions. The results are 

insensitive to H
0 

and are given by; 

6M f(x) ( 1.4z -
v 

. 25z2 
) , qo 0.02 (3.6) 

AM f(x) 
v 

(1.7z -. 6z2 
) , qo = 0.5 (3. 7) 

AM f(x) (2.2z -
v 

. 65z2 
) , qo = 1.6 ( 3.8) 

The range O<x<2 gives a range for f(x) of l.2>f(x)>0.7, Hence if x is 

smaller, f(x) is larger and luminosity evolution will be more rapid. 

These equations can now be used in the models as the a priori 

predicted rates of luminosity evolution in the rF passband. 

3.4 OBSERVED AND MODELLED COUNTS 

3.4.1 Comparison of bJ Models with Observations 

In this section the no-evolution models based on the parameters 

discussed in section 3. 3 (listed in Table 3.1) are compared to the 

observed number counts in the bJ passband. As discussed in deta1l 1n 

the previous sections these models are based on total magnitudes and 

so are compared to the UKST J3721 data for 17<bJ<20.5mag and the deep

est isophote AAT data, Jl888(3), for 20.5<bJ<23.5mag (figure 3.8\. The 

UKST data was taken from plate J3721, since this data has vecy well 
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Figure 3.8: Observed galaxy counts from bJ=l4-24mag compared to modelled 
counts. The models shown are described in detail in section 3.4.1 
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calibrated photometry (see section 2. 5) and has been shown to be 

representative in its galaxy count characteristics (see figure 3. l) . 

Direct comparisons of the photometry ~n J3721 and Jl888 have been made 

(section 2.5.2) and so these particular plates comprise a completely 

homogeneous dataset with consistent zero-points. 

As discussed in section 3. 3. 2 the normalization of the n ( m) 

counts is carried out by adjusting ~* to reproduce the observed count 

at bright magnitudes. It is therefore important that the bright b J 

counts are accurately known since a slight change in normalization 

could cause a discrepancy at fainter magnitudes and hence cause a 

misinterpretation of the results. Therefore also shown in figure 3.8 

are the counts of Zwicky et al ( 1961-68), corrected using the 

transform from 8 to bJ magnitudes given by Kirshner et al (1979): z . 

bJ = 8 - 0.45 (3.9) ' z 

Also plotted are the counts of the OARS and KOS redshift surveys 

mentioned earlier (section 3.3.2) transformed to bJ using equation 2.4 

and equation 1 of Kirshner et al (1979) respectively and corrected to 

'total' magnitudes. 

It can be seen from figure 3.8 that at bright magnitudes the 

counts are subject to large sampling errors, most probably caused by 

clustering inhomogeneities and it is therefore difficult to use these 

counts to normalize accurately the b J models. Fortunately, the UKST 

counts allow the determination of tp* in an intermediate magnitude 

range, 18<bJ< 18.5mag, where there are large numbers of galaxies at 

distances large enough to be unaffected by clustering inhomogeneities 

(z-.2) yet small enough to be unaffected by reasonable changes in the 
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luminosity evolution models and q
0

• It is interesting to note that the 

fainter counts of the UKST SGP region produce better agreement with 

the Zwicky counts at the NGP rather than the southern weighted OARS 

coun Lt; ( oee [ igure 3. 8) . The value obtained using the standard 

LF model turned out to be : rp* 2.2 X 10-2 Mpc (the similarly 

obtained value of~* for the OARS LF was¢*= 1.85 x 10-2 Mpc-3 
). The 

modelled count with the standard LF, the above normalization, no 

evolution and q
0
=0.02 is shown as the solid line in figure 3.8. 

The comparison of this 'standard' model with the observed counts 

shows strong evidence for evolution. At b J = 23. 5mag four times as 

many galaxies are observed than are predicted by the no-evolution 

model. Even if the Sdm late type galaxy K-correction is assumed for 

all galaxy types (dashed line in figure 3.8) evolution is still 

required to fit the counts. Therefore, the evolution inferred by the 

bJ counts cannot be explained away by uncertainties in the K-

corrections. Neither can the effect be explained by assuming a 

different form of galaxy LF (within the observed range described in 

section 3.3.2). If the OARS LF were assumed then even more evolution 

would be required to fit the counts. Furthermore the smaller the value 

of q
0 

the higher the predicted count (since for higher q
0
's the volume 

of a particular redshift shell decreases, the effect of which wins out 

over the luminosity distance's dependence on q
0 

and hence the 

predicted count decreases) therefore if q
0 

were larger than 0.02 the 

amount of evolution required to fit the observations would have to be 

larger still (by""-1z for a change of 0.5 in q
0

). The effects of the 

r.m.s. error in the photometry have been discussed previously (section 
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3.3.3) and could not account for this effect. 

Brighter than bJ 20mag the counts are consistent with nc 

evolution and they constrain the evolution to an empirical upper l1mit 

of6M~-2z. This model, however, still does not reproduce the observed 

counts at faint limits, so this suggests that the evolution may 

brighten galaxies faster at higher redshifts. The above standard LF, 

q
0
=0.02, model gives a good fit to the observed counts with an 

empirical evolution for all galaxies earlier than Sed of; 

.D..M=-lz , (O<z<0.25) 

~M=-lz-6( z-. 25) +2 ( z-. 25 )2
, ( z>. 25) (3.10) 

It must be emphasized that the aim here is to provide simple. 

empirical, order-of-magnitude estimates for the luminosity evolution 

required to fit the bJ counts. The coefficients of equation 3.10 are 

by no means unique, but are at least representative of those that gave 

good simultaneous fits to the counts and colour distributions (see 

section 3. 4. 3). Due to the uncertainties in the b J K-correct1 ons 

mentioned above and the large empirical evolutions required here, no 

meaningful constraints on q
0 

can yet be made using the bJ counts. 

These model results can now be compared to those of Koo (1981a). 

His no-evolution model predicts more galaxies at faint limits than the 

no-evolution model shown in figure 3.8 and lies close to the Sdm model 

shown there. Koo assumed fainter M* 's for Sed and Sdm galaxies than 

for earlier types, which were taken from the KOS (1978) redshift 

survey LF fits, unlike in the models discussed above where the same M* 

was assumed in all types. Although, as discussed in section 3.3.2, the 

actual form of the LF has little effect on the counts, the M* 
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associated with each galaxy type does (after allowing for the M* /r:x 

correlation described above). If M* is made fainter then the average 

redshift of the galaxies in the model is decreased and so the n ( m) 

relation remains closer to Euclidean (0.6 slope) to fa1nter apparent 

magnitudes. This effect is important since it steepens the n(m) slope 

and hence mimics that of luminosity evolution" Models were therefore 

tried which assume fainter M* 1 s for the later types (Sed 1 Sdrn J and 

less evolution was indeed required to fit the counts, in line with the 

conclusions of Koo. Some evolution was however still required and in 

terms of the empirical functions derived here; 

AM =-1 z - 3 ( z-0. 1) + 0, 6z2 ,(z>.1) (3.11) 

A test of the reality of the models given by equations 3.10 and 

3.11 can be carried out by predicting the redshift distribution of 

galaxies at bright magnitudes and comparing this with the observed 

(OARS) redshift distribution (figure 3.9a). The standard and Koo type 

evolutionary models described above both give good fits to this 

distribution. 

A further model is now considered which has the parameters shown 

in the table below, chosen such that the counts could be fitted with 

no evolution. 

bJ - rF mix (%) K-correction LF:M*,h=1 ()( 

1.5 28.5 E/SO -19.4 -1.25 

1.33 12.0 Sab -19.4 -1.25 

1.25 21.2 Sbc -19.4 -1.75 

0.92 38.3 Scd/dm -18.5/-18.0 -2.00 
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Figure 3. 9a): Observed redshift distribution of bright ( bf 

16.75mag) galaxies in the OARS survey compared 

to the model predictions described in section 

3.4.1. 
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Figure 3.9b): Observed galaxy n(bJ-rF) distribution (as shown Hi 

figure 3.7a)) compared to the same models as shown 

in figure 3.9a). 
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Figure 3.9c): As for figure 3.9b) but in the rF passband. 
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Comparing this 'extreme' model prediction to the observations in 

figure 3. 9a it can be seen that the average galaxy redshift of the 

model is almost 50% smaller than that observed. This can be taken as a 

clear indication that this model is weighted too 1 ar towards the 

intrinsically faint blue galaxies. The colour distributions of this 

'extreme' model are also ~0.4mag too blue confirming this result (see 

figures 3. 9b and c; colour distributions will be discussed in more 

detail in section 3.4.3). Thus, although the galaxy LF may add further 

difficulties for any detailed interpretation of the counts the 

observational constraints seem strong enough to exclude 

non-evolving model in the bJ passband. 

3.4.2 Comparison of rF Models with Observations 

In this section n(m) models in the rF passband are compared to 

the UKST data of R2775 for rF<l8.5mag and the deepest isophote AAT 

data of Rl996(3) for 18.5<rF<22.0mag. In figure 3.10 the standard LF, 

no-evolution model described in the previous section is compared to 

these counts and it can be seen to lie much closer to the observations 

than it did in the b J band. The normalizing constants pi* of the b J 

counts gave good fits to the r F counts at bright magnitudes after 

going through the procedure outlined in section 3. 3. 2. In Table 3.1 

the predicted fractions of galaxy types at rF<16.5mag are shown. Here 

70% of the galaxies are predicted to be of type Sab and earlier and 

even at r F<21. 5mag there are still expected to be 60% of these galaxy 

types present. These proportions do not significantly change if the 

Koo model described in the previous section is assumed. 
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Figure 3.10: Observed galaxy counts from rF=l5-22mag, compared to modelled 

counts that assume the standard LF and various values of q
0 

(as 
indicated). The dot-dashed line represents a q

0
=.02 model with 

early-type luminosity evolution of Tinsley (1978) with the 
stellar IMF slope x=O. The dashed line represents a q

0
=.5 model 

with an x=l.5 evolution. 
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The predominance of early-type galaxies in the r 
F 

count~ 

simplifies their interpretation since the uncertainties in the LF of 

late types will now make little difference to the model predictions. 

Also, as discussed in section 3.3.1, the rF K-corrections are well 

known and differences between the K-corrections of various galaxy 

types are small. Hence the n(m) models in the rF band are very well 

determined. The rF counts may therefore be able to distinguish between 

quite detailed evolutionary models. Furthermore, whereas in the blue 

band the q
0 

dependence of the models was swamped by the large amounts 

of luminosity evolution required to fit the data, in the red band the 

effects of q
0 

and luminosity evolution seem to be of a comparable 

size. The standard no-evolution model with q
0 

= 1.6 is shown ir1 figure 

3.10 and gives a significantly different prediction to that of the low 

q
0 

model, 

The colours which are used to transfer the LF from b to rF are J . 

determined to !0.1mag and changes of this order have negligible effect 

on the predicted counts. This leaves the only uncertainty in the 

models (apart from evolution and q
0

) to be that of the galaxy LF. 

r 
F 

Figure 3.11 shows the red counts together with the same models 

that were shown in figure 3.10 except in this case the OARS LF is 

assumed. These models, in general, require slightly more luminosity 

evolution (--O. 5z for any q
0

) than the standard LF models. The amount 

of luminosity evolution required in order for the model to fit the 

observations for various values of q
0 

and each LF is shown in Table 

3. 2. Also shown are the predicted evolutions of the Tinsley models 

(section 3.3.4) calculated using equations 3.6-3.8, some of which are 
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Figure 3.11: As for figure 3.10 but here the models are based on 

the OARS LF. 
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Luminosity Evolution Inferred by the rF Counts 

Standard LF OARS LF Tinsley Model Prediction 

X = 0 1 2 

-lz -1.5z -1.7 -l.3 -1.0 

-1. 5z -2.0z -2.0 -1.6 -l. 2 

-2.5z -3.0z -2.6 -2.1 -1.5 
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also shown in figures 3.10 and 3.11. In the case of the standard LF it 

can be seen from Table 3.2 that, in general, for any reasonable value 

of q
0

, some Tinsley model can be found which predicts an amount of 

evolution ln agreement Wl th that lnferred from the counts. The q
0 

1. 6 model requires the maximum possible ( x = 0) evolution and hence 

can be regarded as a limiting case. The standard LF models therefore 

argue for q
0
< 1. 5 with reasonable evolutionary models. If the solar 

neighbourhood value of x is assumed (x = 1.35) then q 0~0.5. By similar 

arguments the OARS LF models argue for q
0 
<O. 5, and if x = l. 35, Q,;"' 0. 

Further studies of nearby galaxies are required in order to settle the 

controversy between the two alternative LF's. In chapter five a method 

which may be able to do this will be described. 

The rF model results have also been compared with those of Koo 

( 1981a) and it was found that his no evolution q
0 

= 0. 02 model is 

negligibly different from that presented here for the standard LF. 

Thus his conclusion, that a model with q
0 

= 0.02 and a small amount of 

evolution (as predicted by Bruzual's 

counts, is confirmed. 

(1981) models) 

3.4.3 Observed and Modelled Galaxy Colour Distributions 

fits 

The bJ-rF colour distribution predicted by the standard LF, 

no-evolution model (q
0 

= 0.02) is shown in figure 3.7 as a dashed 

line. This model has had the r.m.s. error of -0.3mag in each passband 

convolved with the predicted error-free distribution (see section 

3.3.3). This model gives a good fit to the data in the bright 

magnitude ranges in both bJ and rF (figures 3.7a and b) and is a good 
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demonstration that the mix of galaxy types and their colours used in 

the models are reasonable (see also section 3.4.1 and figure 3.9). 

In the 19.5<rF<20.5mag range the colour histograms are shifted 

towards the blue with respect to the bright magnitude data and the 

no-evolution prediction (figure 3. 7c). No reasonable combination of 

q
0

, LF, or mix can explain this shift without needing to invoke some 

luminosity evolution or very different b K-corrections. This tendency 
J 

for faint galaxies in red limited samples to become bluer can be 

easily explained as being due to the same evolutionary brightening as 

was seen in the b J counts. Models where galaxy colours evolve with 

redshift are therefore adequate to explain the effects seen in the 

galaxy colour distributions and the counts (see section 3.3.4). 

The standard LF, q 0 = 0.02 model with a- 1z evolution in rF and 

evolution given by equation 3.10 in bJ gives an excellent fit to the 

colour distribution at faint magnitudes and is shown in figures :) . 7c: 

and d. This is expected since it was the colour distribution that 

actually required the large evolution of equation 3. 10 to be input 

into the models. This arose because when modelling the colour 

distributions at bright magnitudes the luminosity evolution has to be 

the same in both passbands. If only the bJ counts themselves had been 

considered a somewhat smaller evolutionary term (6MN-3z + 0.3z2
) could 

fit the b J counts, after the normalization procedure described in 

section 3.4.1 had been carried out. However, since the red counts only 

require a -1z evolution at all redshifts this bJ model would give the 

wrong (too blue) colour distribution at bright magnitudes. The b J 
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evolution therefore has to be even larger at high redshifts, hence 

equation 3.10. Generally, any model which has a larger luminosity 

evolution in bJ than in rF, for z>.2, so that the bJ and rF counts are 

simultaneously fitted, tends also to fit reasonably the colour uin-· 

tributions. The Koo model described in the previous sections alsc 

gives a good fit to the colour distributions at all magnitudes. 

Using the colour distribution it is possible to exclude models 

which fit the bJ counts by evolving only a single galaxy type. This 

arises because the large amount of evolution required would severely 

distort the predicted colour distribution. However, a more detailed 

modelling of the colour distribution is restricted by the 

uncertainties in the bJ K-corrections mentioned above. 

3.5 THE HUBBLE DIAGRAM 

The Hubble diagram has been used for many years to obtain 

constraints on q 0 and the evolution of early-type galaxies (see eg, 

Tinsley, 1979). The dependence of the Hubble diagram on q
0 

and 

luminosity evolution is different from that of the n(m) relation; in 

the Hubble diagram evolutionary brightening implies apparently higher 

q
0 

values whereas in n(m) the opposite is true (see figures 3.8 =tnd 

3.11). The red counts have been shown in the previous section to be 

dominated by early-type galaxies (section 3.4.2), which are similar 

(at least in colour) to those used as 'standard candles' in the Hubble 

diagram. Therefore, assuming that the galaxies used in the Hubble 

diagram and the n( m) relation undergo similar evolutions, then the 

different dependencies on q
0 

in each test implies that there can only 
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be one unlque solution for evolution and Q
0 

that simultaneously 

satisfies both tests. 

Unfortunately, a conflict exists over the observed form of the 

Hubble diagram, caused by the large number of corrections applied to, 

and the different techniques used in measuring, the magnitudes of the 

first ranked cluster galaxies (see Kron, 1984 for a critical review of 

this work). The Hubble diagram of Kristian, Sandage and Westo!-;al 

(1978) is shown in figure 3.12 and yields a value of q
0 

1.6±0.4 with 

no evolution. On the other hand the work of Gunn and Oke ( 1975), 

updated by Hoessel, Gunn and Thuan ( 1980), derived q
0 

= -0. 55±0. 45. 

More observational work is required to clarify the reasons for this 

discrepancy. For the purposes of illustration it can be seen that ~f 

the Q
0 

=1.6 value of Kristian et al is assumed with no evolution, then 

as seen in figures 3.10 and 3.11, a very bad fit to the n(m) counts is 

obtained. Consistent solutions that can be obtained using the Kristian 

et al Hubble diagram and the standard and OARS LF 1 s are as follows; 

Standard LF, q
0 

0.5, Evolution = -1.5z 

OARS LF, q
0 

= 0.25, Evolution = -1.75z 

Using the Gunn and Oke Hubble diagram the value of q
0 

still has 

to be negative in order to obtain consistent solutions for either LF. 

Constraining q
0 

and luminosity evolution using the Hubble diagram 

is made more difficult since the 1 standard candle 1 ellipticals may 

have very different evolutionary histories from field galaxies due to 

their rich cluster environments. The most likely extra evolutionary 

effect is caused by the dynamical merging of cluster galaxies (see for 

example, Richstone, 1976; Ostriker and Hausman, 1977; Silk and Norman, 
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Figure 3.12: The Hubble diagram of Kristian, Sandage and Westphal 

( 1978). Two models assuming no evolution but different q
0 
's are 

indicated. The R magnitudes have been corrected for the 

K-correction, absorption, Bautz-Morgan cluster type and richness. 
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1981; Dressler, 1979; Carter et al, 1981.1 which would make galaxies 

brighter now than in the past and hence decrease the value of Q 0 

deduced from the Hubble diagram. This means that the value of Q
0 

which 

is consistent with both the counts and Hubble diagram could be hlgher 

than that quoted above. However, the Hubble diagram can still offer 

lower limits on the rate of luminosity evolution for a particular 

assumed value of q
0

• 

3.6 n(z) DIAGRAMS 

Figure 3.13 shows the predicted redshift distributions in the bJ 

and bands for some of the models described i.n the previ_ous 

sections. In the bJ passband (figure 3.13a) the standard LF, 

q
0 

= 0.02, no-evolution model is shown (dashed line), together with 

the evolutionary model given by equation 3.10 (solid line), for two 

different ranges of apparent magnitude. In the bright magnitude range 

both evolving and non-evolving models give identical distributions. 

However, at faint magnitudes the redshift distributions are very 

different, with the evolutionary model predicting that galaxies should 

be present with z)1. The alternative Koo type model discussed .in 

section 3.4.1, that also fits the bJ counts and colour distributions, 

peaks at a lower redshift (z""0.2) than the standard LF model, as 

expected. In principle therefore, if the n(z) distribution could be 

observed directly for a faint galaxy sample then the bJ evolutionary 

models could be much more tightly constrained. A start has been made 

on such a project by Shanks and Ellis who have obtained the spectra 

for a complete sample of galaxies between 20.5<bJ<21.5mag using the 

AAT. 
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Figure 3.13a): Number-redshift, n(z), relations predicted for two 

b J magnitude limited galaxy samples. The dashed 

lines represent the no evolution prediction, the 

solid lines are based on an evolutionary model 

described in the text. 
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Figure 3 .13b) : As for figure 3.13a) but for two red magnitude 

limited samples. The q 0 =.02, .O.M=-lz and q 0 =1.6, 

6M=-2.5z both gave good fits to the red counts but 

can be seen to predict quite different n(z) 

distributions. 
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In figure 3 .13b the redshift distributions for several of the 

standard LF rF models that gave good fits to the rF counts are shown. 

It can be seen that the redshift distributions for the twc 

evolutionary models that both tit the counts (since they assume 

different evolution/q
0 

combinations) are quite different. Thi.s res11l t 

again suggests that if it were observationally feasible to make 

complete redshift surveys in the range 20. 5<r F< 21mag then the n ( z) 

distributions could be used together with the rF counts to untangle 

the effects of galaxy luminosity evolution and cosmology. 

This approach has the added advantage that it is self consistent; 

the same galaxies that define the n(m) relation are used to define 

n(z) and therefore the evolutionary processes will be the same in each 

test. Since the red.models are so well determined (see section 3.4.2), 

with an accurately determined n(z) it should be possible to 

discriminate between the q
0 

= 0.02 and q
0 

= 0.5 models. A start has 

been made on such a project by Koo and Kron at Kitt Peak. Therefore, 

in principle, if a well determined Hubble diagram could also be 

obtained the effects of q
0

, dynamical and luminosity evolution could 

all be disentangled. 

3o7 CONCLUSIONS 

In the present chapter the galaxy number-magnitude count relation 

has been well determined to b,t24mag and rF""22mag using COSM03 

measurements of UKST and AAT plates. The conclusions of the present 

chapter may be summarized as follows: 

a) Six out of a total of eight blue passband UKST plates at 
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magn1tudes fainter than bJ-17mag show very similar n(m) relations. The 

other two plates exhibit an excess of galaxies at bright (bf 19mag) 

magnitudes which may be attributed to superclusters present in these 

fields at d1stances of "'300h -liVipc. However, since Lhe~e !JlaLe~ c:uvei· 

only 20% of the total area of sky surveyed the counts on the five SGP 

fields and that of J5701 are thought to be the best representation of 

the n ( m) relation for b / 21mag. These results may be taken as a 

demonstration of the approximate homogeneity and isotropy of the 

-1 
galaxy distribution at depths~ 300h Mpc. 

b) The bJ and rF counts obtained from the deepest threshold AA1 

data are in good agreement with those found by Kron ( 1978), Koo 

( 198la) and Couch and Newell ( 1984). Considering the problems in 

photometry and calibration discussed in section 3.2.4 fluctuations in 

the n(m) relation of the order seen in the above comparisons 

(- 0. 25mag) are to be expected. These comparisons therefore further 

demonstrate the general isotropy of the galaxy distribution at faint 

limits, since the counts come from both the north and south galactic 

poles. 

c) By comparing the bJ counts to no-evolution models strong 

evidence for luminosity evolution is obtained. Even assuming extreme 

observed values for the model parameters some luminosity evolution is 

still required in order for the model to fit the observations. The 

constraints seem strong enough to rule out any non-evolving model. 

More detailed constraints cannot be obtained due to the uncerta1nties 

in the bJ K-corrections and luminosity function (LF). 

d) The rF counts also show evidence for luminosity evolution but 
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it is far less than that required in order to explain the bJ counts. A 

more detailed interpretation of the red counts is possible because of 

the domination of early-type galaxies whose K-corrections are well 

known and the virtual independence of the models on the galaxy mix, 

since the K-corrections for all galaxy types are similar in the r F 

band. Useful constraints can therefore be set on combinations of 

luminosity evolution and q
0 

that fit the observed counts, assuming a 

form of the galaxy LF 0 For any reasonable LF if early-type galaxle:=o 

undergo no luminosity evolution then q 0~0. 1. Evolution improves the 

fit for any reasonable choice of q
0

• If early type galaxies evolve 

according to Tinsley's ( 1978) single burst models, which are mainly 

dependent on the slope of the initial mass function, x, then for x>o, 

q 0~l. Further constraints could be made if the LF were more accurately 

determined (see chapter five). 

e) The observed galaxy colour distributions are consistent with 

the above models as determined from the b J and r F 

galaxies need to evolve much more rapidly in the bJ 

counts, in that 

than in the r 
F 

band. This evolution in colour is expected to occur at some look-back 

time by any evolutionary model because young stars are blue and hence 

young galaxies will also be blue. 

Other evidence that some (mainly cluster) galaxies at redshifts 

)0.25 have colours bluer than expected has been recently reported by 

many authors (Kristian et al, 1978; Lilly and Longair, 1982; Butcher 

and Oemler, 1978, 1984; Couch, 1981; Couch et al, 1983). The amount of 

luminosity evolution required here is of the same order as that of 

equation 3.11. It is interesting to note the similarity of the 
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evolution observed in both cluster and field populations. However, a 

direct comparison is not completely justifiable here, since j_n the 

clusters observed so far the inferred evolution does not apply to the 

general cluster population and also not all higi1 cedshift cluster-s 

show an excess of blue galaxies compared to those nearby ( eg, Koo, 

198lb). These observations will be discussed in more detail in chapter 

seven. 

f) The luminosity evolution/q
0 

combination has only one unique: 

value which satisfies both the Hubble diagram and n(m) counts 

simultaneously. The two most recent estimates of the Hubble diagr'am 

(Kristian et al, 1978; Hoessel et al, 1980) suggest an upper limit for 

q
0 

of-v0.5, if a reasonable range of LF's are assumed in the models. 

If dynamical evolution also affects the Hubble diagram then q
0 

could 

be higher than this limit o Very much tighter constraints could be 

obtained if the Hubble diagram itself were better determined; the 

apparent value of q
0 

ranging from -.55 to +1. 6 in the two recent 

estimates of the Hubble diagram mentioned above. A faint r F""" ;)lmag 

galaxy redshift survey could also be used in this way to untangle the 

effects of luminosity evolution and q
0

, if used in conjunction with 

the rF counts. 
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CHAPTER FOUR 

GALAXY CORRELATION ANALYSES 

4.1 INTRODUCTION 

In chapter one two complementary approaches to the study of 

galaxy clustering were described. They were firstly, the statistical 

approach, in which the aim is to obtain a description of galaxy 

clustering which applies to the universe in general and secondly, 

clusters of galaxies are identified and studied as objects of 

individual interest. It was shown how both approaches can be used to 

obtain important clues to the origin and evolution of galaxies o The 

galaxy catalogues described in chapter two, which contain samples of 

thousands of galaxies offer an excellent opportunity for studying the 

statistical distribution of galaxies and this is the subject of the 

present chapter. 

The most widely used statistics which express in quantitative 

terms the tendency for galaxies to cluster are the n-point correlation 

functions (see Peebles, 1980; Fall, 1979, for reviews of the subject). 

The spatial two-point correlation function is defined such that; 

(4.1) 

where bP ( r) is the joint probability of finding objects within the 

volume elements ~v 1 and ~v2 separated by a distance r, and n is the 

mean volume number density of objects. If galaxies were distributed at 

random then ~P(r) would be equal to n2 ~V 1 ~v 2 , thus ~(r) 0. The fact 

that galaxies are non-randomly distributed means that for certain 
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values of r, ~ ( r) may be positive or negative depending on whec:nec· 

galaxies are clustered or anti-clustered. ~(r) can therefore be 

interpreted as an 'excess probability' of finding one galaxy at a 

distance r from another. In order to estimate tlr) distances are 

required for every galaxy in the sample, which for our samples of over 

10
4 

galaxies per field is, at present, a practical impossibility. 

In the case of projected catalogues the angular two-point 

correlation function can be estimated, which is defined in the same 

way as its spatial counterpart, ie; 

( 4.2) 

Here ,&PI&-) is the joint probability of finding two galax1es 1n 

the solid angles ~.fl1 , ~.!1 2 separated by an angle(}, and)( is the mee1n 

surface density of galaxies in the catalogue. w ( (f ) can therefore be 

interpreted as the 'excess probability' of finding one galaxy at 'i. 

certain angular separation, (} , from another. 

One of the main advantages of the two-point correlation function 

is that the angular and spatial functions can be related via a linear 

integral equation first derived by Limber ( 1953). Limber's equatj.on 

was later modified to include relativistic effects (Groth and Peebles, 

1977; hereafter GP77 and Phillipps et al, 1978) and is given by; 

w(&) =I dz f{z) g{z) ~z)(l:z)'_I d y ~~ftzw: + g(z)y~t. z} 

[~ dzf(Z)g(zXJ+zJ¢><z) J ( 4.:)) 

where f(z) is the angular diameter distance and g(z) is the 

derivative of proper distance with respect to z. p( z) is the 

selection function; the probability that a galaxy at a redshift z 

will be included in the sample. This equation enables information 

about the spatial correlation function to be derived from 

observations of the angular correlation function by allowing for the 
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effects of projection and geometry. 

Two important results follow from Limber's equation. Firstly, if 

t( r) is a power-law with index - ~ then w({f) will also be a power-law 

with index - " + l. This is simply the result of a distribution in 

space being projected onto the sky. The second consequence of Limber's 

equation is a scaling relation (Peebles, 1973) which, if \( r) is a 

power-law, enables estimates of w ( (}) to be compared from samples of 

different average depths. This relation demonstrates that the apparenL 

strength or amplitude of clustering will decrease with depth and is 

dependent only on the galaxy selection function (see equation 4.3), or 

equivalently the redshift distribution of galaxies, n(z). 

Observationally, studies of the galaxy correlation function began 

with an analysis or the Zwicky (1961-68), Lick (Shane and Wirtanen, 

1967; Seldner et al, 1977) and Jagellonian (Rudnicki et al, 1973' 

galaxy catalogues by Peebles and his co-workers at Princeton (see 

Peebles, 1980 for a detailed review of these earlier studies). Twc· 

important results were obtained from this work. Firstly, all estimates 

of w(P) were found to exhibit a -0.8 power-law slope at small scales. 

This implies from Limber's equation that ~( r) is also a power-law. In 

particular it was found that for the Lick Catalogue (GP77), ~(r) 15 

( ) -1. 77 ./ -1 -1 
hr , for r~9h Mpc. At r>9h Mpc the power-law no longer held 

and w(O) rapidly decreased. Secondly, it was found that the clustering 

amplitudes found in these catalogues scaled at least approximately as 

expected with depth (Peebles, 1974b). This result demonstrated that 

the clustering of galaxies is intrinsic to the galaxies themselves and 

not due to local effects such as obscuration by dust. The scaling of 
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w (~) also demonstrates that ~ ( r) is universally applicable to t:hese 

-1 depths (N500h Mpc). 

The work carried out in the present chapter is an extension of 

LilaL carrieu uuL uy Philli!JIJ::; eL al (1978) ami Shank::; et al (1980; 

hereafter SFEM) who obtained estimates of w(B ) from an analysis of 

COSMOS measurements of UKST plates. In SFEM it was shown that the 

observed amplitude of galaxy clustering was close to that expected 

-1 
from a scaling of local results, to depths of N700 h Mpc. It was alsc 

shown that at large angular scales, corresponding to a spatial 

-1 
separation of 3h Mpc, a feature was present in w(O). This feature was 

-1 
similar to that found at a larger scale of 9h Mpc in the w(O) of the 

Lick catalogue (GP77). There was therefore, a discrepancy in that the 

position of this 1 break 1 feature did not scale as expected between 

catalogues. 

The existence of a break is very important for theories of galaxy 

formation since it defines a characteristic scale of clustering lsee 

Fall, 1979 for a review) and this scale is sensitive to the cosmo-

logical density parameter,Jl
0

• For example, in theories where galaxies 

form before clusters (see section 1.3), the break represents the 

transition between the linear and non-linear clustering regimes and it 

was shown by Davis et al (1977) that the break scale found in the Lick 

catalogue could only arise in a high density Do~ 1 universe. The break 

in w(9) also has an interpretation in theories in which clusters form 

before galaxies. Here the break corresponds to a preferred scale of 

clustering (Doroshkevich and Shandarin, 1978) and the SFEM break scale 

in the original baryonic adiabatic theory is consistent with low 
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values of flo "' , 2 (Shanks, 1979). 

A completely different interpretation of the break has recently 

been suggested in which the form of w(P), assumed to be a power-law at 

all ::;Cale::;, is IIIOdified uy dust l(J our-· own galaxy (aL Lea::;L Wflt!li 

considering areas of sky as large as those covered by the Zwicky and 

Lick catalogues; Seldner and Uson, 1982, 1983). It is therefore 

important to test whether the position of the break scales as expected 

between catalogues of different depths, since if it does then the dust 

hypothesis is more difficult to accommodate. 

In the present chapter the clustering of galaxies is firstly 

analysed using the large number of UKST plates described in chapter 

two. These plates comprise both new reductions of the original SFEM 

areas and also several new areas. Altogether these plates cover 

"-l70deg2 
, an area four times larger than that of SFEM. With such a 

large area of sky now surveyed the correlation functions to 21mag in 

the blue passband and 20mag in the red passband are extremely we L.l 

determined. A main objective will be to test for the reality of the 

break observed in the w(8)'s of previous authors (see above). With the 

much larger amount of UKST data now available the reality of this 

important feature can be tested with much greater confidence. 

Secondly, the clustering of galaxies will be analysed using the 

4m AAT plates described in chapter two. At the very faint magnitudes 

reached on these plates (-24mag in the blue passband and -22mag in the 

red passband) the amplitude scaling test may be carried out to depths 

-1 
of ""'3000h Mpc. With the AAT data reaching to such great depths and 

hence much greater look-back times than the UKST data, we may have a 
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better chance of observing departures from the expected scaling 

relation. If observed they would imply that ~(r) changes with time and 

hence may be interpreted as evidence of clustering evolution. 

An outline of the chapter follows. ln section 4. 2 the method of 

estimating w(5) from the COSMOS datasets is described and the results 

obtained by applying these estimators to the UKST and AAT data 

presented. The reality and scale of the break observed at large scales 

is assessed. The observed and modelled scaling relations are presented 

and compared in section 4. 3. Section 4. 4 presents a summary and the 

conclusions of this chapter. 

4.2 CORRELATION FUNCTION RESULTS 

4.2.1 Estimators 

The method of estimation of w(~) used here is identical to that 

used by SFEM. At small angular scales (P-<.1 degree) the Monte-Carle 

estimator; 

w(fJ) N ((}) - 1 (4.4) 

is used where, 

-p--

NR((J) 

N (8) is the number of actual pairs between separations 
p 

of (f and 8+6.9, and NR ( 0) is the number of pairs found in a random 

distribution of the same total number of galaxies over the same area. 

In practice an as large as is possible number of random positions are 

generated and then NR ({f) is scaled to have the same total number of 

galaxies as in the actual catalogue. This has the effect of decreasing 

the noise present in NR ( & ) and hence w( (}). At larger scales (8> .1 
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degree) the galaxies were first binned into 64 x 64 bins of size ~12 

. 2 arcm1n The correlation function can then be estimated using; 

w (()) = N (@) - 1 (4. 5) 
-p--2. 
r N, Unnl 
~ u ~ 

where N (6-) is the total number of pairs computed in the separation 
p 

range (8-60/2, f: +f).(}j2), Nb ((}) is the number of bins used to find Np 

and n is the average number of galaxies per bin. This procedure was 

carried out in order to reduce computation time. These estimators 

remove edge effects caused by 'holes' in the data (see chapter two), 

since in the first case the random positions are distributed over 

exactly the same area as the real catalogue ( ie, plate minus holes) 

and in the second case bins which overlap holes are excluded from the 

calculation. 

4.2.2 UKST Results 

In figure 4.la the resulting w(8)'s are shown for each of the bJ 

UKST plates at a magnitude limit of bJ = 20mag. It can be seen that 

the w ((f) 's are of mostly the same form exhibiting an approximately 

power-law behaviour at small angular scales ( ~< .l degree) and 

departing from this at larger angular scales. There are some 

exceptions however, notably the w(O) of Jl920 and J3390. Jl920 

exhibits the small scale power-law slope to much larger angular scales 

than in general (a result also found by SFEM). This was at first 

thought to be due to a gradient in the data caused by a dusr l.ane 

obscuring part of the field. However, the hypothesis that this form of 

w(O) could be intrinsic to the galaxy distribution cannot be ruled out 
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at presento A similarly extended power-law is seen on plate J339(j. 

Because the unusual w(U) found on these plates could be caused by real 

galaxy clustering the data has not been filtered, as was done earlier 

h,~ Cr;'r.'M 
UJ V!.. L<t'l J amounts to an implicit assumption that all large 

scale gradients are artefacts of the detection procedure. Whatever the 

cause of the different behaviour of w(8) in these fields the fact that 

only two out of eight show this behaviour means that they will not 

significantly affect the overall results. It should be noted here that 

the w(U) of the UKST rF plates gave the same results as found on their 

bJ counterparts, at comparable magnitude limits, and these results are 

shown in figure 4.lb. 

The w ( 8-) 's for all UKST plates have been ensemble averaged in 

order to reduce statistical noise. This procedure was carried out at 

three different magnitude limits in both the bJ and rF passbands and 

the resulting w(O) are shown in figures 4.2 and 4.3 respectively. The 

error bars were calculated from field-to-field variations. A power-law 

slope of"'-0. 8, at small angular scales, is consistent with all of the 

w(O) shown in figures 4.2 and 4.3 and the break is reproduced at large 

scales at all magnitude limits. 

In general the ensembled UKST w(ft ) presented here are in good 

agreement with those of SFEM except that less flattening of the slope 

is seen at the faintest magnitude limit than was seen by SFEM at bJ 

21.5mag (by comparing figure 4.2 with figure 9a of SFEM). However, it 

should be noted that if the present analysis is carried out on just 

the area of sky studied by SFEM then the same results are obtained. 

This suggests that, given that the individual observations comprising 
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a w ( (J ) are not completely independent, the slightly flatter slopes 

found by SFEM are most probably caused by statistical fluctuations. 

The measured amplitude of w ((f) at the faintest UKST limit is also 

slightly lower than that of SFEM (see sect1on 4.3). The higher 

amplitude may have been caused by the break up of large bright images 

in the original COSMOS datasets of SFEM, causing spurious faint images 

to be present, that were then apparently clustered on small scales. 

This effect is much reduced here due to image analysis software 

improvements made since the original measurements, but any remaining 

possible problem areas such as those around bright stars have been 

deleted from the final dataset (see section 2.4). 

As noted above the break is a ver'y obvious featUl~e in tJ-,e w ( (} ) 

shown in figures 4. 2 and 4. 3. For the b J = 20 mag ensemble, the points 

at 8 > 0. 3 degrees must be raised by"" 30" in order to maintain the power-

law behaviour. The break occurs in the UKST ensemble w (f) ) at all 

magnitude limits in both the bJ and rF passbands. 

Since the break has very important consequences for theories of 

galaxy formation (see chapter one and section 4.1) it is important tc 

test for its reality and to check for possible systematic errors in 

the estimation of w(O). The estimate of w(Ol used here is based on the 

ratio of the observed count of pairs to that expected for a random 

distribution with density .# = N
0

/ 6!1 , where N
0 

is the number of 

galaxies in the solid angle ~fi of the sample. If a typical galaxy in 

the catalogue has n -1 galaxies in excess of random clustered about it 
c 

then the mean density of uncorrelated galaxies is not 

N
0
/Ll!l. This forces the condition lwdfl= 0, which would not apply if 
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we could evaluate an ensemble average density,thus introducing a small 

systematic error which makes w smaller than the true value by a 

constant additive factor. This factor can be calculated from the 

definition of .. r n 1 
W \LI J 

1.-S 
b. w = 2rrA f)o 

( 2-& )6-fl 

gi \len ,...,....,,,...,+--..; ............. 
li1 c::yuaL..LVlt and is given by; 

(4.6) 

for an angular scale 8
0

, assuming that w(8) is a power-law given by; 

-~ 
w(8) = A(} (4.7) 

The effect of this 'integral constraint' at all scales considered here 

is negligible. For example, at an angular scale of Bo = 0.5 degrees a 

maximum difference of -0.001 is caused in the w(O) of the bJ<l9mag 

sample. A similarly negligible effect was obtained when considerj_ng 

all other w ({f) shown in figures 4. 2 and 4. 3, and thus the integral 

constraint cannot be responsible for the appearance of the break at 

the scale observed here. Furthermore, contamination by stars which may 

reduce the clustering amplitude will not affect the actual shape of 

w(8). 

The best test for the reality of the break is to see if its 

position scales as expected with depth. The method of GP77 was used to 

scale the w(O) of figures 4.2 and 4.3 to the depth of the Zwicky 

( 1961-1968) catalogue. The results are shown in figures 4. 4 and 4. 5, 

for the bJ and r F pass bands respectively. From an inspection c)f 

figures 4. 4 and 4. 5 it can be seen that the break's position scales 

reasonably well, although not perfectly, between the three magnitude 

limits considered in both passbands. It should be remembered that all 

of the w ( 0 ) 's presented here are unfi 1 tered and any large scale 
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gradients extrinsic to the galaxy distribution will tend to reduce the 

scaling agreement. The break occurs here at an angular scale 

-1 
corresponding to a linear separation of ~3h Mpc, estimated using the 

models described in section 4.3, in agreement with the result obtained 

by SFEM. 

Also shown in figure 4. 4 are the w ( fJ ) obtained from the Zwicky 

catalogue itself (Peebles and Hauser, 1974) and the Lick catalogue 

( GP77). Although both appear to exhibit break features there is no 

agreement over the spatial separation at which the break occurs. The 

break in the Zwicky catalogue w(u) 
-1 

occurs at ""5h Mpc and here the 

discrepancy could be explained by sampling problems in the Zwicky 

catalogue. In the Lick catalogue the break appears at an even larger 

scale of ""9h-
1

Mpc, some three times greater than that found here; a 

discrepancy also noted by SFEM. The reason for this large discrepancy 

remains unknown but may be caused by galaxy detection gradients within 

individual plates, or an artifact caused by residual systematic 

variations in the limiting magnitude from plate-to-plate, in the Lick 

catalogue (Geller et al, 1984). It should be noted that either of 

these effects should not greatly affect the estimation of w(&) made in 

the present work. 

Further evidence for the reality of the break has recently been 

obtained from a direct estimate of the spatial correlation 

function~(r), from the Durham/AAT redshift survey (OARS), (Bean, 1983; 

Shanks et al, 1983b). Any features present in the correlation function 

will be more easily seen in ~(r) than in w(9) since w(O) is smoothed 

by the effects of projection. It is an encouraging result that the 
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projected t(r) found in the OARS survey agrees very well with the w(B) 

found here when scaled to the same depth \Bean, 1983; Stevenson et al, 

1984). This observation together with the above results suggests that 

the break is a real feature and occurs at a scale in the range 

-1 
3-5h Mpc. 

4.2.3 AAT Results 

The ensemble w(8) for the AAT plates are shown in figures 4.6 and 

4. 7 for the b J < 23mag and r F < 22mag samples respectively. The errors 

were again calculated from field-to-field fluctuations. It can be seen 

that a -0.8 power-law slope is consistent with w(f}) at these deep 

limits. The error bars shown in figures 4. 6 and 4. 7 demons tl'a te U1e 

large uncertainty in the AAT w ( fJ) at large scales ( {} >. 05degree) and 

hence an analysis of the break using 4m data requires that many more 

plates are measured before meaningful results can be obtained. 

It is important to know the extent of stellar contamination 1n 

the AAT galaxy datasets since the inclusion of randomly distributed 

stars has the effect of reducing the correlation function amplitude. 

The amount of stellar contamination in the COSMOS AAT datasets is 

shown in Table 2. 4. If w is the observed correlation function for a 

sample composed of fractions f and f of galaxies and stars then; 
g s 

w (4.8) 

where w and w are the true correlation functions for the galaxies 
gg ss 

and stars respectively (see SFEM). Therefore, if, for example, w ~ o, 
ss 

as expected, and f 
g 

.94 and f 
s 

.06, as found for plate Rl99G (see 

Table 2.4) then w = 1.13 w,ie, the true amplitude is •13% higher 
gg 
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AAT b J plates limited at b J=23mag. The points have been 
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empirically determined error bars are shown. Also shown 

are representative -0.8 power laws obtained by other 

authors for w(8) estimated at similar galaxy number 

densities. 
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than that observed. This will be an important cons.ideration in the 

following section when discussing the amplitude scaling relation a-L 

faint limits. 

It will be shown in section 4. 3 that the amplitude o! w ( f J at 

faint limits provides the most important constraints on 

evolutionary models. The effects of stellar contamination have 

therefore been further investigated in the rF galaxy samples by 

recording the numbers of objects automatically classified as galaxies 

on the R plate but as stars on the J plate. The results are shown in 

Table 4.1 and generally confirm the misclassification rates found by 

eye in Table 2.4 

Table 4.1 Percentage of R galaxies classified as stars on the J plate 

Plate 

Rl996 

Rl635* 

Magnitude Limit, rF 

20 21 22 

6.7 5.0 6.7 

28 23 13 

* Magnitudes uncorrected for absorption (see section 3.2.3b) 

Another direct check of the effects on w( f) ) of misclassifying 

stars as galaxies was carried out on plates Rl996 and Rl635 by using 

extreme star/galaxy separation parameters which were certain to 

exclude some real galaxies from the galaxy dataset but would include 

no stars. On the SGP field this raised the amplitude of w(9) by -15% 
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consistent, within the errors, with the 11% expected change if the 

stellar contamination is as shown in Table 2.4. For the Pavo field a 

larger effect was found with an increase in amplitude of "'30%, 

consistent with the larger stellar contamination of 13% found on this 

field at r F = 22mag. The checks described above firmly support the 

levels of stellar contamination shown in Table 2.4. These values will, 

therefore, be used to correct the w(Q) amplitudes used in the observed 

scaling relation for the effects of stellar contamination. 

The possibility that the amplitude of w(O) is also affected by 

the presence of spurious images was checked by restricting the SGP and 

Pavo rF'22mag samples to those galaxies which had also been detected 

on the .J plate. Approximately 5% of objects were 1~emoved by this 

procedure at both the SGP and in the Pavo field with most of these 

being objects which had been merged on one plate but not on the other. 

The correlation function for the reduced sample at r F 22mag was 

computed and the amplitudes in both fields were found to be, within 

the noise, very similar to those obtained for the complete samples. 

This result suggests that the presence of possible spurious images can 

only be having a small effect on the correlation function amplitudes. 

Two other authors have produced angular correlation functions to 

the depth of 4m AAT plates. Ellis ( 1980) analysed the clustering of 

galaxies on a single blue passband AAT plate and stressed the 

difficulty of interpreting the results from such a small area ( ""'0. 2 

square degrees in his case) due to the small numbers of galaxies 

observed. However, his w(9) was still consistent with a -0.8 power-law 
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slope at small scales. Since no obvious departures from the power-la~ 

behaviour are seen, a representative w( 8) of Ellis is plotted as a 

dashed line in figure 4.6. It can be seen that this w(8 J estimate has 

a similar amplitude to that of the bJ<23mag sample obtained here and 

was estimated at the same number density of galaxies. 

Koo and Szalay (1984) have estimated w(O ) using two deep 4m 

plates in a blue passband (each covering""' 0.2 square degrees). Again 

all of the estimated w(~) were consistent with a -0.8 power-law slope, 

The w(O) of Koo and Szalay, at the same number density as the b~23mag 

sample, is also shown in figure 4.6 where the amplitude is seen to be 

some 60% higher than that obtained here (see section 4. 3). Koo and 

Szalay estimate their w (0 ) using an estimator which incorporates a 

filter to remove artificial density gradients in their data (see their 

equation 2). Since they do not present unfiltered versions of then 

correlation functions it is not clear how much of this discrepancy 

between their results and those presented here can be explained by 

this difference in estimation procedure. Otherwise the reason for the 

discrepancy is not known, although the error bars in figure 4. 6 

suggest that sampling fluctuations could explain it, at least in part. 

4.3 THE SCALING RELATION 

The scaling relation is the relation between clustering amplitude 

and depth of sample, measured here by the surface density of galaxies. 

The clustering amplitude ( CA) is defined by the coefficient A in 

equation 4.7. The scaling relation can be modelled by assuming a form 
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of the spatial correlation function and inserting this 1nto a 

relativistic version of Limber's (1953) projection equation (equatio~ 

4.3). Limber's equation takes into account the effects of geometry and 

y 

projection and is dependent only on the galaxy selection function ~(z.J 

or equivalently the galaxy redshift distribution; n ( z) (see section 

4.1). The selection function itself is dependent on the galaxy 

luminosity function, K-corrections and luminosity evolution, as well 

as the mix of types and cosmological model. Although there appears to 

be many parameters here, strong constraints on rj( z) were obtai. ned in 

chapter three by fitting models to the galaxy n(m) counts and colour 

distributions of the SGP AAT data. The best fit model parameters of 

chapter three can therefore be used here in order to model the CA 

scaling relation. 

Figures 4.8 and 4.9 show the observed scaling relation in the b,l 

and rF passbands respectively, as well as various model predictions. 

The error bars were calculated from field-to-field variations. Table 

4. 2 shows the fitted amplitudes of w( ()) for all of the UKST and AAT 

data used in the present analysis for both individual plates and the 

ensembled data. They were calculated using a log-log least squares 

technique assuming equation 4. 7 and a fixed -0.8 power-law slope at 

small scales corresponding to a fixed spatial separation (~0.3-

-1 
3h Mpc) at all magnitude limits. These amplitudes were corrected for 

stellar contamination using equation 4.8 before being plotted in 

figures 4. 8 and 4. 9, assuming a 10% contamination for the UKST data 

(section 2.6) and the values of Table 2.4 for the AAT data. 
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Table 4.2 Correlation Function Amplitudes 

Plate No. Magnitude N N/deg2 A 
Limit 

UKST b.J PLATES 

J 3721 21 13053 1114 8.52 X 10-3 

20 4677 395 1. 59 X 10-2 

19 1513 126 2.97 X 10-? 

J4606 21 22372 1469 8.07 X 10-3 

20 8812 579 1.94 X 10-2 

19 2773 182 3.21 X 10-2 

Jl920 21 22363 1019 6.86 X 10-3 

20 9485 432 1.03 X 10-2 

19 3188 145 l. 77 X 10-2 

J1916 21 22347 1030 8.70 X 10-3 

20 8842 407 1.42 X 10-2 

19 2669 123 1.98 X 10-2 

.]1681 21 23660 843 4.80 X 10-3 

20 9591 342 8.4 X 10-3 

19 2785 99 2.2 X 10-2 

J3192 21 16575 1089 7.90 X 10-3 

20 9041 594 9.88 X 10-3 

19 4167 274 1.65 X 10-2 

J3390 21 28306 1309 6.34 X 10-3 

20 13501 624 1.23 X 10-2 

19 5755 266 2.06 X 10-2 

J5701 21 19126 875 5.93 X 10-3 

20 7653 350 8.56 X 10-3 

19 2577 118 1. 23 X 10-2 

UKST rF PLATES 

R2775 20 16685 1424 6.90 X 10-3 

19 7171 612 1.17 X 10-2 

18 2566 219 2.47 X 10-2 

R4021 20 22754 1495 5.84 X 10-3 

19 14125 928 7.16 X 10-3 

18 7229 475 9.22 X 10-3 

UKST bJ ENSEMBLE 

bJ 21 1129 8.0 ( !" 0 . 7 ) X 1 0-3 

20 482 1.4 ( ~ 0 . 1 ) X 1 0-, 
19 176 2.1 (-t().3)x10-z 



Table 4.2 (continued) 

Plate No. Magnitude 
Limit 

UKST rF ENSEMBLE 

rF 20 
19 
18 

AAT PLATES 

J1888 bJ 24 
23 
22 
21 

R1996 r· 22 
F 

21 
20 

Jl634* bJ 24 
23 
22 
21 

R1635* rF 22 
21 
20 

AAT bJ ENSEMBLE 

bJ 24 
23 
22 
21 

ATT rF ENSEMBLE 

rF 22 
21 
20 

N 

15768 
5394 
1729 

566 

4216 
2109 

942 

16631 
7053 
3389 
1589 

5968 
3352 
1875 
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N/deg 

1459 
770 
346 

38569 
13194 
4550 
1491 

11095 
5552 
2481 

34349 
14567 

6999 
3282 

12000 
6983 
3906 

36459 
14300 

5774 
2400 

11547 
6267 
3193 

l 

*Magnitudes corrected for 0.7 mag absorption in bJ, 
rF (see section 3.2.3b). 

A 

6.4 (±0.6)x10-3 

9.3 ( ± 2. 1) x10 - 3 

1.8 (-! 0, 7 ) X 10-2 

1 • 2 5 ( ± 0 , 1 ) X 1 0-3 

1 • 81 ( ! 0 . 5 ) X 1 0-3 

2.44(!1.0)x10-·3 

5.34(! 1.5)x10-3 

1 • 69 (± 0, 2) X 10-3 

1. 99 ( i 0, 5) X 10-3 

3.77(*l.O)x10-3 

8.0 X 10-~ 

9.5 X 10 
-4 

1.8 X 1--3 

2.5 X 10-3 

5.6 X 10-4 

8.5 X 10-4 

1.0 X 10-3 

8.5 ( :!: 1 , 0 ) X 10 -I, 

1.3 ( ± 0. 5) X 10-3 

2.2 (.!0.4)x10-3 

3.2 (! 1. 4 ) X 1 0-3 

1.3 (:t0.5)x10-3 

1.42 (:!:0.6)x1--3 

2.20 ("!l.O)x10-3 

and 0~4 mag absorp~ion in 

All amplitudes are given uncorrected for the effects of stellar contamination. 
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The most striking result from figures 4. 8 and 4. 9 is that the 

observed CA scaling relation in both the b J and r F passbands are 

almost identical. For ease of comparison both the b J and r F scaling 

relations are shown together in figure 4.10. This result was not bound 

to occur and it suggests that at similar number densities the n ( z j 

distributions may also be similar in both passbands. Other explan

ations are possible. For instance, the selection of galaxies in b.J and 

rF at similar number densities could be very different but the 

clustering evolution of redder and bluer galaxies conspire to produce 

the same CA's at the same number densities. However, this explanation 

is somewhat contrived and so the first explanation will be assumed 

from now on. It should be noted that this result was obtained for the 

b J and r F scaling relations in both of the AAT fields studied hece, 

This result means that there is no new information to be gained about 

clustering evolution from the blue scaling relation over that obtained 

in the red passband, but it does mean that we have an additional 

strong constraint on the blue number-count and scaling relation 

models, ie, the models must predict similar n(z)'s in both passbands 

to similar galaxy number densities. 

It was shown in chapter three that the n ( m) models are much 

better constrained in the r F passband than in the b J passband for 

several reasons. Firstly, less luminosity evolution was required to 

fit the red n(m) counts than in the blue passband. The blue counts 

could not be fitted by a simple evolutionary model where galaxy 

magnitudes brightened linearly with redshift and required a model 

including higher order terms (see chapter three equation 3.10). In 
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contrast an excellent fit to the red counts was obtained with a s1ngle 

~M -lz evolutionary correction. 

Secondly, K-corrections have been well determined for the early-

type galaxies (which dominate the red counts) due to their· use 1n ti 1e 

Hubble diagram. Generally the red K-corrections are reliable for 

redshifts of up to unity, as to this limit only optical observations 

of nearby galaxies are required for their determination. The 

K-corrections are also similar for all galaxy types which the ref ore 

makes the red counts less sensitive to the mix of galaxy types. 

Thirdly, uncertainties in the luminosity function of intrin

sically blue late-type galaxies cause large uncertainties in the blue 

models. For example, if their characteristic magnitude M* is made 

fainter this decreases the average redshift of galaxies in the model, 

hence changing the luminosity evolution required to fit the observed 

n(m) relation. Due to the very small number of late types seen in red 

limited samples this uncertainty is correspondingly less for the red 

no-evolution models. 

Two 'extreme' models will therefore be considered in the 

following section. Firstly, model A assumes the best fitting model 

parameters found in chapter three and assumes the same standard 

Schechter ( 1976) LF for all galaxy types and q
0 

0. 02. Secondly, 

model B assumes the same parameters except that the M* for late (Sed, 

Sdm) galaxy types are fainter by 1.5mag. This model is similar to that 

used by Koo (1981a). Both models require -1z evolution in the rF band 

to fit the n(m) counts. In the blue passband the evolution is 

described by equation 3.10 of chapter three for model A. For mode} 8, 
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for the reasons described above, a smaller empirical evolution (6M ~ 

-3 ( z-0. 1) + 0. 6z2 
- lz 

observed n(m) relation. 

for z >o .l) is requir·ed in order to fit the 

In vlew of the requirement, that the n(z) distribution for 

galaxies in both pass bands at similar number densities should be 

similar, it is interesting to look at the n(z)'s predicted by models A 

and B. The predicted n(z) distributions for both models in the bJ and 

rF passbands are shown in figures 4.1la and b respectively. The 

magnitude ranges over which the n ( z) 's were calculated correspond to 

similar galaxy number densities in each passband as required. It can 

be seen from figure 4.11 that model A predicts very different n(zl's 

in each passband (see also chapter three, figure 3.13) whereas model B 

predicts more similar n(z)'s in each passband. This result therefore 

implies that model B is probably nearer to the truth than model A. 

We now go on to consider how the modelled scaling relation can 

help to discriminate between the two models. It can be seen from an 

inspection of figures 4.8 and 4.9 that to the limit of the UKST data 

all models give good agreement with the observed scaling relation and 

generally agree with the results of SFEM. However, the amplitude for 

the deepest b J 21mag UKST sample obtained here fits the models 

better than the amplitude of the bJ = 21.5mag sample did in SFEM, for 

the reasons discussed in section 4. 2. 2. For the deeper AAT b J data 

model A gives a good fit to the observed scaling relation while model 

B seems to predict higher CA's than are observed. This result seems to 

imply that model A is more correct than model B and is therefore in 
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Figure 4.lla): Galaxy redshift distributions for models A and B 

described in section 4. 3 and shown in figures 4. 8 and 

4.9, in the bJ passband. 
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contradiction with the above result obtained from the n(z) 's. However, 

because of the wide variation in models which fit the b number counts 
J 

this agreement should not be taken to imply immediately the 

correctness of model A and firstly we must look at the scaling 

relations predicted for the red passband, where the models are more 

tightly constrained. From the predicted scaling relations shown in 

figures 4. 8 and 4. 9 it can firstly be seen that model 8, much more 

than model A, has the required property of producing the same scaling 

relation in both passbands, which supports the above result that the 

n(z)'s are also similar in each passband at similar number densities. 

Also figure 4.9 shows that, as expected, models A and 8 give much more 

similar scaling relations in the rF band than in bJ. However, at faint 

r F limits both models A and 8 are higher than the observations. The 

only way that this discrepancy could be removed in the red passband 

was by introducing values of q
0 

larger than unity and excessive 

amounts of luminosity evolution. In general it was found that models 

with reasonable values of Q
0 

(O<q
0
< 0.5) and evolutions which gave 

agreement with the red counts could not be made to fit the observed 

scaling relation. Therefore, if our red AAT w(9) amplitudes at faint 

limits are to be believed then the model comparisons would suggest 

that clustering evolution may have to be introduced, in order to 

obtain a reasonable model that fits the observations. In this case the 

implication would be that the good fit of model A, which assumes no 

clustering evolution, to the b J scaling relation, was indeed for--

tui taus and that a model with clustering evolution is also required 

there. 

The dotted line in figure 4.9 represents a simple empirical model 
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for clustering evolution where the amplitude of the galaxy correlation 

function was lower in the past by a factor, 1/l+z. In the terminology 

of SFEM this is the j =-1 model. This model still lies above the data 

at intermediate depths but gives a better overall fit. 

The other less dramatic explanation of the discrepancy between 

the observed and modelled scaling relations is the possibility of 

systematic or statistical errors in our data. The best empirical 

estimate of these errors may be obtained by comparing the sealing 

relation obtained here with those of Ellis (1980) and Koo and Szalay 

(1984), who only estimated w(8) on 4m plates in the blue passbancL 

These comparisons are shown in figure 4.12. The results of Ellis seem 

to agree reasonably well with those obtained here, whereas Koo and 

Szalay's w(O) amplitudes are a factor of 1.6 higher. If the disperslon 

in the observed scaling relations seen at faint limits in the blue 

passband is also representative of the dispersion in the red passband, 

then the conclusion that clustering evolution is required in order for 

the models to fit the observed scaling relation must remain tentative. 

More 4m plates need to be analysed in order to obtain unambiguous 

estimates of the clustering amplitudes at these depths. 

4.4 CONCLUSIONS 

The UKST galaxy catalogues described in chapter two have enabled 

the two-point angular correlation function, w(B), to be estimated over 

an area of "" 165 square degrees, an area four times larger than any 

other study to these depths. (bJ<2lmag, rF<20mag). The AAT galaxy 

catalogues have enabled the correlation analyses to be extended to 
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-1 
24mag in bJ and 22mag in rF, corresponding to depths of ~3000h Mpc. 

The conclusions of the present chapter may be summarized 3S 

follows: 

(a) Using this large sample of UKST plate<; the furrn of w({}) :::;rouw::; 

the characteristic -0.8 power-law at small angular scales and a break 

from the power-law at large scales corresponding to a spatial 

separation 
-1 

of~ 3h Mpc. The position of the break scales roughly as 

expected from samples of different depths within our own datase ts. 

-1 
Together with the break scale of - 3-5h Mpc found in the OARS survey 

this observation gives strong evidence for the reality of the break 

and its occurrence at this scale. The discrepancy with the break scale 

-1 
of ~ 9h Mpc found in the w ( (}) of the Lick catalogue, first noted by 

SFEM, therefore remains. The cause of this discrepancy is still un-

known, however galaxy detection gradients within individual plates and 

systematic variations in the limiting magnitude from plate-to-plate in 

the Lick catalogue (Geller et al, 1984) may have some effect. 

(b) To the limit of the AAT plates it is observed that the 

correlation function amplitude scaling relation is very similar in 

both the bJ and rF passbands implying that the redshift distribution 

of galaxies is also similar in both passbands to 4m plate depths. This 

observation adds an additional strong constraint to both the modelled 

scaling relation and the galaxy number-magnitude counts, ie, if the 

most uncontrived models are assumed then similar n(z)'s must be 

predicted in both passbands at similar galaxy number densities. Thi.s 

result can only be obtained by making the M*'s of later galaxy types 

fainter, which decreases the average redshift of galaxies in the blue 
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models, giving agreement with that obtained in the red passband. 

(c) The AAT scaling relation in the rF passband argues for some 

form of clustering evolution since the observed clustering amplitudes 

are lower them !Jr-edic ted using well determined models •• 1.-...: ..-.k 
WlLL\....-11 

assume no clustering evolution. This suggests that the amplitude of 

galaxy clustering was smaller in the past, corresponding to Z"'0. 5. 

However, a comparison with the results of Ellis (1980) and Koo and 

Szalay (1984) demonstrates that sampling errors are still large even 

at the deepest 4m plate depths. Therefore, any conclusions drawn r·rom 

the scaling relations presented here must remain tentative until more 

4m data becomes available" 

If the observation of clustering evolution at these relatively 

small redshifts is confirmed by new observations then this would 

represent strong evidence towards theories in which clusters form 

before galaxies in the early universe (Frenk, White and Davis, 1983; 

Rivolo and Yahil, 1983). In theories in which galaxies form before 

clusters very little clustering evolution would be expected to very 

large look-back times due to their scale-free hierarchical clustering 

(Peebles, 1973, 1974a). Constraints on the theories of galaxy 

formation obtained from the results of this chapter will be discussed 

in more detail in chapter seven. 
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CHAPTER FIVE 

fHE LARGE SCALE DISTRIBUTION OF GALAXY CLUSTERS 

5.1 INTRODUCTION 

In chapter one two complementary approaches to the observational 

study of galaxy clustering were described. The first of these, t-,he 

statistical approach, has been described in detail in the previou<e; 

chapter, where the COSMOS galaxy catalogues were used to investigate 

the galaxy two-point angular correlation function. The second 

approach; in which individual clusters of galaxies and the i 1~ 

distribution is studied, will be considered in the present chapter, 

The group detection algorithm of Turner and Gott (19761 will be 

applied to the UKST galaxy catalogues obtained in chapter two, in 

order to construct automatically unbiased catalogues of galaxy groups 

and clusters. Briefly, this algorithm picks out agglomerations or 

galaxies which satisfy a surface density enhancement criterion, suer. 

that the mean surface density of galaxies within a group is a certa1n 

factor, J times the average surface density of galaxies on the sky 

(a more detailed description of the group detection algorithm will be 

given in section 5.2). 

The resulting distribution of group memberships, n ( n), defines 

the galaxy multiplicity function ( Gott and Turner, 1977a; hereafter 

GT77), the form of which will be a function of both the magnitude 

limit of the sample and/ . GT77 calculated the multiplicity funct1on 
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of the group catalogue of Turner and Gott (1976), which was 

constructed from the Zwicky et al ( 1961-68) catalogue of galaxies. 1; 

smoothly varying multiplicity function was obtained show1ng no 

prefen·eu gruufJ lii81!iuert;h.i.p ::>ize. This smooth multiplicity function was 

at first thought to demonstrate the scale-free nature of galaxy 

clustering and hence lend support to a hierarchical clustering 

scenario. However, Shanks (1979) showed that both scale-free 

hierarchical models and discrete power-law cluster models gave ver·y 

similar smooth multiplicity functions. This result was caused by the 

poor projection properties of the multiplicity function and therefore 

the hope of discriminating between different clustering scenarios and 

hence theories of galaxy formation, using the multiplicity function in 

two dimensions, was abandoned. In three dimensions the projection 

effects are removed and the multiplicity function may then offer :-1 

more sensitive test of galaxy formation theories (Einasto et a.L, 

1984), In the present work where only two-dimensional informati.on 1 s 

available no attempt will therefore be made to obtain constra1nts on 

theories of galaxy formation using the multiplicity function j_ tself _ 

However, the mul tipl ici ty function obtained from the UKST galaxy 

catalogues will be compared to that obtained from simple simulations, 

in order to try and assess the physical reality of the groups detected 

by the Turner and Gott algorithm. A criterion may then be set for the 

minimum group membership that can be regarded as a real phys.i.ca 1 

association (for a particular J and limiting magnitude). Only groups 

with memberships greater than or equal to this criterion will be used 

in the final group catalogues. 
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The two-dimensional distribution of clusters 't.n the final 

catalogues will be used to calculate the cluster-cluster two-point 

angular correlation function, which will be shown in section to 

contain interesting information about the large scale cluster1ng 

properties of galaxies. 

Cluster distances will be estimated in section 5.4 by using a 

photometric technique which was first used by Schechter and Press 

( 1976). This method utilizes the photometry of all cluster galaxies 

and requires no spectroscopic observat1.ons. Furthermore, it will be 

shown in section 5.4 that this method of cluster distance estimation 

enables constraints to be placed on the form of the galaxy luminosity 

function. These constraints, in conjunction with the results of 

chapter three, enable tighter constraints to be placed on the galaxy 

number-magnitude count models and hence galaxy luminosity evolution 

and q
0

• Having estimated cluster distances their three-dimensional 

distribution may be studied (section 5.5), Features present in the 

redshift distribution of groups may represent the presence of 

superclusters and voids in the galaxy distribution. If it can be shown 

that they are a general property of the galaxy distribution then their 

characteristic scale may be used to set limits on the largest scale of 

inhomogeneity in the universe (see section 1.3). 

This chapter is concluded with a summary of the results 1n 

section 5.6. 
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5.2 CONSTRUCTION OF GROUP CATALOGUES 

The group catalogues are constructed as follows: 

Fil'Stly the lttean ::;ur·face density or galaxie::;' (j ' L::; calculated 

for a particular magnitude limited sample. Then around each galaxy in 

the sample the largest possible circle is drawn of radius fl such ere 

that, 

( 5.1) 

where; -= N (~0) ( 5.2) 
2'1Y( 1-cosD) 

:i.s the surface density of galaxies in a circular region of radlus fj 

centred on the galaxy (ie, N(,0)-1 is the number of galaxies within an 

angle {} of the particular galaxy considered) and J is the surface 

density enhancement criterion. A circle of radius & is then drawn 
c 

around each galaxy. Each distinct clump of overlapping circles is 

identified as a separate group and the mean surface density of 

galaxies within the boundary defined by the perimeter of ~he 

overlapping circles will be j~. 

The actual distribution of group memberships, ie,the multiplicity 

function, will, of course, depend on the value of/ If./ lS very 

large then very few groups at all will be detected, whereas if/ ·c i 

then the extreme case is obtained in which all galaxies belong to one 

large group, covering the whole area under consideration. For single 

galaxies (defined as the field population) there is a simple 

relationship between f}c and/ from equation 5. 2, 

cr =Jo = 1 (5.3) 

2tr(l-cosfJ) 
c 
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and if 0 is small, as is the case for the present data, then, 
c 

8 is 
l 

t-.he minimum possible value 

( 5.4) 

of (j 
c 

Each group may therefore be approximated by a single circle of 

angular radius, 

( 5. 5) 

for a group of membership N. Of course all groups may not be circular 

but this equation gives a rough guide to the angular size of groups. 

In the present section only the multiplicity function for plate 

.J3721 will be presented and discussed, those for other \JKST pl"ltP.s 

being very similar. The multiplicity function for J3721 at a magnitude 

limit of b J = 20. 2mag and two f values of 8 and 15 is shown in figure 

5.1. This magnitude limit was chosen since at bJ)20mag the UKST galaxy 

catalogues can be considered to contain a representative sample of 

galaxies (see chapters three and four). The somewhat ad hoc value of 

the magnitude limit came about because of the 0.3mag brightwards shift 

in the magnitude scale zero-point, as discussed in chapters two and 

three. The multiplicity function is plotted as the fraction of 

galaxies in groups of membership n as a function of n. The higt1er-

density enhancement factor J = 15 can be seen to produce a steeper 

multiplicity function than that obtained using j = 8. This is caused 

by only the cores of the richest clusters being at such a high density 

contrast, hence reducing the apparent group memberships. The opt:imurr. 

choice for/ must therefore be found such that it is high enougn to 
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identify real physical associations, but low enough so that not onLy 

the cores of the richest clusters are detected. 

Gott and Turner (1977b) have shown that/ 8 is a high enough 

dens1 ty enhancement to identify real associations 1n most cases, as 

shown by actual velocity data. This value of J vtill be adopted in the 

present work. It was found in a detailed study of plate J3721 that by 

varying/ over the range 6-10 the membership of groups did not change 

by a significant amount, providing that the same lim1 ting magnitude 

was applied to the catalogue. It should be noted here, as shown by 

GT77, that even a modest surface density enhancement in a magnitude 

limited sample implies a large volume density enhancement, 1 . However, 

't is a function of cluster· distance, both nearby and disc.anc. groups 

having larger 1's than those at intermediate distances. This is 

because nearby groups must have a small volume in order to yield an 

appreciable number of members and satisfy the J criterion, whereas aL 

larger distances only a few bright galaxies are seen above U;e 

magnitude limit. ForJ = 8 and a group at characteristic distance d*,Y 

is of the order of several hundred, which is consistent with the 

overdensities found in rich clusters (Dressler, 1980). 

In order to test further for the reality of the groups detected 

by the Turner and Gott algorithm and in particular set a criterion fo•· 

the minimum group membership that can be regarded as a real physical 

association, the multiplicity functions of some simple simulations of 

the galaxy distribution were calculated. The simplest, albeit 

unrealistic, simulation is that of a random distribution. Shown 1n 

figure 5.1 is the multiplicity function (j= 8) for such a simulation 
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in which the same number of galaxies as in the data catalogue were 

randomly distributed across the same area of sky. The main difference 

between the simulated and real multiplicity functions occurs at large 

gr·oup llit!llibecships. A J.i.::;curr L.i.rru.i. Ly .Ll:i t>eeu ln the data at group 

memberships of n = 14, which is caused by the presence of single large 

membership clusters. Such a discontinuity is not present in the 

simulation. At smaller memberships the two functions are similar 

demonstrating that small groups could quite possibly be caused by 

chance alignments along the line of sight, although if there is 

intrinsic clustering then less galaxies are left to 'randomly' 

cluster, For n ~ 7 only one third as many groups are present in the 

simulation as there are in the real catalogue, and no groups at all 

with n~lO are present in the simulation. This result suggests that as 

a first-order approximation a mimimum group membership size of 7 could 

be chosen for the final group catalogues. However, groups of larger 

membership may suffer from contamination by foreground and background 

galaxies and could also be composed of overlapping smaller groups. On 

the other hand some of the smaller groups could in fact be real 

physical associations. A further simulation was therefore carried out 

in order to try and estimate the contamination by foreground and 

background galaxies. Groups of a variety of memberships were randomly 

distributed over the same area of sky as used in the previous 

simulation and a field population added in order to give the same 

total number of galaxies. It was found that on average only one 1n ten 

galaxies in the groups subsequently detected were not physically 

associated with the group, but there by coincidence. The problem of 
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contamination should therefore not be a significant effect in the 

groups considered here (see also section 5.4.5). Although this 

simulation is still not a realistic representation of the true 

....] .: - --- - .: - -- -U.LllltllCl..L Ull::::i it l;hought to be a 

reasonable representation of the situation encountered in two-

dimensions, ie, it has a similar multiplicity function to the true 

two-dimensional galaxy distribution. Also, considering th.e 

insensitivity of the multiplicity function to different cluster'ing 

scenarios (see section 5.1) more realistic simulations were not 

considered to be worthwhile. As a final empirical check on the effects 

of possible spurious groups and projection, some results will be 

presented in the following section using two minimum group memberships 

of n~ 5 and 7. 

A related problem to those described above, which can also affect 

the apparent membership of groups, is that of the merging of close 

pairs of galaxies by the COSMOS machine (see chapter two). However, it 

was found in an eyeball check of a representative sample of groups 

that ~ 10% of galaxies were merged. This effect does depend on the 

cluster richness to some extent, with the denser cores of rich 

clusters being more badly affected, as is to be expected. The merging 

problem will be discussed further in the following sections if thought 

to affect any of the results presented there. 

From the arguments presented above it has been shown that by 

using a density enhancement criterion ofJ = 8 and the group membership 

restriction n ;> 7, most of the groups detected by the Turner and Got t 

algorithm should be real physical associations. The distribution of 
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groups and clusters of galaxies in the UKST galaxy catalogues will now 

be mapped. 

~.3 TH~ ANGULAR Ul~THlBUTlUN U~ GHUUP~ ANU CLU~T~R~ UF GALAXIES 

5.3.1 The SGP Region 

Since five out of the eight UKST bJ plates lie at the SGP we have 

an excellent opportunity of mapping the cluster distribution over a 

very large area of sky (""' 100deg2 
) • As described in chapter two the 

photometry on each plate was zero-pointed using J37?l as a master and 

comparing galaxy photometry in the overlap regions, together with an 

additional sequence on J 1681. This mosaic therefore constitutes a 

completely homogeneous dataset and hence if the same magnitude limit 

is applied to each plate then the resulting group catalogues will 

sample to the same depth. The applied magnitude limit of bJ ~ 20.2mag 

was chosen for the reason discussed in the previous section as well as 

for several other reasons: 

a) Star/galaxy separation is very successful at this magnitude 

(section 2.6). Although it is somewhat better at brighter magnitudes a 

compromise must be made between star/galaxy separation and a faint 

enough magnitude limit, such that a large enough volume of the 

universe is sampled. 

b) Isophotal effects in the galaxy magnitudes are negligible at 

this limit (see chapter two). This will be an important criteria in 

the following section where cluster distances are estimated using 

galaxy photometry and to a certain extent models based on total 
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magnitudes. 

Figure 5.2 shows the cluster distributions of the five bJ plates 

at the SGP. As discussed in the previous section the density 

eullctitcelllt:It L cr:i. ter·:i.ou ut;eu was J = 8. Iu [ igure 5. 2a group memberships 

of n ) 5 are shown, in figure 5. 2b only n ) 7 memberships are shown, 

Figure 5. 3 shows the distribution for the only SGP UKST r 
F 

plate 

R2775, to a magnitude limit of rF 18. 6mag ( n :> 7). This distribution 

can be seen to be very similar to that of J3721. This result is to be 

expected, since the blue and red magnitude limits chosen gave similar 

galaxy number densities and hence from the results of chapter four the 

redshift distributions in bJ and rF should also be similar. 

Several unusual features are present in figures 5.2a and b. For 

example, large chains of groups (filaments?) can be seen stretching 

from east to west and from north to west in both figures. The 

similarity of figures 5.2a and b demonstrates that the possible 

presence of spurious groups of small memberships (n = 5 or 6) shoulo 

not have a significant effect on the qualitative analysis carried out 

in the present section. In the analyses carried out in sections 5. 4 

and 5.5, where the three-dimensional distribution of groups is 

calculated, only n ~ 7 groups will be considered. The number of 

spurious groups will thus be minimized and the cluster distances can 

be estimated more accurately (see section This distance 

information may enable the reality of the filamentary structure noted 

above to be tested. 

It is interesting to compare figure 5.2 with the dotplots of the 

galaxy distributions to the same magnitude limit shown in figure 2.j. 
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Figure 5.3: As for figure 5.2b) but for the SGP UKST rF plate R2775. 

The applied magnitude limit is rF=l8.6mag. 
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The larger clusters (of which several are Abell (1958) clusters, see 

section 5.4) are easily seen in the dotplots, as well as many of the 

smaller, less rich, groups which have been detected by the Turner and 

Gott ~ 1 - - --.:. J....]_ --
ct.l..gUl" ..L LJllll. 

5.3.2 J5701 

Figure 5.4 shows the cluster distribution of plate J570l (n~ 7). 

Visually the distribution appears to be more random than those at the 

SGP, however a large chain of groups can be seen in the SW quarter of 

the plate. 

5.3.3 J3390 

Figure 5. 5 shows the distribution of galaxy groups on plate 

J3390, for n ~ 7. It was shown in chapter three that this field 

exhibits a large excess of galaxies between 17 < b < 19mag, 
J 

in 

comparison to most other UKST bJ galaxy counts. There are two possible 

reasons for this excess. Either there is a zero-point error in the 

photometry or the excess is real and is caused by a supercluster 

present in this field. 

In section 2. 5 it was shown that with recent ceo data the 

magnitude scale zero-point on this field should be accurate to 

:!0 .lmag. The galaxy excess is therefore most probably caused by s 

supercluster of galaxies. This hypothesis is supported to some extent 

by the fact that the faint galaxy counts on this field do line up with 

those at the SGP (see figure 3. lb) . Also in figure 5. 5 several very 

large clusters and groups of clusters can be seen, although the actual 
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Figure 5.5: Distribution of groups and clusters on the UKST plate J3390, to 
a limiting magnitude of bJ=20.2mag. 
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number of groups per square degree is only 11% greater than that found 

at the SGP. The effect of a supercluster may however be reduced here 

since the group detection algorithm normalizes to the average galaxy 

dc>nsi ty across the plate '.·Jhich in this will higher +-l--
L.l1Ct11 

'normal'. The presence of a supercluster may cause a gradient in 

galaxy density across the plate and hence also explain the unusual 

form of w(e) at large scales on this field (see chapter four). A 

gradient can indeed be seen in figures 2.3 and 5.5 

Although there are several p1eces of evidence supporting the 

supercluster hypothesis only measurements of actual cluster redshifts 

will be able to conclusively prove the existence of a supercluster. It 

will be possible to investigate the redshift distribution of clusters 

in this field using the methods- to be described in sections 5. 4 and 

5.5 

5.3.4 J3192/R4021 

Figure 5.6a shows the distribution of groups (n ~ 7) for plate 

J3192. The distribution for the rF plate of the same area of sky, 

R4021, is shown in figure 5,6b. The galaxy number-counts obtained from 

this field show a very similar excess to those of J3390 (see chapter 

three). This excess is again most probably caused by superclustering 

effects since the magnitude scale zero-point is known to be accurate 

to :to. lmag (section 2. 5. 1). In this case we know that the Serpens-

Virgo cloud of galaxies, lying at a distance 
-1 

of - 280h Mpc , does 

indeed extend across part of this field (a very dense clump of groups 

is seen in this area, towards the west side of the plate), providing a 
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natural explanation for the galaxy count excess. However, the w(QJ of 

J 3192 exhibits no unusual characteristics at angular scales of Z 

degree that may be attributed to gradients in the galaxy densi 1;y 

caused by superclustering The fact that there lS 

an inhomogeneity apparent in the distribution of groups therefore 

presents a problem, however, its angular diameter is only of the order 

of 1 degree and so it may not be expected to have a significant effect 

on the form of w(O) at larger scales. 

5.3.5 Angular Correlation of Clusters 

It has been known for many years that rich clusters of galaxies 

are more strongly clustered amongst themselves than individual 

galaxies (Bahcall and Soneira, 1983 and references therein). This is 

an interesting observation since lt is one argument against a purely 

hierarchical clustering model for the large scale structure or the 

universe (Shanks, 1982). An alternative viewpoint has been put forward 

by Kaiser (1984) in which he suggests that the cluster-cluster 

correlation function is 'boosted' by a factor that depends on the 

height of the Abell cluster density detection threshold above some 

universal threshold, relative to the variance in the density 

fluctuations. However, Jones and Jones (1985) argue that this boosting 

is not enough to explain the phenomenon and they attribute the 

difference in amplitudes of the galaxy-galaxy and cluster-cluster 

correlation functions to the fact that superclusters occupy a 

relatively small volume of space, in which most rich clusters are 

found, and most galaxies lie outside the supercluster volume (again a 
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non-hierarchical viewpoint). 

The work of Bahcall and Soneira ( 1983) demonstrated thaT the 

strong clustering of Abell clusters was intrinsic to the clusters 

themselves by obtaining estimates of the spatial correlat1on funct1on, 

~(r), using cluster redshifts and carrying out scaling tests (see 

chapter four). It was found that the amplitude of clustering scaled as 

expected between different cluster distance classes and that the 

richest clusters were the most strongly clustered. More recently a 

study of groups and clusters in the Lick catalogue ( Seldner et al, 

1977) by Schectman (1985) reveals a similar excess in the cluster

cluster correlation function. In this case the discrepancy with the 

galaxy-galaxy function is not as large as was found for the richer 

Abell clusters, again suggesting that the strength of clustering is 3. 

function of richness. 

In order to try and confirm these previous results, the angular 

correlation function, w(9), of the cluster samples obtained from the 

COSMOS galaxy catalogues has been calculated. In figure 5. 7a the 

resulting ensemble averaged w({}) obtained (using equation 4.4) from 

the five SGP UKST b J fields is shown, for the b J ~ 20.2 magnitude 

limited samples. Also indicated in the figure are the w (G) obtained 

from the Abell catalogue by Bahcall and Soneira ( 1983) for the two 

distance classes, D ~ 4 and D = 5+6 and richness classes R = 1 and R ~ ? 

for the D = 5+6 sample. It can immediately be seen that the w(BJ of 

the clusters obtained here is of a smaller amplitude than that of the 

Abell clusters (a factor of..v 60 for the D~ 4 Abell clusters). 

The mean measured redshift of the D ~ 4 Abell clusters used by 
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Figure 5. 7a): The ensemble averaged two-point angular corre:Lation 

function, w(8), for the five SGP reg1on UKST group 

catalogues. The amplitude can be seen to lie between 

those of individual galaxies (see chapter four) and rich 

Abell clusters ( Bahcall and Soneira, 1983). Error bars 

were calculated from field to field variations. 
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Bahcall and Soneira was z .069 ± .025. However·, it will be shown 

later that the mean redshift of the cluster samples used here is i=.l5 

!. 03 and therefore by a simple scaling argument (chapter· four) theic 

arn!Jl.l Lude would be expected c;o be - 0. 25 times that o! the D' 4 Abell 

clusters, or "' 1.1 times that of the D 5+6 Abell clusters whose 

1~.16. The amplitude of the UKST cluster w(O) is however, a factor of~ 

4.5 times greater than the bJ 20mag galaxy-galaxy w(/1). Using the 

standard model described in chapters three and four the average 

redshift of this galaxy sample is estimated to be z -. l 7. Hence, by 

scaling the amplitude of the galaxy w((}) to the depth of the clustel' 

sample the amplitude of the cluster w (e) is still a factor of ~ 3. 6 

greater than that of the galaxy w(O). 

Since five of tne UKST plates lie in a network centred at the SGP 

and form a completely homogeneous dataset (see chapter two) the 

clusters in this area can be used to investigate the cluster-cluster 

w(f}) to very large scales. This was carried out by transforming the 

coordinates of the cluster centres in each field into a single 

coordinate system and w(O) was then calculated as before. The 

resulting w(f}) is shown in figure 5.7b. It can be seen that in this 

case the amplitude of w(O) is even higher than found previously which 

is most probably caused by the fact that in the ensembled w ( (}) eacr.• 

field was normalized to the local background density which has the 

effect of filtering out structure on scales greater than the field 

size. This result suggests that the lower amplitude of the group 

catalogue w(9) found above, as compared to the Abell cluster w(8), may 

not be simply an effect of richness. Even so, the amplitude of the 
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Figure 5. 7b): The two-point angular correlation function, w ( fl) , of 

clusters, estimated over the whole SGP region. 
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w(O) shown in figure 5. 7b is still a factor of four lower than the 

Abell w(()) and by similar arguments a factor of fifteen greatec than 

the galaxy-galaxy w(9) (also shown in figure 5.7bl when scaled to the 

~arne uepths. 

The w(f)) shown in figure 5.7b is again close to a power-law on 

scales smaller than "" 1 degree but at larger scales it apparently 

breaks from the power-law form. In fact the w(O) goes negative before 

another positive feature appears at scales of ~ 9 degrees which 

corresponds to a spatial separation 
-1 

of "" 50h Mpc at the average 

distance of the cluster sample (see above). Although the reality of 

this feature is difficult to establish at present, it is interesting 

to note that a feature is also present at a similar scale in the Abell 

cluster w(9) found by. Bahcall and Soneira (1983). 

In summary, the cluster-cluster w(6) estimated here confirms the 

previous results described above; that stronger correlations exist for 

richer galaxy systems. 

5.4 ESTIMATION OF CLUSTER DISTANCES 

In this section a method of determining the approximate distance 

to galaxy clusters when only photometric information is available is 

described. Most distance estimators rely on an accurate knowledge of 

some intrinsic property of the objects for which we wish to estimate 

the distance, eg, absolute magnitude. If this property is assumed to 

be the same for all objects of this type at all distances, ie, i'l 

'standard candle', then by simply measuring the apparent value of this 
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property the distance to any object of this type can be estimated. 

Classic examples of standard candles are the cepheid variables, 

used for obtaining the distance to nearby galaxies (Sandage and 

Tammann, 1971) and th~ brightest galaxy in rich clusters 

1961, 1973 ), used in studies of the Hubble diagram (see section 3.5). 

Properties of the galaxy luminosity function have also been used to 

estimate cluster distances, which utilize the change in slope observed 

at a characteristic absolute magnitude, M* 
' 

(Abell, 1962, Bautz and 

Abell, 1973). More recently Schechter and Press (1976; hereafter SPI 

have shown that the average apparent magnitude, ffi, of a galaxy cluster 

to some known limiting magnitude can be used as a distance estimator 

and is more accurate than the single brightest galaxy method in t:lw 

case of less rich clusters. They showed using a maximum likelihood 

technique that as the number of cluster members increased so the 

accuracy of the estimated distance also increased. They compared their 

predicted redshifts with the measured redshifts of Oemlers (1974) rich 

clusters and the groups of Turner and Gott described in the previous 

section and found a good agreement (see section 5.4.1). Since in the 

present work we are dealing with groups of the same type as Turner and 

Gott and have complete photometry, this seems a useful approach to 

adopt here. 

The method works as follows: 

Firstly, a Schechter (1976) form of the universal galaxy 

luminosity function is assumed. This is defined by two parameters, the 

characteristic magnitude M* and slope parameter ~ (see chapter 

three). Then for any redshift, z, and limiting apparent magnitude, 
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mlim, the corresponding luminosity distance, d., can be calculated 

(this is a function of cosmological model, le, q
0 

and H
0

) and hence 

the limiting absolute magnitude M
1

. from the usual expression, 
lm 

mlim - 5logd• - 25 
fr r\ 

\ :J.O J 

where dL is measured in megaparsecs (Mpc). 

By knowing the form of the luminosity function the average 

absolute magnitude, M, can then be calculated, for the galaxies 

brighter than M
1

. , using two alternative expressions. Either, 
lm 

" M = 1 L Mi ( 5. 7) 
N ,,, 

for an arithmetic mean magnitude; or 

M = -2. 5log10 [ ~ t. dex ( -0. 4Mi)] (5.8) 

for a luminosity weighted average. 

M. ~ M
1

. in each case and· the differential LF is assumed to be l ~ lm · 

in histogram form. Once M has been calculated the apparent average 

magnitude m follows from equation 5.6 (replacing Ml. with M and m1. 
lm .Jm 

with iii). If this procedure is carried out for a range of redshifts a 

look-up table of ffi against z can be constructed. This will be referred 

to as the iii ( z) relation from now on. Hence by calculating iii for any 

cluster in a magnitude limited sample (using equations 5.7 or 5.8, but 

with M. for the ith galaxy replaced by its observed apparent 
l 

magnitude, 

table. 

m.) 
l 

its redshift can be simply found from the look-up 

It should be noted that the luminosity weighted average magnitude 

is weighted towards the brighter cluster members. This method wili 

therefore be closer to the single brightest cluster galaxy method. In 

the following sections tests will be carried out in order to determine 
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which method will give the most accurate redshift estimate for the 

groups considered here. 

5.4.1 Calibration and Accuracy of the Cluster Distances 

The m(z) method described above is of course, model dependent. As 

well as the luminosity function and cosmological model, other 

parameters such as the galaxy K-corrections and their luminosity 

evolution have to be considered, since both can vary M as a function 

of z and hence alter the theoretical m ( z) relation. Cosmological 

effects will be small to the limit of the UKST galaxy samples 

considered here and so are not a critical parameter. Galaxy 

K-corrections are also well determined at the redshifts of i nteresr. 

here ( z "".15) and evolutionary ef'fects are also thought to be small at 

these redshifts (see chapter three for a detailed discussion). 

Assuming that these parameters are well enough determined and have 

only a small effect on the modelled ffi(z) relation, then the luminosity 

function is the only remaining unknown. Hence, by comparing Ute 

modelled iii(z) relation to an observed m(z) relation it should be 

possible to discriminate between various types of luminosity function. 

In chapters three and four two 'extreme' luminosity functions, which 

reasonably cover the range of observed luminosity functions, were 

considered in modelling the galaxy number counts and correlation 

function scaling relation. These were the luminosity function of the 

Second Reference Catalogue (the standard luminosity function) and that 

estimated from the OARS survey. If the m(z) relation could 

discriminate between these two luminosity functions then the 
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number-magnitude counts could be used to place much tighter 

constraints on galaxy luminosity evolution and q
0 

(see chapter three)" 

This analysis is carried out in sections 5.4.2-5. 

For simply estimating a cluster's redshi ft an empirical m ( z) 

relation, obtained by fitting a curve to the observed ffi(z) relation of 

several clusters of known redshift, could be used. This empirical 

relation may then be converted into a look-up table in a similar 

manner to that of the modelled ffi(z) relation. One disadvantage of this 

method is that clusters of known redshift are required that cover the 

entire range of redshifts that may be encountered in the group 

catalogues. Fortunately, several cluster studies have been made at all 

redshifts of interest here and are discussed in sections 5"4.2-5 

below. 

The accuracy of the ffi(z) method can be estimated from the 

dispersion of the observations around the fitted line for both the 

empirical and modelled ffi(z) relations. SP showed that for the Turner 

and Gott ( 1976) groups the dispersion around their prediction for 

-1 
radial velocity was found to be ~750kms ~z~.01) up to a redshift of 

-1 
0.2 (~9000kms ). The accuracy for Oemler's rich clusters was somewhat 

better, as expected, due to their larger memberships. 

In their study SP used all of the available photometry for each 

cluster (so long as it was complete) in order to define m, applying a 

different m
1

. to each cluster. However, in the present work a single 
lm 

m
1

. has to be set in order for the Turner and Gott algorithm to be 
1m 

applied to the galaxy catalogue and hence only photometry to this m
1

. 
1m 

may be used to calculate iii. This means that to obtain a meaningful 
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estimate of the uncertainty in redshift of the groups detected her-e 

the calibrating clusters should also have the same m_ . applied 
11m -

to 

each one. This procedure is carried out in the following sections 

where observations from several cluster studies are used to test the 

accuracy of the 1ii ( z) method, calibrate the m ( z) relation and obtain 

constraints on the form of the galaxy luminosity function ( LF). In 

some of these studies both cluster photometry and redshifts are 

available (sections 5. 4. 2-4) whereas in others COSMOS photometry of 

clusters of known redshift, which have also been detected by the 

Turner and Gott algorithm in the COSMOS datasets, is used (section 

5.4.5). The second method will give a better estimate of the accuracy 

in redshift of the groups studied here, since the calibrating clusters 

have been detected by using the same method as those comprising the 

group catalogues and the resulting m will be uncorrected for· the 

effects of projection, merging and star/galaxy separation errors. The 

first method will be of greater use in obtaining constra1nts on thE-

galaxy LF as discussed above. 

5.4.2 The Durham/Anglo-Australian Redshift Survey (OARS) 

This complete redshift survey (to bJ~ 16.75mag) has been 

undertaken by astronomers at the University of Durham and the 

Anglo-Australian observatory. Observations were made in five well 

separated, high galactic latitude, fields in both the northern and 

southern sky, in order to obtain as fair a sample of galaxies as 

possible (see Bean, 1983 for a complete description of this analysis). 

Cone-plots in redshift space reveal many groups and clusters in the 
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galaxy distribution. Since complete photometry and cedstu fr-

information is available to the magnitude limit shown above these 

clusters offer an excellent opportunity of testing the m(z) method. 

Figures 5.8a, b and c demonstrate the three alternative methods 

of redshift estimation discussed in the previous two sections, using 

the OARS galaxy photometry. Firstly, in figure 5.8a the apparent 

magnitude of the brightest galaxy in each cluster is plotted against 

its measured redshift. Also shown is a model relation based on an 

absolute magnitude Mb,. -22.4 for the brightest cluster member. 

Although showing a steep slope (and hence good redshift disc rim-

ination) there is a large scatter, most probably due to the clusters 

here being very loose and irregular (unlike the rich clusters used in 

the Hubble diagram where a much tighter relation is seen). The richest 

OARS clusters indicated in figure 5. 8a do indeed show a tighter 

relation. From figure 5.8a the standard deviation of the dif:ferences 

between the observed and estimated values of log cz is found to he 

0. 142 corresponding to an uncertainty of ~ 39% in the predicted value 

of z at these redshifts. 

In figure 5.8b the arithmetic mean magnitude, ffi, of each cluster 

is plotted against its measured redshift. This can be seen to be a 

tighter relation than figure 5.8a although it has a less steep slope. 

This is to be expected since at large redshifts all galaxies in the 

cluster will be close to the magnitude limit of the sample, hence as 

z-+00, m .... ml .. 
lm 

In this case the standard deviation calculated as 

above is found to be 0.148 corresponding to an uncertainty of -v 41% in 

the predicted redshift (using the OARS model described below). This is 
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Figure 5.8a): Apparent magnitude of the brightest cluster' member 

plotted against its redshift for galaxy clusters in the 

DARS survey. Also shown is the expected relation for 

brightest cluster galaxies with an absolute magnitude 

M=-22.4mag. 
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very close to the error of the brightest galaxy estimator. However, 

most of this error is caused by the flat slope of the ffilz) relation a1. 

large redshifts (ie, where a small change in~ produces a large change 

in estimCltcd rcdshift) .. At small redshifts the scattec is S111Ciller· et11d 

here the redshifts can be more accurately determined than by us1ng tne 

single brightest galaxy. 

Finally, in figure 5.8c the luminosity weighted average magnitude 

is plotted against each cluster's measured redshift. In this case the 

scatter is seen to be similar to that of figure 5. 8b. The standard 

deviation calculated as above is found to be 0.125, corresponding to s 

redshift uncertainty of~ 33% (again using the OARS model desct'ibed 

below). 

The above tests demonstrate that for the OARS clusters the 

luminosity weighted average magnitude gives a slightly more accurate 

estimate of cluster redshifts than either the single brightest or 

cluster mean magnitude methods. However, due to the similarity of the 

observed iii(z) relations in figures 5.8b and c further tests will be 

carried out in the following sections in order to determine which 

method will give the best estimate of redshift for the groups detected 

in the COSMOS datasets. 

Also shown in figures 5. 8b and c are two models obtained using 

the standard and OARS LF 's discussed in detail in chapter three and 

above. In both models the same LF was assumed for each galaxy type, 

the mix of types being taken from the OARS itself. It was found that 

compared to the differences caused by changing LF 's in the models 

reasonable changes in the galaxy mix had little effect. From figures 
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5.8b and c it can be seen that the OARS LF model produces the best fit 

to the observed ffi(z) relation. This result is to be expected since the 

galaxy sample used to estimate the OARS LF contained all of the 

galaxies present ..L..\- -
Lilt:! OARS c l uo Lers. However, this result does 

indicate that the field and cluster LF's, at least in the OARS survey, 

are similar and demonstrates the power of the m(z) relation in 

discriminating between various forms of the galaxy LF. 

5.4.3 Dressler's Rich Cluster Sample 

Photographic photometry of twelve very rich clusters of galaxies 

was carried out by Dressler (1978a, b) at the Lick Observatory, 1n a 

study of their luminosity functions and dynamics. Photometry was 

carried out in an F passband which can be converted to using 

equation 3.1. This enables the m(z) relation to be calibrated in the 

rF passband. Dressler's clusters have measured redshifts in the range 

0.04 < z < 0.18, which is of a similar range to the expected cluster 

redshifts of a UKST rF sample limited at 18.0mag. The arithmetic mean 

magnitude and luminosity weighted ffi for each of Dressler's clusters 

will therefore be calculated to this magnitude limit. In fact, as was 

found in the previous section, the resulting ffi(z) relations using the 

mean m and luminosity weighted m were very similar. Therefore only the 

luminosity weighted ffi( z) relation will be presented in this section 

and is shown in figure 5. 9. Again, two model predictions are shown 

which assume the same parameters as those in figures 5.8b and c. S1nce 

Dressler measures total magnitudes his photometry should be comparable 

to these model predictions which also assume total magnitudes. 
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Figure 5.9: The observed and modelled m(z) relation in the rF passband 

to a limiting magnitude of rF=l8.0mag. The observed 

relation was obtained from the rich cluster sample of 

Dressler ( 1978). The models are described in detail in 

section 5.4. 
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An inspection of figure 5.9 shows that the standard LF gives the 

best fit to the observed ffi(zJ relation. The mix of galaxy types usen 

here was that derived from the DARS survey (see chapter three) which 

15 -- - _.__ 
llUL strictly applicable here, since we know that these clusters ar·e 

mainly composed of E/SO galaxy types (Dressler, 1978a). Therefore, two 

further models are shown which assume only E/SO type galaxies, but 

otherwise the same parameters as before. The effect of this change in 

mix is to lower the predicted m(z) relation, which brings the standard 

LF model into better agreement at small redshifts and slightly worse 

at high redshifts. The standard deviation of the differences between 

the observed and estimated values of log cz is found t:o be .(1':,1: 

corresponding to an uncertainty of -15% in the predicted values of z. 

By using the arithmetic mean ffi(z) relation a somewhat larger 

uncertainty of "'20% was obtained. This result demonstrates that the 

luminosity weighted ffi(z) relation gives a more accurate redshift 

estimation, mainly due to its steeper slope, than the arithmetic m(z) 

relation (see also section 5.4.2). The greater accuracy of the 

estimated redshifts found here compared to those of section 5.4.2 is 

caused by the clusters here being richer than those of the DARS 

survey. The larger number of galaxies present in these clusters 

therefore represents a much fairer sample of the LF and hence m is 

calculated with greater accuracy. Unfortunately, no bJ photometry is 

available for Dressler's clusters, but other clusters have been 

observed in the bJ passband in this redshift range and w1ll be 

described in section 5.4.5. 

The iii ( z) relation shown in figure 5. 9 gives a graphic demon-

stration that most of these clusters have similar luminosity 
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functions. However, two clusters, at redshifts of 0.077 and 0.129, dG 

lie well away from the mean trend. These clusters were indeed found by 

Dressler to have deviations from a universal M* in the 3-4o- range. 

Even ; f" +h ..... 
.J.. ..l ~.-<11...::; cluster LF can dev.i.aLe i.Jy this amount from a un1versal 

form, the small error in the predicted redshifts quoted above 

demonstrates that the use of the ffi(z) relation as a distance estimator 

is worth pursuing. 

5.4.4 Couch's Distant Cluster Sample 

A study of distant rich clusters has been undertaken by Couch 

( 1981). This includes a sample of fourteen clusters with a range 1r. 

redshift, 0.2<z<0.4. Complete photometry is available in both bJ and 

rF and so these clusters allow the calibration of the ffi(z) relation in 

both passbands to high redshifts where the models calibrated using the 

low redshift samples become uncertain. Couch measures Kron type 

'total' magnitudes (see section 2.7) and so his ffi(z) relation is 

directly comparable to the model predictions. He has made accurate 

reddening corrections by observing the field galaxy colour 

distributions around each of the clusters and therefore his results 

should be absorption free. Again the ~(z) relations calculated using 

the mean magnitude and luminosity weighted average magnitude were very 

similar and so only the latter will be discussed here. The resulting 

m(z) relation to a limit of rF = 20.5mag is shown in figure 5.10. Due 

to these clusters' high redshifts a fainter magnitude limit than that 

applied to the Dressler sample was chosen in order to bring these 

clusters onto the steeper part of the m( z) relation and hence make 

discrimination between the two alternative LF's possible. The Dressler 
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observed and modelled rn(z) relation in the r· 
F 

passband to a limiting magnitude of rF=20.5mag. The 

observed relation was obtained from the rich cluster' 

sample of Couch ( 1981). The models are described in 

detail in section 5.4. 
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clusters are not shown here since his data is incomplete at th1s 

fainter magnitude limit. 

Also shown in figure 5.10 are the models described 1n the 

prev1ous Lwu ~ecLiuns. In this case, however, they are shown with and 

without evolution, since evolution has a considerable effect at these 

redshifts. The amount of evolution assumed in the models is that which 

gave the best fit to the n(m) counts discussed in chapter three. This 

amounts to a luminosity evolution of AM~ -1z in the r F passband and 

the evolution of equation 3.10 in the bJ passband (see below). It can 

be seen from an inspection of figure 5.10 that the spread in the data 

is really too large to allow very tight constraints to be made, ~'he 

best fitting models are either. the OARS LF with no evolution or the 

standard LF assuming evolution. This later model would be more 

consistent with the results of the previous section. 

The Couch cluster sample will now be used to calibrate the ffi(zl 

relation in the bJ passband. Here a magnitude limit of b 
.] 

= 22. 5mag 

has been applied and the resulting m( z) relation is shown in figure 

5.11. At this deep magnitude limit (as was also the case at brighter 

limits, for the reasons discussed above) it is again difficult to pin 

down the best fitting model. However, it can be seen that the b.J m(zl 

relation is consistent with that obtained in the r F passband and 

therefore the best fitting models found in rF also apply in bJ. 

It should be noted here that whatever LF is assumed in the bJ 

passband, if no evolution is assumed then the highest redshift 

clusters lie systematically below the model predictions. This result 

may therefore be consistent with the observation of luminosity 
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evolution in these clusters made by Couch (1981) and that observed in 

the n(m) counts (chapter three). Since clusters at these nigh 

redshifts will not be encountered in t.he UKST group catalogues this 

uncertainty in the 3mount of C\tolution required in Lhe models will not: 

affect any of the following results. 

The redshift errors estimated, as in sections 5.4.2 and 3 for the 

Couch cluster sample, are as follows: 

For the r F ~ 20. 5mag limit the uncertainty is "' 17% for the 

luminosity weighted ffi, compared to ~21% uncertainty for the arithmetic 

mean method. For the b J ~ 22. 5mag limit the uncertainty lS "'18% for the 

luminosity weighted i'ii method, but in this case the arithmetic '!lean 

method gives a slightly better uncertainty of ~15%. From the point of 

view of the Couch cluster sampl~ there is therefore little advantage 

in using either the arithmetic mean magnitude or luminosity weighted 

mean magnitude as the redshift estimator. However, together with the 

results of the previous two sections there is a tendency for the 

luminosity weighted iii method to give slightly more accurate redshift 

estimates due to the steeper slope of the ffi(z) relation in this case 

( ie, a small error in iii produces only a relatively small error 1r. 

redshift). 

5.4.5 COSMOS Photometry of Clusters of Known Redshift 

a) Rich Clusters 

The above observations presented in sections 5. 4. 2-4 test the 

m(z) relation assuming that the cluster membership is known a prior1. 

These clusters have also been corrected by the authors for con

tamination (statistically, by subtracting the field counts from 
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adjacent areas of sky), merged images and star/galaxy separati_on 

errors. In the present work the application of the Turner and Gott 

group detection algorithm in order to detect clusters means that none 

of the o.bovc errors can be cor-r--ec Leu for a priori and so the true 

error in the estimated redshifts may be larger than those found above. 

Fortunately, several rich clusters are present on the UKST fields 

studied here which have had their redshifts measured, either by other 

authors or especially for the present work. These clusters will allow 

the accuracy of the group detection and redshi ft estimation to be 

directly tested. This cluster sample is listed in Table 5.1" 

Of the six clusters observed especially for the present work, 

three are Abell clusters (All8, A2066 and A2082), the other three 

being rich clusters present on the SGP plates J3721 and J4606. The 

observation of A2066 was made during the AAT observing run of Boyle et

al (1985). The reduced spectrum for this new Abell cluster observation 

is presented in Appendix A. The cluster redshift was calculated simply 

by measuring the observed wavelengths of the characteristic 4000 A (at 

rest) H and K break and several other prominent lines in the galaxy 

spectrum (see Appendix A). This method already enables the redshift to 

be calculated to far greater accuracy (Az"".005) than the l!i(z) relation 

allows, so the more sophisticated cross-correlation techniques were 

not thought to be worthwhile in this caseo 

The other five rich clusters were observed during the observing 

run of Me teal fe et al ( 1985) on the 74 inch reflector at the South 

African Astronomical Observatory ( SAAO). The reduced galaxy spectra 

are presented in Appendix A. In this case the galaxy reds hi fts were 

estimated by Metcalfe et al using a cross-correlation technique. 



- ( l urn . - ( . th t . ) ~ obj~ctiv? m wei~hted) m arl me lc z 
Field Cluster Number ( m

1
. == 0. 2) ( m

1
. == 20. 2) observed z(m) z(ii'IL) z prlsm RA ( 19:'·0. 0) Dec" Reference 

lm lm 
h ' " ,op m s 0 

SGP 1 A118 18.306 19.005 .111 .110 .087 00 53 03 -26 39 48 PWb 

2 A122 18.404 19.093 .113 .118 .092 .105- .145 00 55 -26 33 DARS 

3 0049-288 18.451 18.780 .111 .086 .096 .12 - .17 00 48 58 -28 46 26 PWb 

4 0050-297 18.378 19.136 .113 .125 .091 .152 00 50 33 -29 39 01 PWb 

J1916 5 A140 18.904 19.191 .159 .134 .135 01. 02 -24 14 SGH 

J4606 6 0047-295 18.517 19.058 .110 .115 .100 .105 00 46 42 -29 46 00 MGD ( op ) , PWb 

J3192 7 A2048 18.260 18.732 .095 .082 .085 15 13 04 34 HMS 

8 A2050 19.133 19.279 .ll8 .146 .160 F ,) 14 oc 17 SRS 

9 A2066 19.017 19.267 .118 .145 .14:'· 15 21 30 0) 16 02 PWa 

10 A2082 18.113 18.876 .086 .094 .077 15 28 09 03 39 53 PWb 

References 

SGH: Schneider, D.P., Gunn, J.E., and Hoessel, J.G., 1983. Astrophys. J.,264, 337 
MGD: MacGillivray, H.T., and Dodd, R.J., 1979. Mon. Not. R. astr. Soc., 186, 743 
HMS: Humason. M.L., Mayall, N.U., and Sandage, A., 1956. Astron. J., 61, 97 
SRS: Sarazin, C.L., Rood, H.J., and Struble, M.F., 1982. Astron. Astrophys., 108, L7 

1\) 
1\) 

DARS: Brightest cluster galaxy is present in the Durham/AAT redshift survey (Bean, 1983) 0 

PW: Present work, a = AAT, b = SAAO, see section 5.4.5. 
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The ffi(z) relation for this cluster sample (to a magnitude limit 

of b = 20.2mag; chosen for the reasons discussed in section 5.3.1) is 
.] 

shown in figures 5.12 and 5.13, for the luminosity weighted m and 

arithmetic mean m h~spect.ively. Also shown are modelled iii(z) relatlons 

which assume the same parameters as those discussed in the previous 

sections. For this particular cluster sample it can be seen that the 

different methods of constructing ffi do not give very similar observed 

ffi(z) relations. In particular it can be seen that the rich clusters on 

the SGP region seem to be brighter than any of the model predictions 

in figure 5.12, but lie on the OARS model in figure 5. 13. It is 

important to find the cause of this discrepancy since it will affect 

the estimation of the error in redshift of the ffi technique. It should 

firstly be noted that the effect cannot be caused by zero-point errors 

in the SGP magnitude scale since this would affect both figures 5.12 

and 5.13 in the same way. The fact that the luminosity weighted m is 

biased towards the brightest cluster members and that these ffi' s are 

too bright, suggests that for these clusters the bright end of the LF 

may not be approximated by a Schechter form. This was indeed found to 

be the case in a study of the cluster LF 's, where it was found that. 

all of the discrepant clusters had an apparent excess of bright 

galaxies. Indeed, if the brightest member in each cluster was removed 

then their ffi's moved onto the standard LF model in figure 5.12. 

However, this effect cannot be simply due to rich clusters having a 

non-Schechter LF since the Dressler and Couch clusters are of a 

similar richness to those observed here and they fit the modelled ffi(z) 

relations very well. In a closer investigation of the brightesT 
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cluster members of the SGP clusters all of them were br1ght galax1es 

that had been merged together by the COSMOS machine software (see 

chapter two). The problem of merged images will be much greater 

problem here than 1n the mof·e c:uiiiiiiUII, less rich, clusters present 1n 

the group catalogues because of the high surface density of galaxies 

in the rich cluster cores. Taking into account merged objects made the 

luminosity weighted m fainter by "' 0. 1 0.2 magnitudes, which is 

almost enough to put the SGP clusters onto the OARS model relation. 

Some residual effect may be caused by the COSMOS magnitudes of merged 

images being even brighter than the sum of the individual ohj ects, 

Since the arithmetic mean magnitude is biased towards fainter galaxies 

none Of the above effects will greatly affect this m and hence thlS 

explains why the clusters lie on the OARS model in figure 5.13. Since 

this model also fits the other clusters in the rich cluster sample 

rather well it will be adopted as the 'empirical' m(z) relation in the 

bJ passband. It was also found that even though this did not give the 

best fit to the Dressler data, it did give a consistent fit to the 

observed m(z) relation for this rich cluster sample in the 

passband. For consistency this model will therefore also be adopted as 

the 'empirical' iii(z) relation in the passband. Furthe1 

justification for this assumption will be given in section 5.5. 

The redshift errors estimated for this rich cluster sample are 

-20% for the luminosity weighted m (figure 5.12) and "'17% for the 

arithmetic mean m (figure 5.13). These results suggest that the 

arithmetic m may be a slightly better estimator of cluster redshifts 

in this case. However, since most of the error in figure 5. 12 1s 
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introduced by the rich SGP clusters, the luminosity weighted m may 

still be a better estimator of redshift for the mainly small groups 

studied here, since the predicted m ( z .l relation is steeper in this 

case. This is in fact found to be the case in parL l>) where the ni(z) 

relation for a more representative sample of groups is investigated. 

As well as the above rich clusters, three galaxies from the OARS 

survey are present on the UKST plates J3721 and J4606 and lie withln 

the area of a detected cluster on these fields. Assuming that these 

galaxies are cluster members the OARS redshift can be used as an 

estimate of the cluster redshift. The three galaxies have redshifts of 

. 059, . 040 and . 058 and their ffi redshifts are . 077, . 066 and . 046 

respectively. These clusters are plotted as triangles in figure S. l::C', 

Of course these relatively bright galaxies may be projection accidents 

which will then have redshifts very different from the m .redshift. 

This effect is indeed noticeable in figure 5.12. It should be noted 

here that one of the rich clusters discussed above (Al22) has also had 

its redshift estimated from that of a OARS galaxy. However, due to the 

central position of this cO galaxy in the cluster it is almost 

certainly a member and has thus been included in the rich cluste.r 

sample. The large uncertainty of "'"'40% in the m redshifts obtained 

using the other OARS galaxies supports the projection hypothesis and 

so this result should not be regarded as representing the true 

uncertainty in the m(z) method. 

Finally, the m estimated redshifts for several of the r1ch 

clusters may be compared with those estimated from objective prisrr: 
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spectra by H.To MacGillivray (see Cooke et al, 1983 for a rev1ew of 

the objective pr1sm technique). These redshifts are listed 1n Tablro 

5.1. Unfortunately, only four clusters in the rich cluster sample have 

had thelr redshifts estimated in this manner. The estimated redsnifL 

uncertainty of the objective prism technique for these four clusters 

is"' 16%. This is slightly more accurate than the 20% quoted above for 

the rich cluster sample using the m(z) method. However, if only the 

four clusters are considered that have objective prism redshifts then 

the m(z) uncertainty is only ""10% and may therefore, in fact, be mace 

accurate than the objective pcism technique. More of the clusters 

listed in Table 5.1 need to have their objective prism redshifts 

estimated in order to confirm this result. 

b) Calibration of Cluster Distances on J3192 

In order to obtain a larger sample of more representative clusters 

of known redshift which have also been detected by the Turner and Gott 

group detection algorithm in the UKST galaxy catalogues, twelve 

clusters present on the UKST plate J 3192 have been observed. These 

observations were made at the same time as those of the rich clusters 

discussed in part a) and exactly the same techniques of observation 

and data reduction were applied in this case. The reduced spectra for 

these newly observed galaxies are presented in Appendix A. The 

observed clusters were chosen to have as large a range in redshift and 

richness as possible so that the ffi(z) relation could be calibrated in 

the b J passband and a meaningful estimate of the accuracy of the 

method could be obtained. Together with the four Abell clusters of 
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known redshift (Table 5.1) a total cluster sample of sixteen clusters 

is present on this field. Details of this cluster sample are given 1n 

Table 5.2. 

The resulting ·lttmi nno::i t-" 
----.---- - - - J '-·Jeighted rn i r-r ·, 

Ill\ £J I relation for J3192 

clusters is shown in figures 5.12 and 5.14, to limiting magnitudes of 

20.2 and 20.8 in respectively. Figure 5.14 contains the whole 

sample of sixteen clusters since the limiting magnitude of 20.8 in bJ 

was the original limit chosen for this sample. For a comparlson with 

the results of the previous section a magnitude limit of 20,2 in b, 
cl 

has also been applied to the J3192 dataset, however, as can be seen 

from figure 5.12 and 13, five of the original clusters were not 

detected at this brighter limit (at least with~ 7 members). 

It can be seen from an inspection of figures 5.12-14 that the 

observed m( z) relation of the J3192 clusters is in close agreement 

with the OARS model at low redshift and the standard model at higher' 

redshifts. This comparison implies that a LF somewhere between these 

two 1 extreme 1 cases would probably be more appropriate, In fact 1 such 

a LF could not be ruled out by any of the ffi(z) relations presented in 

sections 5.4.2-5 and is therefore probably the most realistic model. 

However, the OARS LF model, assuming no evolution, gives the best 

overall fit to the bJ = 20.2mag limited sample and so, since all c>f 

the group catalogues have also been limited at this magnitude, this 

will be adopted as the empirical ffi(z) relation in the bJ passband (a 

result also found in part a). 

The redshift uncertainty for the J3192 cluster sample (all sixteen 

clusters to a limit of bJ = 20.8mag) was found to be ""'37%. This 
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No" m (bJ = 20.8) Telescope z(observed) z(m, DARS) R.A. Dec. 
limit model 

1 18.437 AAT .076 .08 15 24 46 +01 38 14 

2 18.982 " .088 .113 15 19 02 +02 44 51 

3 17.427 " .087 .049 l ,-.) 18 48 +02 42 01 

4 19.127 " .110 .124 1'" ,) 24 20 +01 01 22 

5 19.035 " .103 .116 15 15 15 +03 16 11 

6 18.606 II .050 .089 15 17 53 +01 22 19 

7 19.627 " .159 .175 17 23 39 +01 57 43 
I 

8 18.712 " .126 .096 15 26 10 +01 30 10 
1'0 
1\) 
([) 

9 20.250 " .187 .280 1:, 15 09 +03 36 48 

10 19.745 II .136 .193 1~ ~l 23 22 +01 52 17 

11 19.408 " .126 .150 1!:· 22 06 +02 36 46 

12 18.523 74"SAAO .084 .084 15 25 26 +03 32 48 

13 A2066 19.436 See Table 5.1 .118 .155 See Table 5.1 

14 A2082 18.525 " .086 .085 " 

15 A2048 18.379 !1 .095 .078 

16 A2050 19.404 II .118 . 1 :,o 
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estimate may, however, be pessimistic since if only the two most 

discrepant points are removed from figure 5.14 the error is reduced to 

only ""25%. For this cluster sample the luminosity weighted fii gave a 

smaller redshift error than the arithmetic mean method, for the 

reasons discussed in the previous sections. The luminosity weighted ffi 

will therefore be adopted as the group redshift estimator for the 

groups detected here, since the cluster sample considered in this 

section is representative of those in the group catalogues. The error 

quoted above is still a somewhat larger error than that found in the 

previous sections which is most probably caused by the clusters here 

being less rich. 

The redshift uncertainty found above corresponds to a luminosity 

-1 
distance of'"' 100-150li Mpc, at the redshifts of interest here (z-.15), 

which is close to the measured dimensions of most superclusters (Oort, 

1983). Structure on smaller scales will therefore be difficult to 

detect using the present method. The main aim of this chapter was, 

however, to obtain constraints on the largest scale of inhomogeneity 

in the universe and structures on scales -1 
~ lOOh Mpc should be 

detectable. We shall therefore continue in the following section by 

looking at the redshift distributions of the UKST cluster catalogues 

shown in figures 5.2-5.6 in section 5.3. 

5.5 THE SPATIAL DISTRIBUTION OF GROUPS AND CLUSTERS OF GALAXIES 

Using the calibrated m(z) relation described in the previous 

section (to a limiting magnitude of b J 20.2mag) redshifts may be 
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estimated for all of the groups and clusters present in the UKST group 

catalogues constructed in section 5.3. The cesul ting redshift 

distribution, n(z), of clusters can then be used to look for 

large-scale st1··uc ture .u1 the galaxy distributlon and hence set some 

constraints on the largest scale of inhomogeneity in the universe. 

Since the avecage magnitude, ffi, is used as the cedshift estimator i:her, 

the distribution Of ClUSter m IS ShOUld directly reflect the BCtUaJ 

redshift distributions. The n(m) distribution for each group catalogue 

will therefore also be presented in the following sections. By 

comparing these with the ffi(z) distributions the errors caused hy 

converting iii to z using the model iii ( z) relation and the consequent 

binning of the data can be estimated. In order to have a clearer idea 

of the actual distribution of galaxies in redshift space the n(z) and 

n(i'li) histograms can be weighted by the group memberships. In the 

following sections four histograms will therefore be plotted foe each 

group catalogue (for group memberships n ~ 7); the distribution ot 

cluster angular diameter distances, n (d), (calculated from n ( z) ) , the 

distribution of cluster ffi's, n(ffi), and each of these weighted by the 

group memberships. 

5.5.1 The SGP Region 

Figures 5.15 to 5.19 show the distributions described above for 

each of the SGP region plates J1920, J1916, J3721 (and R2775), J4606 

and Jl681 respectively. For J3721 which overlaps several of the othec 

plates to some extent (see figure 5.2) only the distributions obtained 

for the non-overlapping area are shown. All of the distributions are 
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Figure 5.15: Distributions in distance, N(d), and l'ii's, N ( fii) , for the 

clusters detected on plate J1920. Dashed lines are for 

individual clusters and the solid lines represent these 

histograms weighted by the cluster membership. Only 

clusters of membership ');-7 are used in constructing these 

histograms. The magnitude limits in this figure and those 

that follow correspond to those used in figures 5.3-6. 
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Figure 5.19: As for figure 5.15 but for plate Jl681, 
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seen to exhibit peaks and troughs which may be indicative of large 

scale structure on scales 
-1 

of- l00-200h Mpc, but the s tatist1 ca.i 

significance of these features is hard to establish. However, since a~ 

' ' . - _,- '- ..: .r'"J..... - £' 
Lilt:! lllt:!dll r·eu::;Il.l.l L Ul the b <20.2mag samples (Z,---·.15) 

J 
the SGP region has 

-l 
a projected diameter of "' lOOh Mpc, structure on scales larger than 

this would be expected to overlap several of the SGP plates. The five 

plates in the SGP region can therefore be ensemble averaged in order 

to reduce the statistical noise present on one field. The resulting 

distributions are shown in figure 5.20. This procedure may of course 

be an oversimplification, since we may be seeing the edge of a 

supercluster in one field that is not present on the others. The truth 

of this hypothesis is tested to some extent by considering the 

sampling errors (also shown in -figure 5.20) calculated from field-to-

field variations. Although these are rather large, they are probably 

not large enough to explain the features seen in the distributions as 

statistical fluctuations. It can also be seen that several of the f1ve 

distributions shown in figures 5.15-5.19 are qualitatively similar to 

figure 5.20. The persistence of the peaks in these summed 

distributions can therefore be regarded as tentative evidence for 

their reality. 

By similar arguments to those presented above a single UKST pla~e 

has a projected diameter (at z-.15) of 
-1 

""' 30h Mpc. Unfortunately, 

therefore, the error of the iii(z) redshift estimator is too large to 

resolve structure on scales smaller than the plate size and hence the 

reality of the interesting linear features noted in section 5.3 cannot, 

at present, be tested. 
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Figure 5.20a), b): Ensemble averaged distributions of figures 5.15, 

16, 17a), 18 and 19. a) The cluster distance 

distribution, b) The cluster m distribution. 
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Figure 5.20c),d): c) As for a) weighted by the cluster membership, d) 

as for b) weighted by the cluster membership. Error 

bars were calculated from field-field variations. 
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A test of the methods employed here can be obtained by comparing 

the n(m) distributions (weighted by group memberships) of UKST plate 

R2775 with those of J3721 which cover the same area of sky. Since the 

n (iii) distributions are constl-ucted using unly the measured iii; s they 

will be independent of the uncertainties in the models used to convert 

iii to distance. The two n(m) distributions shown in figure 5.21 are 

seen to be qualitatively very similar. This result was to be expected 

since the magnitude limit of each sample was chosen such that each 

should be sampling to the same depth. This comparison does, however, 

demonstrate that the results are reproducible for measurements of 

plates taken in different passbands and shows that the peaks in the 

distributions are not just artefacts of the data reduction procedures. 

The consistency Qf the ffi(z) models in the bJ and rF passbands can 

be tested by considering clusters that have been detected on both 

J3721 and R2775 and comparing their predicted redshifts found using 

the best fit 'empirical' models described in section 5.4.5. This 

comparison is shown in figure 5.22. The agreement between the bJ and 

r F estimated redshifts is good evidence towards the applicability of 

the models at least over the range of redshifts of interest here. 

5.5.2 J5701 

Shown in figure 5. 23 are the distributions in distance and m for 

the groups detected on plate J5701. In this case the distribution 

appears to be smoother than those of the SGP region. A similar effect 

was noted in the two-dimensional distribution of this group catalogue 

described in section 5.3.2. However, it is interesting to note that 
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Figure 5.21: Comparison of the. cluster galaxy m distributions for· 

plates J3721 and R2775. The magnitude limits were 

bJ=20.2mag and rF=l8.6mag respectively, chosen such tnat 

each plate was sampling to approximately the same depth, 
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Figure 5.22: Comparison of the m estimated redshifts for clusters 

detected on both plates J3721 and R2775. 
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Figure 5.23: As for figure 5.15 but for plate J570lo 
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the n (d) distribution is qualitatively similar to that of the SGP 

-1 
region, showing five peaks separated by~ 100-200h Mpc o 

5.5.3 J3390 

This field was noted in chapters three and four and section 5o3o3 

possibly to contain a supercluster of galaxies. The distributions 

shown in figure 5. 24 (obtained from a sample at the same magnitude 

limit as the SGP samples) do in fact have a smaller median angular 

-1 -1 
diameter distance (-260h Mpc) than those of figure 5.20 (-340h Mpc) 

which have been shown to be a representative sample of the universe 

(see chapters three and four) . This result may therefore be 

interpreted as further evidence of a large scale inhomogeneity in the 

galaxy distribution 9f this field. 

5.5.4 J3192/R4021 

This field was noted previously to contain part of the Serpens-

Virgo supercluster. The distance and ii\ distributions are shown in 

figure 5' o 25a. It is interesting to note that the distributions for 

this field are qualitatively very similar to those of J3390, 

exhibiting a closer median distance than the SGP and J5701 areas (this 

result is also obtained from the R4021 distributions shown in figure 

2.25b). The fact that a supercluster is known to exist on J3192 there-

fore lends support to the hypothesis that a similar supercluster is 

also present on J3390, due to their similar n(z) distributions and 

number counts (chapter three). 
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Figure 5.25a): As for figure 5.15 but for plate J3192. 
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Figure 5.25b): As for figure 5.15 but for the UKST rF plate R402l. 
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5.6 CONCLUSIONS 

The conclusions of the present chapter may be summarized dS 

.follows: 

a) By applying the Turner and Gott ( 1976) group detection algorithm 

to the UKST galaxy catalogues of chapter two unbiased catalogues of 

galaxy groups and clusters have been constructed. It has been shown 

that by applying a surface density enhancement, J = 8, and group 

membership restriction n)7 at least 80% of all groups should be re8i. 

physical associations. 

b) The two-dimensional distribution of groups reveals large 

agglomerations of groups (superclusters?) and chains of groups. These 

chains are reminiscent of the filamentary structure noticed in the 

large-scale distribution of galaxies in the Lick catalogue (Moody et 

al, 1983). Unfortunately, the group distance estimator (see f) below) 

is not accurate enough to resolve structures on scales smaller than 

the plate size, at the redshifts of interest here, and so the real1ty 

of these features is hard to establish. 

c) The angular correlation function of groups has an amplitude 

approximately ten times larger than that of the galaxy-galaxy w(9) of 

the same average depth. The amplitude is, however, smaller than that 

of the Abell cluster correlation function scaled to similar depths" 

This result is therefore consistent with the results of Bahcall and 
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Soneira (1983), who showed in a study of Abell clusters that stronger 

correlations existed for richer galaxy systems. Since most of the 

groups studied here are less rich than Abell clusters the amplitude 

would therefore be expected to be smaller than even the least rich 

Abell clusters, as is indeed seen to be the case. 

d) The luminosity weighted average magnitude, ffi, has been shown to be 

a useful approximate distance estimator for groups of galaxies, giving 

a typical error of "'30%. This error is a function of group richness, 

the distance to richer groups being more accurately determined, 

e) In modelling the m(z) relation it has been shown that the galaxy 

cluster LF most probably lies somewhere between the two 1 extremes 1 

considered in chapters three and four, ie, between the standard 

reference catalogue LF and the OARS LF" This result is therefore 

consistent with those of chapters three and four, and also suggests 

that the cluster and field LF 1 s may be similar. If the LF does in fact 

lie between the standard and OARS LF 1 s then the results of chapter 

three suggest that q 0~l and galaxies have undergone a mild luminosity 

evolution, AM~ -2.0z in the rF passband. 

f) The group redshift distributions seem to reflect the propert1es o1 

the n(m) relations obtained for the various fields studied here. 

Fields with excess counts at intermediate magnitudes ( J3192, J 3390) 

have a slightly closer median redshift than more 'normal' fields, to 

the same magnitudes limit. Unfortunately, the accuracy of the cluster 
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distance estimator is not good enough to resolve structure on scales 

-l 
'100h Mpc. However, tentative evidence for structures on scales of 

-1 
-100-200h Mpc have been observed at the SGP where the statist.ical 

errors have been reduced by summing the distributions on five aJjciCeitl 

fields. The peaks present on other individual fields are difficult to 

interpret since the statistical fluctuations are difficult to 

estimate. 
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CHAPTER SIX 

THE ORIENTATIONS OF GALAXIES AND CLUSTERS 

6.1 INTRODUCTION 

In chapter one the most recent theories of galaxy formation were 

discussed and it was noted there that the orientations of galaxies 

within clusters may reflect in some way the conditions present at the 

time of galaxy formation. To recap briefly; if galaxies formed before 

clusters in the early universe then the orientations of galaxies are 

expected to be quite random. However, if clusters formed before 

galaxies then the f9rmation mechanism may well have given rise to 

preferred alignments, both of galaxies within clusters and of clusters 

themselves within superclusters (cf, Sunyaev and Zeldovich, 1972; and 

section 1. 3) . 

In this chapter the distribution of galaxy and cluster orien

tations in the UKST group catalogues obtained in chapter five are 

analysed. The main advantage of these cluster samples over those used 

in previous studies is that they were selected in an objective and 

unbiased way. It is hoped that in studying both the distribution of 

galaxy orientations within these clusters and the distribution of 

cluster orientations themselves, we may be able to distinguish between 

the two scenarios mentioned above. This approach to the study of 

galaxy formation complements that of chapter five and the statistical 

analysis of chapter four by considering the internal structure of 
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clusters rather than their spatial distributions. It wilJ be 

interesting to see if the results obtained here are consistent, with 

those obtained in these other quite independent tests. 

An outline of the chapter·· follow::;. In section 6. 2 the met11od or 

measuring the orientation of a galaxy with the COSMOS machine 1s 

discussed. The resulting distributions of orientations for the UKST 

galaxy catalogues are then presented and discussed with reference to 

previous estimates of the field-galaxy orientation distribution 

obtained by visual measurements. In section 6.3 the statistical tests 

carrted out on the galaxy orientation distributions within the 

clusters present in the UKST group catalogues are discussed and the 

results obtained presented. In section 6.4 the elli!Jticity 

distribution of the·. clusters is analysed. Finally, in section 6.5 the 

statistical analyses are continued with a study of the orientations of 

the clusters themselves, both on large and small scales. This chapter 

is concluded with a summary of the results in section 6.6. 

6.2 THE MEASUREMENT OF GALAXY ORIENTATIONS 

Before automatic machine measurements became available various 

workers had found preferred alignments of galaxy position angles over 

large areas of sky (Brown, 1964, 1968; Nilson, 1974). Brown's data, 

especially, has been the subject of much ~nalysis (Reinhardt, 1972; 

Hawley and Peebles, 1975; Edalati, 1976) and the results indicate that 

the original supposedly statistically significant peaks in the 

distributions were the results of systematic errors and psychological 
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effects (Opik, 1968; Holmberg, 1946). It has therefore been concluded 

that the distribution of field-galaxy orientations over large areas of 

sky shows no tendency towards preferred angles. 

By using automatic measuring techniques not only are vast numbers 

of galaxy orientations obtained relatively quickly but most of the 

errors caused by visual measurement are eliminated. With the COSMOS 

measuring machine the orientation, 9 and major and minor axes, a and 

b, of every image on the plate are output as three of the eighteen 

Image Analysis Mode (lAM) parameters (see section 2.3). 8, a and bare 

calculated using the method of moments on the image pixel distribut1on 

(Stobie, 1980). Both intensity weighted and unweighted parameters are 

obtained. However, only the intensity weighted parameters are used in 

the present analysis. These will be the most accurate since they are 

less affected by noise in the outer image pixels. The ellipticity and 

orientation of galaxies measured by COSMOS gives excellent qualitative 

agreement with those estimated visually. This is demonstrated in the 

COSMOS user manual (Stobie, 1982), where a map of some typical COSMOS 

output has been compared to the actual UKST photograph of the same 

area. The accuracy of the orientation thus calculated is a function of 

both the objec~s magnitude and ellipticity, e = 1 - b/a. For objects 

brighter than bJ 20mag it has been found in plate- to- plate 

comparisons that the error is<5° for e>0.2 (Stobie, 1982)0 

Another problem relevant to the present work is caused by the 

possible merging of objects by COSMOS due to the applied threshold of 

detection (see chapter two and section 5.2). This will be especially 

so in the environment of rich clusters where the density of images is 
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high. However, it was found in an eyeball check of a representative 

sample of clusters that less than 10% of cluster galaxies were 

contaminated in this way (see also section 5.4.5). This effect should 

therefore not seriously affect the presented in the folluw_lug 

sections. 

With reference to the previous work on the distribution of field 

galaxy position angles mentioned above, it is reasonable to assume 

that the distribution of the automatically measured position angles 

over a whole UKST photographic plate (to a magnitude limit of b J 

20mag) should be random. This distribution is shown for plates J3721, 

J1916 and J1920 in figure 6.1, for both stars and galaxies. These 

three distributions are representative of all of the UKST datasets and 

so to save space the.distributiorts for the other plates have not been 

shown. Plates J4606, J5701 and J3390 had very similar distributions to 

J3721, whilst J1681, J3192, R4021 and R2775 were found to be si.milar· 

to the J1920 distribution. The form of these distributions were found 

to be essentially the same in the magnitude range, 16<bJ<20mag. It can 

immediately be seen that the distributions for stars are very 

non-random which is most probably due to the uncertainty in measuring 

the position angle for a circular object and the effects of 

diffraction spikes in stellar images. The distribution of axial ratios 

for stars and galaxies is shown in figure 6.2, for plate J3721,and it 

can be seen that the stellar images are indeed mostly circular, as 

expected, with a peak at a/b ...... 0.95 (this distribution is essentially 

identical for all of the other UKST fields studied here). The peaks 

seen in figure 6.1 at 0°, 90° and 180° are quite easily explained as 
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Figure 6.1: The distribution of position angles for objects on plates 

J3721, Jl916 and Jl920. The dashed line 1s for stars, the 

solid line for galaxies. 
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Figure 6.2: The distribution of elliptici ties for objects on plate 

J3721. The dashed line is for stars, the solid line for 

galaxies. 
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being due to diffraction spikes. However, J3721 shows a peak at 45° 

and a corresponding dip at 135° which do not correspond to any obvious 

features in a stellar image. This effect seems to be present only in 

the oldest CU~MU~ datasets and so may be an effect caused by the lAM 

software used at that time having a bias towards multiples of 45° for 

the orientation of circular images (MacGillivray, private com-· 

munication). Due to improvements in the COSMOS software the more 

recent distributions are consistent with those expected to arise from 

stellar images with diffraction spikes. At faint magnitudes (bJ~21mag) 

the peaks tend to disappear with a less significant peak then 

appearing at 90°. This result again suggests that the former effects 

are caused by diffraction spikes, since they also 'disappear' at faint 

magnitudes. 

Corresponding but less significant features to those described 

above are seen in the distributions for galaxies (see figure 6. 1), 

These features may therefore be caused by stellar contamination and/or

circular galaxy images. When considering only galaxies with e >. 2, 

shown as the solid lines in figure 6.3, the effects are still present, 

but much reduced, suggesting that circular images, most probably 

misclassified stars, are indeed responsible. The possible amount of 

stellar contamination is consistent with the star/galaxy separation 

success rate discussed in section 2.6. In general, the distributions 

of galaxy orientations for the e>.2 galaxies were much flatter than 

both the stellar distributions and the e>O galaxy distributions shown 

in figure 6.1. 

It is interesting now to look at the distribution of galaxy 
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orientations for only the galaxies in the UKST group catalogues. This 

is shown for plate J3721 as the dotted line in figure 6.3 and can be 

seen to be quite flat with no indication of any preferred alignments 

(the distributions of cluster· galaxy orientations in all of the other 

UKST datasets were found to be similar). The removal of the stellar 

component may be caused by the higher galaxy /star ratio inside the 

area of a cluster and so the effect of misclassification will be less. 

Even so, only galaxies with e >. 2 will be used in the following 

analysis so that the biases towards preferred angles described above 

are kept to a minimum. 

6.3 THE ORIENTATIONS OF GALAXIES WITHIN CLUSTERS 

In this section the statistical tests carried out on the galaxy 

or-ientation distributions of the UKST b J group catalogues will bE 

described and the results obtained presented. For the reasons 

discussed in chapter five only groups of seven or greater members will 

be used in this analysis. 

summarized in Table 6.1. 

The resulting group catalogues are 

Three tests were carried out on each group catalogue in order tc 

test for any non-randomness in the orientations of galaxies wi thi.n 

clusters. These are discussed in sections 6.3.1-6.3.3 below. 

6.3.1 The Position Angle Distribution of Galaxies within Clusters 

This first test was carried out to simply test for the 

non-randomness of the distribution of orientations within a cluster. 



Table 6.1 

Plate No. Magnitude limit No of Clusters No of galaxies Mean No of significant p 

of catalogue ( ) 7 members) in clusters member- X clusters 
( ~ 7 members) ship 

J3721 20.2 38 508 13.37 10 2.5x10 
-3 

J4606 20.2 83 1020 12.29 19 3.0x10 
-4 

J1916 20.2 79 851 10.77 12 4.0x10 
-2 

.]1920 20.2 84 777 9.25 22 1.4x10 
-5 

-3 
!\) 

916 10.18 
Ol 

J1681 20.2 90 18 4"0x10 f-' 

J3192 20.8 82 879 10.72 17 1.7x10 
-3 

J5701 20.5 57 575 10.09 10 3.0x10-2 

J3390 20.9 127 1261 9.93 29 1.2x10 
-5 
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The position angles for all of the galaxies with e>. 2 1n a cluster· 

were binned into a histogram of six, thirty degree bins. A chi-squared 

(X 2
) test was then carried out on this distribution for each cluster 

in each catalogue. If ct cer Lain number, n, out of the total number of 

a 
,. 

clusters, N, have tv probability, P<0.1, which is a small enough 

probability to be statistically significant, then the probability of 

this many significant ''I} s occurring by chance can be calculated by 

using the Binomial distribution and is given by; 

p = N! P n ( 1-P )N-n 
0 0 

( 6.1) 

n! (N-n)! 

where P
0 

is the probability criterion set (0.1 in this easeL If P is 

also less than 0.1 then there is reason to believe that in general the 

cluster galaxies are showing a non-randomness in their orientations. 

The results of this test are summarized in Table 6.1 and at first 

sight it appears that the values of P found in all catalogues suggest 

a very significantly non-random result. However, most of the clusters 

observed here have small memberships, typically less than 10, and due 

to the ellipticity criterion there may be even less than the minimum 

group membership of 7. The 'X/ test may not be a good test for such 

small numbers. This hypothesis was tested by simulating a random 

distribution of orientations between 0° and 180° for all cluster 

memberships between 5 and 100 and carrying out the same test on these 

distributions. It was indeed found that at the cluster memberships 

observed here a similar number of significant t 2 values were found, 

giving a value of P similar to those of the actual group catalogues. 
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This result therefore demonstrates that the cluster galaxy posi tlon 

angle distributions can be considered to have arisen from a purely 

random population. This test was also carried out on only the largest 

clusters (> 10 membelcs) wi Lh similar results. 

6.3.2 Galaxy Alignments with Respect to Cluster Major Axes 

The above test is interesting in itself, but a better test from 

the point of view of testing theories of galaxy formation would be to 

look at the orientations of cluster galaxies with respect to the maJor 

axis of the cluster. If preferred alignments of galaxies along the 

cluster axis were found then this would be difficult to explaln as 

being due to anything other than the conditions within the cluster at 

the time of its formation (section 1. 3). Preferred alignments along 

cluster major axes have been previously found only in linear ILl type 

clusters, eg, A2197, A999 and A426 (Persus), (Adams et al, 1980; Strom 

and Strom, 1978; Thompson, 1976). It should be stressed, however, that 

these examples of preferred alignments have only been found in a few 

clusters out of the total number so far studied and that these effects 

may not be an obvious or common feature of clusters in general~ 

The major axis of a cluster can be defined in exactly the same 

way that COSMOS defines the major axis of an image, except here we use 

the positions of galaxies instead of image pixels. This is done by 

calculating the centroid of the cluster and then applying the method 

of moments (see Stobie, 1980) to the distribution of galaxies around 

it. Figure 6.4 shows the position angle vectors for each of the 
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clusters, in each of the group catalogues, and they can be seen t,o 

agree well with eye estimates (the distribution of the cluster· axes 

themselves will be discussed in detail in section 6. 5). After' the 

position angle of the cluster major axis has been determined the 

individual galaxy orientations can be subtracted and the resul ti.ng 

difference in angle binned into a histogram of six, fifteen degree 

bins (N.B. the difference between a cluster and galaxy position angles 

can never exceed 90°). In order to improve the statistics for this 

test the distributions obtained from individual clusters may be 

summed. This procedure has been carried out for each group catalogue 

and the resulting distributions are shown in figure 6.5. A grand total 

has also been obtained by summing the distributions of figure 6.5 and 

is shown in figure 6-..6. 

Since preferred alignments along cluster major axes have only 

been found previously in linear clusters, figures 6. 5 and 6. 6 have 

been drawn in three 'layers'. The first (chain link) includes clusters 

of ellipticity e).7, the second (dashed line) e~.5 and finally (solid 

line) all clusters are included. Chi-squared analyses of figures 6.5 

and 6.6 show significant results for plates J1920 and J168l (see Table 

6.2). 

On further inspection of the significantly non-random clusters on 

plate Jl920 the most significant turned out to be part of a satellite 

trail broken up by COSMOS into separate images. Since these images 

were elongated they were consequently classified as galaxies and hence 
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major axis, 6tf , summed for all 

clusters in each group catalogue. 

The Jl920 histogram has the satellite 

trail removed. 
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Table 6.2 Statistical Tests 

Plate ·y.} of summed distribution of galaxy (probabilities in '1} of summed distribution x.2 of cluster 
No. position angles with respect to the brackets) of galaxy position angles position angle dis-

cluster major axis (Fig 6.5) with respect to radius tribution (Fig 6.10) 
vector (Fig6.7) 

e > ·7 e > .5 e>o n ~ 10 n ;;J: 7 e > . 6 e>O 

J372l 5.01 ( .3) 3.89 ( .4) 3.17 ( .6) 7.76 (.03) 4.28 (.12) 8.82 (. 2) 5.51 (, 5) 

J4606 1. 33 (. 8) 4.07 ( .4) 5.2 ( .3) 3.0 ( .15) 2.8 (. 25) 6. 36 (. 4) 6.48 ( .4) 

J1916 6. 36 ( .2) 3.46 ( .5) 2.83 ( .6) 0.14 ( .. 93) 2.48 (. 3) 3. 54 (. BS) 10. 53( .1) 
1\) 
--_] 

J1920 29.04 (<.01) 11.63 (. 02) 6.02 (.15) Including f-' 

satellite trail 
8.8 ( .1) 8. 5 ( .1) 15.8 (.01) Removing sate-0.05 (.99) 1.12 (.6) 4. 5 (0.13) 6. 2 ( .4) 

lli te trail 

J1681 16.78 ( .01) 10.9 (. 05) 7.82 ( .1) 2.06 ( .3) 2.18 (.3'3) 3. 5 ( .8) 3.4 (. 8 I 

J3192 2.52 ( .7) 5. 73 (. 25) 1. 87 ( .8) 14.75 (.001)2.62 (.3) 18.39 (.01)16.34 (.02) 

J5701 8.7 ( .1) 6.1 (. 2) 7. 9 ( .1) 9.5 ( .01) 7.4 ( .03) 6. 05 (. ·ll 2. 65 ( .8) 

13390 5.2 ( .3) 5.1 (. 3) 4.0 ( .4) 5.84 ( .06)11.54( .01) 10.89 (. :L) 3. 58 (. 7) 

------

Total without Jl920 
14.64 (. 01) 11.49 ( .03) 5.78 (.25) 1.8 ( .4) 1. 28 (. 6) 

------------·· -----------
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some very linear clusters resulted with a very significant al1gnment 

of galaxies w1 thin them I This result was a good test of the methods 

employed here and demonstrated that 1f such obvious preferred 

alignments were present they woulJ Ge eH~ily detected. Lf the spurious 

clusters caused by the satellite trail are excluded from the analys1s 

then the distributions become less signiftcantly non-random (these are 

the distributions shown in figure 6.5). However, a significant effect 

is still obtained for the e~o clusters. 

Since the distributions for plate Jl681 also have significant ~ 2 s 

it was at first thought to suffer from a similar problem to .! J 920 _ 

After checking the significant l 2 clusters by eye no spurious effects 

were found in this case. However, the non-repeatability of this result 

on the other six fields makes it only a tentative result. In general, 

therefore, cluster galaxies appear to be randomly distributed with 

respect to the cluster major axes. 

6.3.3 Radial Alignments of Cluster Galaxies 

The third test applied to the cluster galaxy position angle 

distributions involves testing for preferred alignments with respect 

to the radius vector from each galaxy to the centroid of the cluster. 

Radial alignments of galaxies have been previously reported in some 

very rich Coma-type clusters including the Coma cluster itself (Hawley 

and Peebles, 1975; Thompson, 1976; MacGillivray and Dodd, 1979). 

However, again positive results have only been obtained for a few 

clusters out of the total number studied. In the case of cO galaxies 

in rich clusters it does seem to be a general property that they are 
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aligned with the cluster major axi.s (Rood and Sastry, 1968, 1971; 

Dressler, 1978a, b, 1981; Carter and Metcalfe, 1980), This particular 

type of alignment with the cluster major· axis has been included 111 

thic since, 1n _.._1_ -
L..llt:: case u[ only a single galaxy, it can also 

be regarded as a radial alignment and is thought to be more 

appropriate to this discussion of alignments within rich clusters. 

The observed radial alignments in rich clusters may be caused by 

tidal torques, due to the massive central galaxies, or be an effect of 

general cluster evolution (Thompson, 1976; MacGillivray and Dodd, 

1979; Binney, 1977; Aarseth and Binney, 1978). However, Farouki and 

Shapiro ( 1981) have shown that the present day distribution of the 

orientations of disk galaxies will bear a close resemblance to the 

primordial distribution. This result is, however, model dependent and 

hence tidal effects cannot be completely discounted in very ri.ch 

clusters. Since the small groups and clusters present in the UKST 

catalogues are generally much less rich than the clusters described 

above (see chapter five) and tidal effects are thought to be slight 

even in rich clusters, then if any preferred alignments are found here 

they may be interpreted as a relic of the primordial conditions within 

the cluster (see section 6.1). 

For each cluster galaxy the angle between its major axis and the 

radius vector was calculated and binned into a histogram of four, 

twenty two and a half degree bins. As in the previous test the 

resulting histograms for all of the clusters in a group catalogue can 

be summed and the results are shown in figure 6.7. These histograms 

have been added to form a grand total which is shown in figure 6.8. 
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For this test the histograms have been drawn in two 'layers' . The 

first (dashed line) includes the largest clusters (~ 10 members) and 

the second (solid line) includes all clusters. If gravitational 

perturbatiow; are responsible for any preferred orientations then we 

would expect to see a larger' effect in the lar'gest clusters. The 

results ofX 2 analyses of figures 6.7 and 6.8 are listed in Table 6.2. 

It can be seen that four group catalogues have significant X. 2 values 

for the ) 10 membership histograms (J3721, J3192, ,J5701 and .J 3390), 

while only two have significant X. 2 values for the~ 7 membership groups 

(J5701, J3390). However, for the summed distribution of all catalogues 

no significant results are obtained, which suggests that the 

significantly non-random distributions are the result of statistical 

fluctuations. In general, therefore, cluster galaxies appear to be 

randomly distributed with respect to the cluster centres. 

6.4 CLUSTER ELLIPTICITY DISTRIBUTIONS 

An advantage of the moments method of determining the cl•Jster 

major axes is that we can simultaneously obtain the cluster 

elliptici ties. In figure 6. 9 the ensemble averaged distribution of 

cluster elliptici ties for all group catalogues is presented. Errors 

are calculated from plate-to-plate variations. It can be seen that 

many elongated groups are observed with a mean ellipticity of"" 0. 51, 

If all cluster5 were spherically symmetric then we would expect most 

clusters to have ellipticities close to zero. 
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One explanation of this result is that the Turner and Gott 

cluster detection algorithm (section 5.2) may produce spurious 

elongations. Simulations were therefore carried out in which the 

Turner and Gctt algorithm was a~~lled to circular simulated clusters 

(this simulation was discussed in section 5.2). The resulting 

ellipticity distribution is also shown in figure 6.9 and it can be 

seen that considerably less elongated clusters are observed here than 

in the group catalogues. In the simulated cluster catalogue the mean 

ellipticity is""' 0. 35 and no clusters at all have an ellipticity) 0. 8. 

Carter and Metcalfe ( 1980) and Binggeli ( 1982) have obta.ine:: 

similar cluster ellipticity distributions to that obtained here in 

independent studies o:f rich clusters. Their results are plotted i.n 

figure 6.9. They sho~ed by compating the cluster distribution to that 

of elliptical galaxies that, 1n general, clusters were as elongated as 

elliptical galaxies. The above result therefore extends this 

conclusion to include clusters o:f all richness. This result is more 

compatible with theories of galaxy formation in which clusters form 

before galaxies, since if galaxies formed first then the mutual 

gravitational attraction of galaxies to :form clusters would result in 

mainly spherical clusters. This effect can in fact be seen by 

comparing :figure 6.4 with the 
~ . 
isothermal (galaxies form first) 

simulations of Aarseth et al (1979). Many more elongated clusters are 

apparent in the data than in the simulations. 
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6.5 THE DISTRIBUTION OF CLUSTER ORIENTATIONS 

Previous studies of the large scale distribution of cluster axes 

have revealed several interesting cases of preferred alignments. In 

the Perseus supercluster an alignment of cluster major axes along the 

main supercluster filament has been observed, as well as a peak in the 

galaxy position angle distribution corresponding to that of the 

filament (Gregory et al, 1981). This effect has also been seen in the 

clusters comprising the Coma supercluster (Gregory and Thompson, 1978) 

and a weak alignment of galaxies parallel to the axis of the local 

supercluster has been reported (MacGillivray et al, 1982). Tifft 

(1980) has studied the distribution of double galaxies in the northern 

galactic hemisphere and found th~t their position angles were aligned 

regionally and much filamentary structure was evident. 

The detection of anisotropies in the distribution of cluster axes 

may be interpreted as evidence of large-scale supercluster ing. The 

alignment of clusters within superclusters could then be the result of 

a scenario in which superclusters formed before their constituent 

clusters in the same way that galaxy alignments within clusters are 

suggestive of clusters forming before galaxies (section 6.3.2). 

In the present section two main tests will be carried out in 

order to test for preferred alignments of cluster axes. Firstly, n• 

section 6.5.1, the overall distribution of major axis position angles 

for each of the UKST group catalogues will be presented and discussed. 

Secondly, in section 6.5.2,a test of the type developed by Binggeli 

(1982), which tests for the alignments of nearest-neighbour clusters, 

will be applied to each of the group catalogues. 
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6.5.1 Position Angle Distributions of Cluster MaJor Axes 

The cluster maJor axis position angle distributions for eacr, nf 

the group catalogues are shown in figure 6. 10. The results of a X 2 

test on figure 6.10 are shown in TRhle 6.2. Most of the histogr3ms nrc 

seen to be consistent with a random distribution. However, there JS 

one notable exception; that of J 3192. This field is known to lie at 

the eastern extremity of the Serpens-Virgo supercluster of galaxies 

(see chapter five) and it is therefore very interesting that the 

position angles of clusters on this field have a significantly non

random distribution. The dashed histograms in figure 6.10 were dra1vn 

fot~ clusters of ellipticity~ 0.6, since their axes are much better 

determined, and again the effect is present. It can be seen from thi~ 

histogram and figure 6.4 that the peak at -90° does originate in the 

more linear clusters and indeed most of these have their axes parallel 

to the main supercluster filament. This result is most consistent 

with theories in which clusters form before galaxies in the ear·ly 

universe (sections1.3 and 6.1) and it would therefore be interesting 

to see if the galaxies present in the filament are preferent:i.aLLy 

aligned along it, since this is also a prediction of these theories. 

On J3192 the distribution of galaxy orientations within the 

filament shows two similar peaks at angles of 45° and 135°, the latter 

peak being at roughly the same angle as the filament. However, since a 

second peak is present in the distribution and no other signiflcant 

results at all are found in other fields with prominent filaments 

(indicated in figure 6.4), the agreement of the galaxy position angle 

peak with that of the filament is most probably fortuitous. The 
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results of this test are therefore also consistent with the random 

distributions of galaxies within clusters found 1n the previous 

sections. 

6.5.2 Alignments of Close Cluster Pairs 

a) Binggeli's Test 

As a test of the small-scale alignments of cluster axes, 

Binggeli's ( 1982) test has been applied to each of the UKST group 

catalogues. Binggeli found, in a study of Abell clusters, that 8l 

small separations, d ~ 
-1 

30h Mpc, clusters preferentially pointed 

towards their nearest neighbours. In the present work the test. is 

carried out as follows: firstly, each cluster is taken as a centre and 

the distance (in th.e present work only the angular separation can be 

measured) to this cluster's nearest neighbour is calculated. Then, the 

difference in angle, .C::.&, between the central cluster's maJor axis and 

the line joining this cluster to its nearest neighbour is computed. 

Only groups with memberships n)7 and ellipticities e>.2 were used in 

the analysis. In fact, the latter restriction will not have 8 

significant effect on the results since most clusters have e>.2 anyway 

(see section 6.4). If the results of Binggeli are to be confirmed then 

a preference for small values of~O at small separations is expected; 

except that projection effects mean that apparently small angular 

separations do not necessarily mean that the true cluster separation 

is small. However, this effect will only add noise to the tes.l and 

hence, if real, some effect should still be noticeable. In fact, since 

the largest angular separations calculated here correspond to a 'true' 
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-1 
separation of< 30h Mpc, at the mean redshift of the cluster samples 

(see chapter five) the d: f::.(} plot can be summed over d e1nd C:he 

resulting histogram will still correspond to a Binggeli test. This 

procedure has the effect nf m~king it easier to 

orientations and estimate the significance of the results. 'rhe 

histograms for each of the UKST fields are shown in figure 6.11 (for 

groups of~7 (solid line) and~ 10 (dashed line) members) and a grand 

total is shown in figure 6.12. It can be seen from these figures that 

no group catalogue shows convincing evidence for a preference towards 

small6c9 and indeed, in most cases, the opposite effect is seen. Th1s 

result is also obtained in the summed histogram over all group 

catalogues with a significant"/} probability of"' 2% for n~7 groups and 

-1% if the group membership is· restricted to n ~ 10. The effect is 

therefore even stronger for the richer groups. There is therefore 

discrepancy with the t'esul ts of Binggeli; in OUf' ·:::ase 

nearest-neighbour clusters seem to be preferentially oriented at goa 

to the line joining them, whereas Binggeli found that the opposite was 

true. [n the following section another Binggeli-type test will t>e 

applied to the group catalogues in order to check this result and tr·y 

to find the reasons for this discrepancy. 

b) parallel Alignments of Nearest-Neighbour Cluster Pairs 

In this section a similar test to that carried out .in trle 

previous section will be applied to the group catalogues. Here, 

however, instead of calculating the difference between the central 
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cluster position angle and the line joining it to its nearest 

neighbour, the difference in position angles of both clusters in each 

pair will be calculated. Otherwise, the tests are identical. The 

h.::sul Ling histograms for each group catalogue are shown in figure 6. 1 3 

and a grand total in figure 6. 14. It can be seen that for plates 

J3192, J 1681 and J4606 there is a preference for nearest-neighbour 

clusters to be aligned in a similar direction, ie, the histograms have 

a maximum at Ac9<45°. The alignments of clusters on J3192 noted in part 

a) is therefore confirmed using this independent test. The effect is 

particularly strong in the supercluster filament (chain link in figure 

6.13), a result also noted in section 6.5.1. The X2 significance fol' 

the summed distributions of figure 6.14 corresponds to a probability 

of P-.3 for the n>7 histogram arid is more significant, P-.06, fol' the 

n>10 histograms, with the maximum again occurring at 6& < 45°. These 

results are therefore again more significant for the r·icher groups. 

This effect may either be caused by the removal of spurious groups 

possibly present in the n~7 catalogue, an effect of the major axes 

being less well determined for smaller groups, or be a real effect of 

cluster richness. 

If this test had been carried out alone then the above result may 

have been interpreted as a confirmation of Binggeli's results; if both 

clusters in each pair point towards each other then both this test and 

Binggeli's test would show a maximum in~& at 0°. However, the results 

of this test, together with the Binggeli test carried out in part a), 

imply, for the group catalogues studied here, that the clusters in 

each pair are parallel and at-90° to the line join1ng their centres. 
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This type of alignment can, in fact, be appreciated by vlsuall.'; 

inspecting figure 6.4 where many close cluster pairs can be seen to be 

parallel. 

c) An Extension to include all Pairs of Clusters 

To further improve the statistics for the test carried out 1n 

part b), instead of only considering the nearest neighbours, all 

cluster pairs can be considered. If the effects noted above are due to 

primordial preferred alignments then there is no reason to expect that 

if the nearest neighbours are preferentially aligned in some way, then 

the second nearest neighbour will not be. Eventually, at very lar-ge 

separations there are expected to be no correlations, as found 1 n 

section 6.5.1, and this test has therefore been carried out as a 

function of pair separation. Two histograms of the type constructed ir 

part b) have been constructed for all pairs at separations of ~ 3xl0
4 

microns ( 33.6 arcmin) and ~ 6xl0
4 

microns ( 1.12 degrees) separations, A. 

third histogram for pairs at separations > 1.12 degrees was also 

constructed in order to check that the test does produce a null result 

at very large separations. Since the nearest-neighbour separations 

measured above were in general -6 3x10
4 

microns the significant effects 

found there may be expected to be present in the first histogram, with 

the significance decreasing for larger separations. 

The results of this test are shown in figures 6.15a and b for n~7 

and n~10 membership groups respectively. These results have already 

been summed over all group catalogues. A 'grand total' histogram has 

been calculated by summing the three separate histograms and is also 
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Figure 6.15a): As for figure 6.13 but consideri~g all cluster pairs 
(n~7), in two increments, of 3x10 micron (33.6 arcmin) 
separations. Also shown (third histogram) is thS 
distribution of b.(} for separations greater than 6x10 
microns (1.12 degrees) and a grand total is shown in 
the upper histogram. 

Figure 6.15b): As for figure 6.15a) but for only n~lO membership 
groups. 
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shown in figure 6.15. Error bars have been calculated from the field-

to-field fluctuations normalizing to the same total number of pairs tn 

each field. In this version of the Binggeli test a X2 analysis cannot 

be applied, since all of thP p8irs are !lot independent, and ;,;u _Lfl 

order to assess the significance of the results the ratio of the mean 

number of pairs in the first and last two bins in each histogram has 

been calculated. If the distributions are consistent with isotropy 

then this ratio will be equal to unity. The error in the ratios has 

again been calculated from field-to-field fluctuations. The results of 

this analysis are summarized in Table 6.3. 

Table 6.3 

Group membership ~ 7 ) 10 
criteria 

Histogram mean ratio and s.e. cf mean ratio and s.e. ()' 

4 !: 3xl0 f4-"' 1.25 
' 

.15 1.7 2.13 
' 

0.47 C' • ~) 

4 
~ 6x10 ~"'-"" 0.99 , .06 0.2 1.67 

' 
0.38 1.8 

>6X10f"" 1.04 
' 

.03 1.3 1.19 
' 

0.11 1.7 

--------·· 

Grand total 1.03 
' 

0.3 1.0 1.23 
' 

0.12 l - ~·) 

It can be seen from Table 6. 3 that the only really significant 

result ( ~ 2. 5o') is found for the n;il: 10 membership groups at small 

4 
(d~3x10 ~~) separations. This result can also be appreciated by 
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considering the error bars shown in figure 6.15. 

The results of this test are therefore consistent with the 

results obtained for nearest nelghbours in part b) above, Slnce the 

nearest neighbours correspond to the smallest separation histogram and 

also more significant results were obtained for the larger group 

memberships. At large separations the distributions are consistent 

with isotropy (as expected) and hence also with the ~esults of section 

6.5.1. In general, therefore, n~10 cluster pairs at small separations 

(~ 35 arcmins, 
-1 

which corresponds to ""5h Mpc at the mean reds hi ft of 

the present cluster sample; see section 5.5) seem to be preferentially 

aligned. 

The reasons for the difference between Binggeli's results and 

those found here ar& still difficult to establish, although it may be 

that the original Binggeli result was a statistical effect caused bv 

poor sampling. This was the conclusion of Struble and Peebles (198~) 

who applied the Binggeli test to a larger sample of 237 Abell 

clusters known to lie within superclusters. They obtained only a ver·y 

marginal confirmation of the Binggeli result and showed that their 

distributions were almost consistent with isotropy, The cesults 

obtained here are therefore of interest since we have a very large 

unbiased statistical sample of~640 (n~7) clusters and the results are 

therefore less likely to be affected by statistical fluctuations. 

However, the error bars shown in figure 6.15 suggest that field-to-

field fluctuations are large, even in the present cluster sample, and 

more data is required to unambiguously confirm the results found here. 

If they were confirmed then the results found in sections 6. 5.1 and 
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6.5.2 may be interpreted as evidence towards theories in which 

clusters formed before galaxies in the early universe (section 6.1 ). 

6.6 CONCLUSIONS 

The results of the present chapter may be summarized as follows: 

a) It appears that in general the clusters of all richness observed 

here show no significant non-randomness in their galaxy position angle 

distributions. However, the tests described here only place lower 

limits since any weak effects may be lost due to errors caused t:;y 

star/galaxy separation and the merging of images by the COSMOS 

machine. 

b) In observing the distributions of galaxy position angles with 

respect to the cluster major axis there appears to be no overall 

significant alignments. 

c) In observing the distribution of galaxy position angles with 

respect to the clusters centre there appears to be no overall 

significant radial alignments. 

d) The ellipticity distribution of the clusters observed here suggests 

that in general clusters of all richness are as elongated as 

elliptical galaxies. This result is a natural consequence of the 

collapse of 'pancakes' in the early universe, ie, theories 1n vltucl< 

clusters form before galaxies, and would not be expected in theories 

in which galaxies form first and then hierarchically cluster. 

e) The cluster position angle distributions for most of the fields 

surveyed here were found to be random. However, in the case of J 3192 
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where the Serpens-Virgo cloud of galaxies is known to lie 

significant alignment of cluster axes was observed. 

f) The results of a Binggeli (1982) test on the UKST group catalogues 

suggest that, in general, clusters tend to be at position angles > 45° 

relative to the line joining them to their nearest neighbours. Th.is 

result is in the opposite sense to that obtained by Binggeli who found 

that clusters preferentially point towards their nearest neighbours. 

The result obtained here was confirmed in a further test that looks 

for preferred alignments of cluster axes relative to the cluster axes 

of their nearest neighbour. It was found that there was a tendency for 

cluster pairs (not necessarily just nearest neighbours) at small (~ 3':, 

arcmin) separations to be preferentially aligned, with a difference in 

major axis position ·angles of< 45°. This result is consistent with the 

Binggeli test carried out here if the axes of clusters in pairs are 

not only close to parallel (on average) but also close to 90° relative 

to the line joining them. Some reasons for the difference between 

these results and those of Binggeli have been suggested in section 

6. 5. 2. These results, together with the results of part e) and the 

previous studies discussed in section 6. 5, suggest that large-scale 

cluster alignment within superclusters may be a fairly common 

occurrence and provides some tentative evidence towards theories in 

which clusters form before galaxies in the early universe. 

In summary, the results of small-scale tests (alignments of 

galaxies within clusters; results a), b) and c)) are more consistent 

with theories in which galaxies form before clusters, whereas the 

results of large-scale tests (alignments of clusters; results d), e) 
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and f)), give stronger evidence in favour of theories in wn1ch 

clusters formed first in the early universe (see sections 6.1 and 

1.3). It is difficult, however, to obtain a very meaningfu1 

interpretation of the null results in a), b) and c), since the 

statistical noise and errors present in the tests carried out thece 

are difficult to estimate and may well be large enough to 'wash out' 

any weak effects that may otherwise be present. It will be interesting 

to see if the tentative results in d), e) and f) are confirmed by 

future observations (see chapter seven). 
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CHAPTER SEVEN 

CONCLUSIONS 

7.1 INTRODUCTION 

In this chapter the observational results obtained in the 

previous chapters will be summarized and compared with the most recent 

theoretical predictions of world models and galaxy formation, We begin 

in section 7.2 by discussing the implications of the galaxy 

number-count results for cosmological theories. The results in the b
1 

passband will be used to set constraints on the amount of galoxy 

luminosity evolution and we discuss the consequences this evolution 

for galaxy formation. The rF p~ssband results will be used to obtain 

constraints on both luminosity evolution and world models ( ie, q
0 
l. 

The consistency of the results obtained in this analysis will. be 

tested against the results of other authors, who have used hoth 

similar and quite independent tests to those used here. 

In section 1.3 the most recent theories of galaxy formation were 

described and it was shown there that they can be divided into two 

main scenarios. In the first, which will now be called scenario A, 

galaxies form before clusters in the early universe and in the second, 

now called scenario B, clusters form before galaxies, Scenario A 1 s 

the prediction of the original baryonic isothermal theory, with its 

associated scale-free hierarchical clustering, and also more cecent 

theories in which the universe is dominated by 'cold' dark matter, eg, 

ax ions. Scenario B is the prediction of other ad1abatic theocies, 
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including the original baryonic theory and the more recent 'hot:' clack 

matter, eg, neutrino, particle theor1es. In scenario 8 the galaxv 

distribution 1s expected to show a preferred scale of clustering, left 

over·· as d. J.·el.i.c: or Li1e clut; L.er-t;lze 'pancakes' which were the first 

objects to form in the early universe. In section 7.3 we shall discuss 

how the results obtained here might be used to discriminate between 

these two opposing scenarios. 

This chapter is concluded in section 7.4 with a discussion of the 

future prospects of this type of work. 

7.2 CONSTRAINTS ON COSMOLOGICAL MODELS AND GALAXY LUMINOSITY 

EVOLUTION 

In the detailed study of the galaxy number-magnitude, n(m), 

relation in the bJ passband, carried out in chapter three, good 

evidence for galaxy luminosity evolution has been obtained. A detailed 

understanding of the form of this evolution is, however, held up b' .I 

some uncertainties in the properties of local galaxies used as 

parameters in the n ( m) models; for example, the b JK-corrections, the 

luminosity function (LF) and its dependence on galaxy type. Some 

headway towards obtaining tighter constraints on the galaxy LF has 

been made in studies of the correlation function scaling relation 

(section 4.3) and the galaxy cluster average magnitude v redshift, 

m(z), relation (section 5.4). Using these results, the constraints 

obtained from the n(m) models now seem strong enough to rule out any 

non-evolving model. 

This observation of galaxy evolution in the bJ passband is. 
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consistent with the observed galaxy colour distribution which becomes 

bluer at fainter magnitudes. A similar effect has also been observed 

by Phillipps et al (1981) and Kron (1978). Other evidence that some 

galaxies, in rich clusters, at redshifts greater than 0.25 have 

colours bluer than expected has been reported by Butcher and Oemlec 

(1984, and references therein), Couch and Newell (1984) and Couch et 

al (1983, 1985), although Koo (198lb) found no such effects in a high 

redshift (zN0,5) cluster. Bluer than expected colours have also been 

observed in galaxy colour-redshift diagrams. Lilly and Longair (1982) 

observed this effect in a sample of distant 3C radio galaxies, 

Kristian, Sandage and Westphal (1978) saw the effect in a variety of 

galaxy types, which they used in a construction of the Hubble diagram 

and Ellis and Allen ( 1983) have obtained similar results for giant 

ellipticals. Whether these effects are due to the same evolutionary 

behaviour as that seen in the counts is not certain due to the 

different environment and galaxy types observed in each case. However, 

Butcher and Oemler (1984) claim that a parallel evolution is observed 

in loose irregular, as well as rich clusters. This result supports the 

hypothesis that the observed luminosity evolution is not greatly 

affected by the environment but affects all galaxies in the same way. 

This implies that the evolution discussed above is the same phenomenon 

as that observed in the number counts and colour distributions. 

It is interesting to note that if this observation of evolution 

in the b counts is confirmed by future observations, then it could be 
J 

regarded as evidence for a rather small redshift of galaxy formation, 

since the n(m) models predict that the blue (young) galaxies presenL 
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in these samples are at redshifts of~ 1. A small redshift of galaxy 

formation may also be consistent with the observed decrease 1n t:he 

number density of QSO 1 s at redshifts greater than two ( eg, Osmer-, 

lQP.?) - ~ _ _,_ .' , are forming at tlH::!:o;e !'edshifts. However, 

as noted above, there are still some uncertainties in the b _ models 
cl 

and the evolution inferred from the bJ counts may still be explicable 

in terms of the normal processes of stellar evolution rather than an 

initial burst of star formation ( eg, Koo, 1981a). It should also be 

noted that recent searches for truly primeval galaxies have so far 

produced null results (Koo, 1985). 

Because of the large amount of evolution required in the models 

the b. counts are relatively insensitive to the value of - and J 4c 

reasonable variations in the mix of galaxy types. No strong 

constraints on q
0 

can therefore be obtained from the bJ counts. 

The rF n(m) counts also show evidence for luminosity evolutjon 

but it is less than that required in the b J passband. In the r F band 

galaxies have very well determined K-corrections and the models are 

insensitive to reasonable variations in the mix of galaxy types. 

Constraints have therefore been placed on combinations of evolution 

and q
0 

which enable the models to fit the observed n(m) relation. 

Differences in the models caused by uncertainties the type 

dependence of the LF are now considerably smaller than those caused by 

uncertainties in the form of the LF itself, due to the domination of 

the r F counts by E/SO type galaxies. In chapter three two LF 1 s were 

considered which reasonably covered the range of observed galaxy LF 1 s 

(see section 3.3.2). This uncertainty in the form of the LF is 
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lessened to some extent by the results of chapter five, where it was 

found that the galaxy cluster average magnitude v redshlft, mlz). 

relation was most consistent with a form of the galaxy LF which lies 

ue Lween Lheae Lwu extremes'. Therefore, assumlng an intermedia~e 

luminosity function in the rF passband, the evolution /q
0 

combinati.on 

that fits the observed rF counts is given by the approximate relation; 

Q
0 

+ 1.1 E = -1.43 ( 7.1) 

where E is the linear coefficient in the redshift polynomial for the 

evolutionary brightening of galaxy absolute magnitudes, ie,~M = Ez. 

It can be seen from equation 7.1 that for a reasonable range of 

q
0

, O<q
0
<0.5, the evolution implied by the rF counts lies in the range 

-l.3>E>-l.75. This range is very close to that predicted by the 

single-burst evolut~onary models of Tinsley (1978) for the same values 

of q
0 

(see section 3.3.4) and is thus not an unreasonable amount or 

evolution. 

It was shown in section 3. 5 that by using the r·F counts and 

Hubble diagram together a self-consistent solution for evolution and 

q
0 

could be obtained. Assuming equation 7.1 and the Kristian, Sandage 

and Westphal (1978) Hubble diagram implies that q
0 

= 0.4±0.3 with an 

amount of evolution given by ..6.M..,-(1.7±0.3)z. It should be noted that 

the above procedures assume that as well as galaxy lumlnosity 

evolution, the luminosity function is similar in both field and 

cluster populations. Some evidence supporting this assumption has been 

obtained in chapter five where it was found that the m(z) relation of 

both groups and rich clusters were similar, suggesting that their LF's 

are also similar and consistent within the observed range with thac of 
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the field. 

Finally, as an example of the applications of this work, we '-'1111 

consider the consistency of the results obtained above with the 

prediction of ieCEXtt i11flationary models of the early universe (see 

Guth, 1984, for a review). These models actually predict d zeru 

curvature universe with q
0 

= 0. 5 in a Friedmann world model, From 

equation 7.1 it can be seen that a value of q
0 

0.5 is indeed 

consistent with the rF counts assuming a AM--1. 75z evolution. This 

combination of evolution and q
0 

is also consistent, to within the 

errors, with the Kristian et al (1978) Hubble diagram and the Tinsley 

( 1978) evolutionary models (see above) . If the alternative Gunn and 

Oke ( 1975) form of the Hubble diagram were assumed (section 3. 5) then 

if q
0 

= 0.5, the a~ount of evolution required to obtain a good fit ~o 

their data would beilM"" +1. 3z. A considerable amount of dynarm.caJ 

evolution would then have to be assumed in the Hubble diagram in order 

to reconcile this result with the rF count results. Clearly it is very 

important to more tightly constrain the observed form of the Hubble 

diagram. The future prospects for carrying out this and other 

cosmological tests, in order to obtain tighter limits on the amount of 

galaxy luminosity evolution and the value of q
0

, will be discussed in 

section 7.4. 

7.3 CONSTRAINTS ON THE THEORIES OF GALAXY FORMATION 

Much of the work in chapters four, five and six was carried ou~ 

in order to try and discriminate between the two scenarios of galaxy 

formation outlined in section 7 .1. It has been found difficult to 
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obtain a definitive answer to the question of whether galaxies or 

clusters formed first in the early universe (scenarios A and R 

respectively) but some interesting constraints have been obtained. 

These will now be summarized. 

In a detailed study of the two-point angular correlation funct1on 

of galaxies, w((J), carried out in chapter four it was found that, ;.n 

general, the form of w((}) was consistent with an approximately -0.8 

power-law at small scales at all magnitude limits. A power-law 

correlation function was suggested by Peebles (1974a) to be a natu1·al 

outcome of the original isothermal theory of galaxy format ion, ·.vhich 

produces a hierarchical distribution of galaxies. This conclusion a.Lsc 

holds for 'cold' dark matter models and so the observed power-law in 

w(8l could be iQterpreted ~enerally as evidence for scenario A. 

However, scenario B can also lead to a power-law correlation function, 

at least over a restricted range of epochs, as shown recently in 

N-body simulations of the adiabatic theory in a neutrino dominated 

universe ( Frenk, White and Davis, 1983; Klypin and Shandarin, 1983; 

Centrella and Melott, 1983; Melott, 1983). 

In considering the evolution of the slope of w(O), the N-body 

scenario B simulations predict a steepening of the slope wi. th timE 

(Frenk, White and Davis, 1983). In order to produce agreement with the 

presently observed slope of w(9l the implied redshift of ~~laxy 

formation in the neutrino dominated model is very small, z
1 
< 2 (White, 

Frenk and Davis, 1983; see also section 7.2). Generally, in scenario A 

models, since galaxies form before clusters at high redshifts, little 

evolution in the slope of w((J) is expected. However, because of the 
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noise present in the observed w(8), even at the deepest AAT limits, 1t 

is not possible, at present, to obtain any strong constraints on these 

scenarios by studying either the form, or evolution in the slope of 

w(8). 

At large angular scales, corresponding to a linear separation ot 

-1 
3h Mpc a departure from the power-law form of w((j) has been found. 

This result confirms that of Shanks et al (1980) and agrees with the 

-1 
break scale of - 3-5h Mpc found in the OARS survey (Bean, 1983) 0 The 

-1 
discrepancy with the Lick catalogue's break scale of -9h Mpc, fi l'S t 

noted by Shanks et al (1980) therefore remains (some possible reasons 

for the discrepancy have been suggested in chapter four). It was no~ea 

in section 4.1 that the position of the break is sensitive to the 

cosmological densitytl
0 

(hence q
0

) in both scenarios A and B. Here the 

break represents the transition between the linear and non-linear 

clustering regimes (Davis, Groth and Peebles, 19771 and its position 

found here is consistent with 11.
0
"' .3. However, it has been shown that 

the position of the break is also sensitive to the initial spectrum of 

perturbations in the early universe (eg, Gott and Rees, 1975) and so 

it is difficult to obtain a very precise constraint on n 
0 

from this 

type of analysis. 

An alternative explanation of the break in scenario B, in a high 

D,universe, might be a primordial preferred scale, eg, the Silk scale 

at decoupling. It must therefore be concluded that it is a1sr~ 

difficult, at present, to discriminate between scenarios A and b D' 

studying the break observed in w(B). 

In a study of the correlation function amplitude scaling relation 
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in chapter four some evidence for clustering evolution has been 

obtained. Th1s result could most naturally be explained in teems uf 

theories in which clusters are collapsing at relatively recent times, 

r.nrr'O'sponding to z~l (Frcnk, White and Davis, 1983; Hivolo and Yahil, 

1983) and hence evidence for scenario 8 (see above). However, sampling 

errors are still large, even at the deepest AAT limits and sc thi.s 

result must remain tentative until more data is obtained. 

In chapter five catalogues of galaxy groups and clusters were 

constructed by applying the Turner and Gott cluster detec~ion 

algorithm to the COSMOS galaxy catalogues. The cluster-cluster 't! ( 8 ' 

amplitude for these groups was found to lie between those of field 

galaxies and rich Abell clusters when scaled to the same depths. Th1s 

result confirms those of Balicall and Soneira ( 1983) and Schectman 

( 1985) who found that stronger correlations exist for richer galaxy 

systems (in studies of the spatial correlation functions of Abell 

clusters and clusters detected in the Lick catalogue respectively). In 

the simplest version of scenario A the cluster-cluster correlation 

function amplitude would be expected to be similar for all richnes~or 

galaxy systems due to the hierarchical nature of the clustering there 

(eg, Shanks, 1982). However, this result may have an interpretation in 

scenario A if galaxy formation is 'biased' towards regions of hi gr. 

density (Davis et al, 1985). This result has several possible 

interpretations in scenario B. For example, the strong cluster-cluster 

correlations may be caused by a similar 'biasing' effect to that noted 

above, perhaps enhancing the effect of oscillations between the S1lk 

and Jeans mass scales at decoupling in a baryon dominated unj_ver'sr-
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(Shanks, 1985), or may be caused by non-Gaussian initial conditions. 

Thus, the cluster-cluster w((j) can, at present, only rule out the 

simplest (hierarchical) version of scenario A. 

Tentative ~upport for scenar1o B has been obtained in a study of 

galaxy and cluster orientations (chapter six). Firstly, a significant 

alignment of cluster axes was found in the supercluster filament 

present on the UKST plate J3192. This result was confirmed by carrying 

out a test which looks for preferred alignments of cluster pairs. As 

well as confirming the results for J3192 it was found that, in 

general, pairs of clusters at small ('1 degree) separations tended to 

have their axes parallel ( 6¢ f 45°). Secondly, it was found in a study 

of the distribution of cluster elliptici ties that, 1n general, this 

distribution was .consistent with clusters being as elliptical as 

elliptical galaxies are themselves. Both results are consistent with 

theories in which galaxies form in the collapse of proto-cluster's, 

which as discussed above, would be a natural consequence of scenar1o 

B. As in the case of the cluster-cluster w(9), the simplest version of 

scenario A seems to be ruled out by these observations, s1nc;o, a 

hierarchical clustering of clusters would be expected to lead to a 

random distribution of orientations. 

Finally, we return to the problem of the largest scale of 

inhomogeneity in the universe (see section 1.3). The three-dlmensional 

distribution of groups obtained using the Turner and Gott cluster' 

detection algorithm is consistent with homogeneity on scales nf 

-1 
~100-200h Mpc. Unfortunately, the large uncertainty in the cluster-
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average magnitude distance estimator would not allow tighter 

constraints to be made. If the tentative features seen ln the cluster 

redshift distributions at these scales are shown by future r'edshi f t 

(section ~ . \ 
I • '4 I Lo be real, then they would have 1mportant 

consequences for theories of galaxy formation. It is difficult to see 

how such large structures could have formed by the presenT, time in 

either scenarios A or B, unless such large-scale perturbations were 

already present at decoupling. Such structure could be associated with 

the Jeans scale length predicted in adiabatic theories in a baryon 

dominated universe (ie, scenario B, Peebles, 1981). 

7.4 PROSPECTS FOR THE FUTURE 

In order to unambiguou~ly determine the value of qc and the 

amount of galaxy luminosity evolution the observed n(mJ relation, at 

bright ( b J < 18mag) and faint ( b J> 23mag) magnitudes, needs to be more 

tightly constrained. This would be possible if more photographic 

plates were analysed using the methods described in chapters two and 

three. Models could then be fitted to the observations with greater 

confidence and hence enable tighter constraints to be placed on these 

important cosmological parameters. More well calibrated deep counts 

are needed, especially in the bJ passband where there are still large 

discrepancies between the results of different authors (section 3.2). 

This data would also allow the important observation of clustecing 

evolution, obtained from the correlation function amplitude scaling 

relation, to be confirmed. 

Unfortunately, the properties of local galaxies used as 
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parameters in the models are still subject to some uncert,ainties, 

especially in the bj passband. The main problems lie with the b 

K-corrections and the form of the luminosity function ( LF) for 

different galaxy types (see section 3.3). In order to obtain better 

estimates of the field galaxy LF and the mix of galaxy types, the 

redshift surveys of OARS, KOS and CfA (Bean, 1983; Kirshner, et al, 

1981; Davis et al, 1982) need to be extended to deeper limits and 

cover larger areas of sky. Extensions of these surveys are in fact 

being carried out at the present time. These surveys could also be 

used to determine the form of the r 
F 

LF and hence more tightly 

constrain luminosity evolution and q
0 

through the rF n(m) models. 

A further development that would be of great use from the point 

of view of constraining world models would be to obtain well 

calibrated counts in the near infrared (I) passband. This would have 

the advantage of being able to probe to very high redshift (and hence 

better determine q
0

) without having to worry about uncertainties in 

K-corrections and evolution. This is possible because the ill 

determined UV part of a galaxy spectrum would not enter the passband 

of observation until redshifts greater than ~2. This would also be an 

ideal passband in which to observe brightest cluster galaxies in order 

to try and obtain a better determined Hubble diagram than is available 

at the present time (section 3.5). 

As noted in chapter three (section 3.6) if galaxy redshift 

surveys were carried out to deep enough limits (bJ~21mag, rF-20mag) 

much tighter constraints could be placed on the models by cequiring 

them to also fit the observed n(z) distributions at faint magnitudes. 
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Projects of this kind are presently being undertaken by r. ::'inanl's 

using the AAT and R. Kron and D. Koo using the Kitt Peak 4m telescopP. 

The recent development of the optical fibre coupling system on the AAT 

enables tlp to fifty spectra to be ob Lained s1mul taneously wh1cr. 

greatly reduces the required amount of observing time and hence makes 

such a faint redshift survey feasibleo The n(z) test has a great 

advantage over the Hubble diagram, in that the same galaxies are used 

in both n(m) and n(z) and hence exactly the same evolutionary 

processes are operating in each case. This eliminates the uncert8lnty 

caused by the possibility that different rates of evolution occur in 

different galaxy environments. 

Regarding the observations of large-scale structure discussed in 

chapter five, it,woul~ be of~reat interest to obtain the redshifts of 

many more of the groups and clusters detected by the Turner and Gott 

algorithm than are presently available. This would enable a more 

accurate calibration of the iii( z) relation and hence better deter

mination of the redshift distribution of galaxy groups, as well as a 

better determination of the galaxy luminosity function through a 

modelling of the i'ii(z) relation. 

If a complete sample of""' 200 cluster redshifts could be obtained 

then the reality of the strong cluster-cluster spatial correlations, 

found by Bahcall and Soneira (1983) for rich Abell clusters, could be 

tested on a more representative sample of groups and clusters, 

Preliminary results found here (section 5.3) suggest that the effect 

may be real, but the present uncertainties in the ffi( z) relation mean 

that the average depth of the present samples are somewhat uncertain. 
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Larger and deeper redshift surveys of both galaxies and clusters 

at bright and faint limits will therefore undoubtedly improve l:he 

prospects for discriminating between cosmological models. However, 1n 

terms of 1mprov1ng the important constraints obtainable from galaxy 

counts and clustering studies (in particular the cluster orientation 

studies carried out in chapter six and der1ving approximate redshift 

distributions via the m(z) relation in chapter five) there is still 

important progress to be made by increasing the angular coverage of 

machine measured photographic surveys. Both redshift and photographic 

surveys together thus hold great promise for future observational 

advances in cosmology. 
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Appendix A 

Observations of Cluster Galaxies 

a) Spectra of Rich Cluster Galaxies (see Table 5.1) 

In this section the reduced galaxy spectra for the new 

observations described in section 5. 4. 5 part a) are presented. The 

Abell cluster number or other designation from Table 5.1 is indicated 

in the top left hand corner of each plot. The wavelength scale is in 

Angstroms and some of the most prominent lines used in the estimation 

of each galaxies redshift are also indicated in the figures. The RA 

and Dec listed in .. Tabl-e 5.1 corresponds to these galaxies. 

As noted in chapter five, Abell cluster A2066 was observed using 

the AAT, and the long slit of the RGO spectrograph enabled two galaxy 

spectra to be obtained simultaneously. Both spectra are shown here. 

The spectrum with most counts corresponds to the brightest cluster 

member whose RA and Dec is listed in Table 5.1. The second galaxy lieR 

30 arcsec away from the brightest member at a position angle of 173° 

(measured N_,E). 
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b) Spectra of Cluster Galaxies on UKST Plate J3192 (see Table 5.2i 

In this section the reduced galaxy spectra for the new 

observations described in section 5. 4. 5 part b) are presented. The 

cluster number, taken from Table lS inuicated in the top Left 

hand corner of each plot. The wavelength scale is in .1\ngstroms and 

some of the most prominent lines used in the estimation of each 

galaxies redshift are indicated. The long slit of the RGO spectrograph 

enabled several galaxies in each cluster to be observed simultaneously 

and hence most clusters have more than one spectrum. Since the 

integration time was the same for each galaxy in each cluster the 

spectrum with most counts corresponds to the brightest cluster member 

whose RA and Dec is listed in Table 5.2. Offsets from this galaxy to 

other cluster mempers whose ~pectra have been obtained are indicated 

in the figures in the format; distance in arcseconds, position angle 

in degrees measured N _.E. 
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